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v

In this open access book, film scholar Rasmus Greiner develops a theoreti-
cal model for the concept of the histosphere to refer to the “sphere” of a 
cinematically modelled, physically experienceable historical world. His 
analysis of practices of modelling and perceiving, immersion and empathy, 
experience and remembering, appropriation and refiguration combine 
approaches from film studies, such as Vivian Sobchack’s phenomenology 
of film experience, with historiographic theories, such as Frank 
R. Ankersmit’s concept of historical experience. Building on this analysis, 
Greiner examines the spatial and temporal organization of historical films 
and presents discussions of mood and atmosphere, body and memory, and 
genre and historical consciousness. The analysis is based around three his-
torical films, spanning six decades, that depict 1950s Germany: Helmut 
Käutner’s sky without stars (1955), Jutta Brückner’s years of hunger 
(1980), and Sven Bohse’s three-part TV series ku’damm 56 (2016).

abstract
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So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.  
F. Scott Fitzgerald



ix

This book, including all quotations from German works not previously 
translated into English, was translated by Andrew Godfrey, with revisions by 
Hilla Czinczoll and the author. In the original German, much of the argu-
ment revolves around a distinction between two aspects of experience that 
is difficult to capture in English. The term “experience” has generally 
(though not exclusively) been reserved here for the sense of Erfahrung/
erfahren, which focuses on perceptual/cognitive access to the external 
world gained through experience (and can sometimes be rendered in terms 
of “learning,” “discovering,” or “finding out”). Erlebnis/erleben, mean-
while, which focuses on the inner lived or felt quality of an experience, has 
typically been rendered as “living encounter” or “live” (as transitive verb).

The writing, translation, and open access publication of this book were 
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The film opens with shots of a barbed wire fence, warning signs, and bar-
riers, accompanied by a dramatic score and an omniscient voice-over that 
embeds the historical situation depicted on screen within a particular nar-
rative. The narrator explains that the film is the story of East German fac-
tory worker Anna Kaminski (Eva Kotthaus) and West German border 
guard Carl Altmann (Erik Schumann). The year is 1952, and the two 
lovers are separated by the inner German border. Following a series of 
almost static shots, the camera pans slowly, awakening the film to life. 
Finally, human figures appear: refugees making their way along an over-
grown path on the bank of a border river.

As we watch Helmut Käutner’s sky without stars (himmel ohne 
sterne, 1955), we construct a spatiotemporal structure out of moving 
images, sound, and words that allows us to experience the history of 
Germany’s division. The audiovisual figuration of the past becomes a liv-
ing encounter in the present. Conceptions of history are inscribed into the 
filmic world’s formal and aesthetic features even before the plot begins. 
The iconic images of the border and the voice-over commentary localize 
the action in a historical setting distinguished by landscape, costumes, set 
dressings, and the way the characters act and comport themselves. By cre-
ating visual and aural spaces, the film both represents and constructs his-
tory, producing a fluid historical world that we can synesthetically “live.” 
This blend of historical model and fiction draws us powerfully into the 
world of the film, and the immersion is helped along by the flow of the 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-030-70590-9_1&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70590-9_1#DOI
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montage, the music, and the subjectivized gaze of the camera-eye. All 
these operations bring us “physically and mentally closer to the action of 
the film.”1 I shall use the term histosphere to refer to the “sphere” of a 
cinematically modeled, physically experienceable historical world. The 
prefix “histo-” refers here not just to (popular conceptions of) history, but 
also to a particular bodily dimension. In the phenomenological space 
between audiovisual figurations and historical experience, a histosphere 
functions—in the manner of histology—as an innervated tissue that relays 
the potential semiotic meanings of the cinematically constructed past via 
physical-sensory stimuli.2 In this book, I conduct a “vivisection” of the 
praxis of histospheres—an exploratory surgery on a living organism.

The narrator of sky without stars speaks auspiciously of the refugees’ 
hope of a life in freedom. While the repetitive score accentuates the tense 
atmosphere, a close-up focuses on Anna’s watchful gaze. The situation 
intensifies further when the smuggler betrays the refugees to two border 
guards, causing an elderly man to suffer a fatal heart attack. The film cuts 
to a dramatic zoom-in on Anna’s face, which strengthens the sense of 
subjective experience and creates closer identification with the protago-
nist. To the sound of soaring strings, she seizes the initiative and leaps into 
the river. One of the guards shoots and hits her, but despite her injury she 
makes it to the other bank (Figs. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4).

By combining our living audiovisual encounter with our imaginative 
empathy, the sequence allows us to experience the awful consequences of 
Germany’s division. It also activates our own memories, whether of other 
films or of our personal lived experiences. These kinds of associations are 
accompanied by conceptions of history that are in turn closely bound up 
with our individual biographies.3 The popular historical fiction film (or 
simply, as I shall call it, the historical film4) thus comprises a dynamic pro-
cess that makes the past present in order to produce meaning in the here- 
and- now. Against the general assumption that the constitutive feature of 
historical films is that they represent history, I argue that it is instead their 
audiovisual modeling and figuration of historical worlds, which enables an 
immediate experience of history. This would imply that the essential crite-
rion of a historical film is the presence of a histosphere.

Although in film theory the boundaries between fictional and nonfic-
tional forms have become increasingly porous, it can nonetheless be help-
ful to distinguish between fiction and documentary films. In recent debate, 
there have been efforts to free theory-building from getting bogged down 
in questions of ontology; however, without wishing to take sides on this 
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issue, in my study I shall primarily investigate histospheres as an element 
and phenomenon of historical fiction films. I implicitly acknowledge that 
specific forms of this phenomenon can also be found in documentaries and 
other nonfictional film types, but believe that a theory of how histospheres 
operate in nonfiction films would require further work and cannot simply 
be tacked onto a discussion of their functioning in fiction films.

Despite their powerful immersive potential, historical films do not 
enable an all-encompassing illusion. Our living encounter with a film is 
only incompletely present; this encounter makes the past sensuously avail-
able, but does not allow it to be changed. In this respect, the spectator’s 
perspective is reminiscent of Walter Benjamin’s remarks on the “Angel of 
History” in Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus: Plunging backward into the future, 
the angel looks with horror at the rubble of the past that piles up before 
his eyes5; the “storm of progress” drives him “irresistibly into the future” 
and is so strong that the angel can no longer close his wings. The medium 
of film, by contrast, seemingly has complete mastery of the dimensions of 

Figs. 1.1–1.4 Subjectivized experience and close identification with the pro-
tagonist in sky without stars

1 INTRODUCTION 
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space and time. Historical films can thus, I argue, achieve what Benjamin 
claims the Angel of History cannot: They can “pause for a moment” to 
“awaken the dead and […] piece together what has been smashed.”6 
Applying Benjamin’s deliberations to histospheres, this would imply that 
they are capable of changing the direction of our movement through time: 
In the historical film we are no longer moving away from but closer toward 
the past, entering thoroughly into it and allowing it to sweep us along. 
Moreover, we can turn around and peer into an imaginary future from the 
perspective of the past simulated by the film.7 Our historical knowledge is 
(at least temporarily) overridden by our immersive, living encounter with 
the histosphere. Although we know, even while watching sky without 
stars, that Germany was reunified on October 3, 1990, at the same time 
we live the reality of the histosphere, in which the division of Germany is 
far from over. Film transforms the past into a space of possibilities. In his 
A Baedecker for the Soul, Béla Balázs writes:

Do you not also see the many branching paths that you could also have 
taken, that we could have taken, had we not been pushed by some chance? 
They all belong to our past.8

Balázs conceives of the past in a way that also includes options and 
eventualities that did not come to pass. His deliberations can also be 
applied to the relation between film and history. On this view, cinema’s 
unique accomplishment would be making it possible to walk down, to 
experience, the paths not taken in the past. This space of possibilities is 
manifested not just in films’ modeling of a counterfactual or alternative 
history, but also in the playful suspension of our historical memory. During 
our living encounter with a film, our knowledge of the course that history 
actually took recedes into the background and gives way to a sense of 
contingency. The histosphere gives chance a second chance. Until the very 
last moment, we believe it is possible—we fear, or we hope—that this time 
perhaps things will turn out differently.

Our conceptions of history are also influenced by the present: “History 
is the object of a construction whose place is formed not in homogenous 
and empty time, but in that which is fulfilled by the here-and-now,” writes 
Benjamin.9 Even historical films cannot cut themselves off from the pres-
ent. A histosphere is always a product of the time the film was made. It is 
like a “tiger’s leap into that which has gone before,” which seeks out 
“what is up-to-date, wherever it moves in the jungle [Dickicht: maze, 
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thicket] of what was.”10 The time of a film’s production is inscribed into 
its audiovisual modeling of a bygone era. To fully understand this ambiva-
lent nature of histospheres, we must also discuss the effect of film on our 
perceptions of the world. Siegfried Kracauer drew attention to film’s ten-
dency to explore the “texture of everyday life” and help us “not only to 
appreciate our given material environment, but to extend it in all direc-
tions.”11 Films thus “virtually make the world our home.”12 Along similar 
lines, Balázs says that film teaches us “to see the intricate visual details” of 
“our polyphonous life.”13 In order to establish the sense of intimacy and 
familiarity with the world described by Kracauer and Balázs, films model 
audiovisual “lifeworlds,” worlds of lived experience.14 In a historical film, 
these constructions form part of the histosphere. Sometimes, there can be 
multiple competing lifeworlds in a single film. One example is sky without 
stars, whose histosphere is made up of two lifeworlds: West and East 
Germany (both still in the early years of their existence). Anna alternates 
between these two lifeworlds, without truly being at home in either. Her 
son Jochen (Rainer Stang) lives with her parents-in-law in the West, while 
her frail grandparents live across the border in the East. Eventually, she 
and Carl discover an abandoned railway station in no man’s land; an other 
place where they can be intimate.15 For a brief time, their lifeworlds over-
lap. This fleeting utopian moment anticipates and models the reunification 
of Germany. On this construal, sky without stars enables a “mixed, joint 
experience” on the fine line between utopia and heterotopia, which Michel 
Foucault describes using the metaphor of a mirror.16 This interpretation 
can also be extended to historical films in general: If we understand a his-
tosphere as a filmic figuration that audiovisually models historical worlds 
and makes them available to experience, then the spectator’s perception 
oscillates between a mode of observation that strives for objectivity and an 
immersive, living encounter. On the one hand, as spectators we enter into 
the film’s depiction of a possible world; on the other, we constantly com-
pare this depiction with our own picture of reality. This picture in turn 
depends on our experiences and memories, which themselves include films 
and audiovisual media.17

Standard theories of fiction based on possible-worlds semantics con-
ceive of the universe as a constellation of worlds. As film scholar Margrit 
Tröhler explains, these worlds “can be thought of like a solar system or 
like a soap bubble ball made up of multiple chambers adhering together.”18 
A film’s histosphere can be understood as one such chamber. Although it 
forms a self-contained sphere that models a possible historical world, it is 
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also in direct contact with countless other chambers, including other filmic 
histospheres. The walls between the individual chambers are permeable 
membranes, which result in a dynamic interchange between them.19 The 
cinema screen can likewise be understood as a membrane between two 
worlds.20 Contra Kracauer’s criticism of the finite nature of the cosmos 
presented in the historical film,21 as part of a constellation of worlds a his-
tosphere always points beyond itself and influences our conceptions of 
history through a complex interplay with other possible worlds and media 
experiences of reality.

With the digital revolution, the mediatization of our perception has 
gained in intensity. “We are all part of a moving-image culture, and we live 
cinematic and electronic lives,” the American film and media scholar 
Vivian Sobchack observed back in 1988, and coined the notion of a “tech-
nosphere” that surrounds us and profoundly shapes our lifeworld.22 Since 
then, audiovisual technologies and media have become ever more perva-
sive in our daily lives, so that nowadays filmic histospheres are even more 
easily accepted and readily accessible to intuitive experience.

As I shall set out in the following chapters, a histosphere is far more 
than a model-like representation of a historical period. As an immersive 
experiential field, it does not merely address our senses of sight and hear-
ing, but entirely absorbs us. My theory of historical experience mediated 
through film experience builds on Sobchack’s work on the phenomenol-
ogy of film.23 Sobchack describes film itself as an embodied experience that 
addresses all the viewing subjects’ senses by way of a synesthetic interplay 
of moving images and sound. Film is a mode of embodied being-in-the- 
world with the capacity “to not only have sense but also to make sense” 
through direct, prereflective experience.24 At the heart of her theory is the 
idea that a film has its own body. Sobchack understands film as simultane-
ously a visible object—a world of film images—and a subject that has its 
own point of view on the world.25 While film, like photography, objectifies 
“the subjectivity of the visual into the visible,” the cinematic “qualitatively 
transforms the photographic through a materiality that not only claims the 
world and others as objects for vision (whether moving or static) but also 
signifies its own materialized agency, intentionality, and subjectivity.”26 
Building on this phenomenological account, the historical film can be 
understood as “an experiential field in which human beings pretheoreti-
cally construct and play out a particular—and culturally encoded—form of 
temporal existence.”27 Through a living encounter with a film, history is 
made experientially available, and on the foundation of synesthetic 
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perception, the film  addresses the spectator’s entire body. We do not 
merely see and hear the filmic figuration of a historical world; rather, it 
completely surrounds us, so that it is as if we can physically feel it. Although 
we are aware that this living encounter with history is based on perceiving 
an audiovisual construction—a histosphere—the filmic experience of world 
corresponds closely to our everyday perceptions, which the film experience 
extends to spheres of past time that are inaccessible outside of cinema.

The evolution of histospheres over the course of film history closely 
tracks the changing relationship between film and history. Back in 1896, 
Max Skladanowsky filmed his brother Eugen playing the Prussian king 
Frederick the Great. Less than twenty years later, D.  W. Griffith’s the 
birth of a nation (1915) and intolerance (1916), two now-controversial 
works that revolutionized film aesthetics, revealed the historical film’s 
immense potential for a complex making-present of the past. Griffith’s 
lavish productions ushered in the era of historical epics. Then, in the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century, movements such as Italian Neorealism, 
the French New Wave, and New German Cinema articulated an under-
standing in which contemporary American genre cinema was seen as part 
of a cultural renewal.28 This development was accompanied by a democra-
tization of perception that decisively altered the relation between film and 
history. Avant-garde montage concepts aimed at mobilizing the masses 
gave way to a subjectivized address to individual viewing subjects. From 
the perspective of a new society founded on egalitarian democracy, the 
“form of aesthetic experience in the cinema” was now understood as “the 
potential of an adequate experience of the world.”29 This formulation cap-
tures the essence of the histosphere: Observing and adapting the film’s 
subjective perspective on a historical world enable us to have an individual 
experience of history. Movement in space, as the basic element of film 
images, was now joined as an object of filmmaking by perceptions and 
explorations of time.30 For historical films, this meant a (at least partial) 
move away from simply representing historical events, toward a phenom-
enology of the way the historical eras modeled by films are perceived.

The cinematic renewal movements that emerged from the 1950s 
onwards not only created new ways of accessing history, but also redefined 
the relation between image and sound. The essayistic historical fiction 
films of the French New Wave led to a changed understanding of film 
sound’s historical relevance. The director and film theorist Éric Rohmer 
went so far as to describe Alain Resnais’s hiroshima mon amour (1959) as 
“the first modern film of sound cinema.”31 The film presents a dialogue 
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between a French actress and a young man from Hiroshima in which per-
sonal recollections of historical events are explored and their reliability as 
historiographical accounts questioned, and closely interweaves this dia-
logue with film images and other auditory elements. This move toward 
film sound needs to be reflected in theoretical accounts of historical films 
too. While previous research on film and history has primarily focused on 
visual aspects, my study of histospheres also explicitly considers the audio 
history of film.32 Taking account of sound and the diverse ways it interacts 
with moving images provides the foundation to develop a theory of audio-
visual history. The lavish historical productions that began to appear in the 
early 1990s33 furthermore combine the subjectivized spectator experience 
with a multi-immersive approach, pairing a living audiovisual encounter 
with strategies of imaginative empathy so as to make history into an 
embodied experience in which visual and aural perceptions extend synes-
thetically to the spectator’s whole body.

In order to explore the different aspects of histospheres in greater 
depth, I shall analyze selected film sequences that help to ground and 
illustrate my theses. I concentrate primarily on mainstream productions, 
which thanks to their commercial marketing are well known and reach 
relatively large audiences. However, I by no means wish to marginalize 
experimental, noncommercial, and postcolonial films. My reason for not 
considering such films here is, rather, that they lie beyond the scope of the 
theories developed in this book, and so an equally detailed analysis of non-
mainstream historical films would have to be undertaken in separate, sup-
plementary studies. The present work, by contrast, focuses on three 
popular productions: firstly, Helmut Käutner’s sky without stars, which 
depicts the (at that time still fresh) history of German division; secondly, 
Jutta Brückner’s autobiographically inspired years of hunger (hunger-
jahre, 1980), which tells the story of an adolescence in the oppressive, 
narrow-minded Germany of the Wirtschaftswunder years; and thirdly, 
Sven Bohse’s three-part TV series ku’damm 56 (2016), in which a Berlin 
dance school becomes embroiled in existential conflicts over the repres-
sion of the Nazi past and the struggle for women’s liberation. From the 
perspectives and horizons of their own times, each of the three films cre-
ates its own distinctive histosphere for the 1950s. An era torn between the 
shadow of the past, national consolidation, and an economic boom is 
evoked by motifs such as returning soldiers, the question of collective 
guilt, the division of Germany, and the Wirtschaftswunder. Inspired by 
Benjamin’s “Angel of History,” which falls backward into the future with 
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his gaze fixed on the past, I have chosen films made at three different 
points in time—1955, 1980, 2016—each with very different historical 
coordinates that determine their perspective on the world of the 1950s. 
Depending on whether a film was produced at a gap of three (sky without 
stars), twenty-five (years of hunger), or sixty (ku’damm 56) years from 
the time it is set, the construction of its histosphere will be subject to dif-
ferent political, social, and cultural contexts. sky without stars was influ-
enced by the same discourses evident in films like the heath is green 
(grün ist die heide, 1951; dir. Hans Deppe), the great temptation (die 
grosse versuchung, 1952; dir. Rolf Hansen), aren’t we wonderful (wir 
wunderkinder, 1958; dir. Kurt Hoffmann), and rosemary (das mädchen 
rosemarie, 1958; dir. Rolf Thiele). The shock of Germany’s division was 
still relatively fresh, and the integration of displaced persons and returning 
soldiers had left its mark. Aesthetically, Käutner’s film still bears the strong 
imprint of classical German entertainment films, with the same careful 
framing, orchestral score, and linearly told melodramatic plot. A quarter 
of a century later, things had changed. Politicized New German Cinema 
was challenging interpretations of history and criticizing the ills of society. 
Taking a pessimistic view of the Wirtschaftswunder period, Brückner’s 
years of hunger engages with a pivotal contemporary discourse that also 
motivated works such as Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s BRD Trilogy.34 With 
its extreme documentary closeness, use of multiperspectival devices such 
as polyphonic voice-overs, and essayistic incorporation of archival footage, 
the film adopts some of the experimental aesthetic approaches of the late 
1970s. ku’damm 56, finally, is a prototypical example of the multi- 
immersive films that emerged in the 1990s. The depiction of family con-
flicts caused by the reintegration of traumatized soldiers returning late 
from the war has parallels with Sönke Wortmann’s box office hit the mir-
acle of bern (das wunder von bern, 2003) and Oskar Roehler’s sources 
of life (quellen des lebens, 2013). The clash between the rock-‘n’-roll- 
loving youngsters and the reactionary wartime generation recalls the com-
edy lulu & jimi (2009), also directed by Roehler. One topic that is not 
addressed in ku’damm 56 is the prosecution of Nazi war crimes, which is a 
central theme in some other films produced in the same period about the 
Hessian district attorney Fritz Bauer35; however, the Auschwitz trials initi-
ated by Bauer only took place in 1959—three years after the events of 
ku’damm 56. This selection of films spans a wide period of time, allowing 
us to identify differences that reveal how histospheres have evolved over 
the course of film history.

1 INTRODUCTION 
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In summary, this book develops a theory of histospheres and attempts 
to connect it to debates in film studies and other disciplines. My central 
thesis is that historical films model audiovisual figurations of history and 
make them available to experience in the mode of an immersive encounter. 
The first three chapters begin by setting out the current state of research, 
presenting some general findings on the relationship between film and 
history, and formulating some initial points of connection with phenom-
enological theories. My approach is based on the observation that the 
constructivist and phenomenological models that film studies have regu-
larly alternated between over the past ninety years stand in a dialectical 
relation to each other.36 In order to illuminate different aspects of my 
theory of histospheres, the following chapters are grouped under pairs of 
concepts: “Modeling and perceiving,” “Immersion and empathy,” 
“Experience and remembering,” and “Appropriation and refiguration.” 
On the basis of these concepts, and taking account of overarching audio-
visual/perceptive and historico-cultural factors, I also discuss functional 
dimensions of histospheres: the spatial and temporal organization of his-
torical films, mood and atmosphere, body and memory, and genre and 
historical consciousness.

notes

1. On the concept of immersion, see Christiane Voss, “Fiktionale Immersion,” 
montage AV 17:2, 2008, p. 71.

2. I am grateful to Hannah Schoch, University of Zurich, for drawing my 
attention to this connection.

3. This is based on an understanding of artistic experience as a relational pro-
cess between object and spectator. See Bernhard Groß, Die Filme sind 
unter uns: Zur Geschichtlichkeit des frühen deutschen Nachkriegskinos: 
Trümmer-, Genre-, Dokumentarfilm, Berlin 2015, p. 58.

4. Definitions of historical film range from fairly unrestrictive conceptions 
where any film that makes reference to or engages with history is classed as 
a historical film to ones that impose stricter semiological and discursive 
conditions. On this point, see the section “Historical films” in the next 
chapter.

5. “There is a painting by Klee called Angelus Novus. An angel is depicted 
there who looks as though he were about to distance himself from some-
thing which he is staring at. His eyes are opened wide, his mouth stands 
open and his wings are outstretched. The Angel of History must look just 
so. His face is turned towards the past. Where we see the appearance of a 

 R. GREINER
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chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe, which unceasingly piles 
rubble on top of rubble and hurls it before his feet. He would like to pause 
for a moment so fair [verweilen: a reference to Goethe’s Faust], to awaken 
the dead and to piece together what has been smashed. But a storm is 
blowing from Paradise, it has caught itself up in his wings and is so strong 
that the Angel can no longer close them. The storm drives him irresistibly 
into the future, to which his back is turned, while the rubble-heap before 
him grows sky-high. That which we call progress, is this storm.” Walter 
Benjamin, “On the Concept of History,” 2005, https://www.marxists.
org/reference/archive/benjamin/1940/history.htm (last accessed May 
1, 2020), thesis 9. I previously discussed the significance of film as an agent 
of history in the afterword to my dissertation on cinematic depictions of 
new wars: Rasmus Greiner, Die neuen Kriege im Film: Jugoslawien—
Zentralafrika—Irak—Afghanistan, Marburg 2012, pp. 468–469.

6. Benjamin (2005), thesis 9.
7. See on this topic Thomas Elsaesser, “Returning to the Past Its Own 

Future,” 2018, https://film- history.org/issues/text/returning- past- its- 
own- future (last accessed May 1, 2020). See also Elsaesser’s reflections on 
a “poetics of mistakes” that “engage[s] with the consequences of cata-
strophic errors of judgment, and do[es] so in a way that allows the agents 
their motivations without immediately casting them in the (negative) light 
of what we now know retrospectively to have been the ‘wrong’ decision.” 
Thomas Elsaesser, “Diagonale Erinnerung: Geschichte als Palimpsest in 
sterne,” in Hermann Kappelhoff, Bernhard Groß, and Daniel Illger, 
Demokratisierung der Wahrnehmung: Das westeuropäische Nachkriegskino, 
Berlin 2010, p. 96.

8. Béla Balázs, Ein Baedeker der Seele: Und andere Feuilletons, Berlin 
2002, p. 57.

9. Benjamin (2005), thesis 14.
10. Ibid.
11. Siegfried Kracauer, Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality, 

Princeton 1997, p. 304.
12. Ibid.
13. Béla Balázs, Theory of the Film: Character and Growth of a New Art, Scotts 

Valley 2015, p. 55.
14. On the concept of “lifeworlds” and our pretheoretical experience of them, 

see Alfred Schütz and Thomas Luckmann, The Structures of the Life- World, 
Evanston 1973, and Edmund Husserl, The Crisis of European Sciences and 
Transcendental Phenomenology, Evanston 1970.

15. See Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces: Utopias and Heterotopias,” 1984, 
http://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/foucault1.pdf (last accessed May 1, 
2020), p. 4. Elsewhere in the same essay, Foucault speaks specifically of 
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cinema: “a very odd rectangular room, at the end of which, on a two- 
dimensional screen, one sees the projection of a three-dimensional space.” 
Ibid., p. 6.

16. “The mirror is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the mirror, 
I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space that opens up 
behind the surface; I am over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow 
that gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there 
where I am absent: such is the utopia of the mirror. But it is also a hetero-
topia in so far as the mirror does exist in reality, where it exerts a sort of 
counteraction on the position that I occupy. From the standpoint of the 
mirror I discover my absence from the place where I am since I see myself 
over there. Starting from this gaze that is, as it were, directed toward me, 
from the ground of this virtual space that is on the other side of the glass, 
I come back toward myself; I begin again to direct my eyes toward myself 
and to reconstitute myself there where I am. The mirror functions as a 
heterotopia in this respect: it makes this place that I occupy at the moment 
when I look at myself in the glass at once absolutely real, connected with 
all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since in order to be 
perceived it has to pass through this virtual point which is over there.” 
Ibid., p. 4.

17. Margrit Tröhler notes that even the real world “only represents one pos-
sible, ‘furnished,’ and reduced world, and is always a construction,” albeit 
one that, as a “reference world,” enjoys a “special status.” Margrit Tröhler, 
“Von Weltenkonstellationen und Textgebäuden: Fiktion—Nichtfiktion—
Narration in Spiel- und Dokumentarfilm,” montage AV 11:2, 2002, p. 17.

18. Ibid., p. 15.
19. Analogies can also be drawn to Jurij Lotman’s concept of the semiosphere: 

a semiotic space that surrounds every language and constantly interacts 
with other semiospheres. Yuri [Jurij] M. Lotman, Universe of the Mind: A 
Semiotic Theory of Culture, Bloomington and Indianapolis, 1990, p. 123. 
See also the next chapter, “Fiction film and history.”

20. Once again, parallels can be drawn here to Foucault’s heterotopias, which 
“presuppose a system of opening and closing that both isolates them and 
makes them penetrable.” Foucault (1984, p. 7).

21. Kracauer (1997, p. 81).
22. Vivian Sobchack, “The Scene of the Screen: Envisioning Photographic, 

Cinematic, and Electronic ‘Presence,’” 2016, https://reframe.sussex.
ac.uk/post- cinema/2- 1- sobchack/ (last accessed May 1, 2020).

23. Vivian Sobchack, The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film 
Experience, Princeton 1992.

24. Ibid., pp. 4–6.
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25. “That is, in terms of its performance, it is as much a viewing subject as it is 
also a visible and viewed object.” Ibid., pp. 21–22. And: “Seeing is an act 
performed by both the film (which sees a world as visible images) and the 
viewer (who sees the film’s visible images both as a world and the seeing of 
a world).” Ibid., p. 56.

26. Sobchack (2016).
27. Vivian Sobchack, “‘Surge and Splendor’: A Phenomenology of the 

Hollywood Historical Epic,” in Barry Keith Grant (ed.), Film Genre 
Reader III, Austin 2007, p. 300.

28. Hermann Kappelhoff, The Politics and Poetics of Cinematic Realism, 
New York 2015, pp. 59–60.

29. Ibid., p. 60.
30. On this topic, see the discussion around Gilles Deleuze’s notions of the 

“movement-image” and “time-image.” Deleuze assigns postwar film 
images, which enable direct explorations of time, to the latter category. 
Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image and Cinema 2: The Time- 
Image, Minneapolis 1986 and 1989.

31. Cited in Kent Jones, “hiroshima mon amour: Time Indefinite,” Criterion 
DVD Collection, 2003, http://www.criterion.com/current/posts/291- 
hiroshima- mon- amour- time- indefinite (last accessed May 1, 2020).

32. Audio history of film “investigates how film sound can generate and shape 
audiences’ experience of history. Our concern lies not just with the aes-
thetic dimension of film sound production, but also with its material, tech-
nical and cultural dimensions and their potential to model and produce 
history. Our endeavour attends not simply to imagined or ideal spectators 
(often stand-ins for the scholar’s own subject position), but also to how 
real audiences use elements of film sound to interpret history or to how 
critical and marketing discourses comment on sound and thus co- determine 
the reception of historical films.” Winfried Pauleit, Rasmus Greiner, and 
Mattias Frey, “Audio History of Film: Introduction,” 2018, https://film- 
history.org/approaches/audio- history- film (last accessed May 1, 2020).

33. Two notable examples are the American productions schindler’s list 
(1993; dir. Steven Spielberg) and forrest gump (1994; dir. Robert 
Zemeckis), which triggered a veritable boom of historical films.

34. In order: the marriage of maria braun (die ehe der maria braun, 1979), 
veronika voss (die sehnsucht der veronika voss, 1982), lola (1981).

35. labyrinth of lies (im labyrinth des schweigens, 2004; dir. Giulio 
Ricciarelli), the people vs. fritz bauer (der staat gegen fritz bauer, 
2015; dir. Lars Kraume), die akte general (2016; dir. Stephan Wagner).

36. See Thomas Elsaesser and Malte Hagener, Filmtheorie: Zur Einführung, 
Hamburg 2007, pp. 164–165.
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by/4.0/), which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction 
in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original 
author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence and 
indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the 
chapter’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to 
the material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons licence 
and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the 
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copy-
right holder.
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CHAPTER 2

Fiction Film and History

The idea of a semiotic representation of the past is deeply rooted in film 
theory.1 In my reflections on the basic features of histospheres in the first 
section of this chapter, I therefore make reference to a classic semiologi-
cal model according to which a film’s aesthetic and narrative production 
of meaning is determined by its specific arrangement of signs. I draw 
parallels to debates within historical studies that have enabled a reassess-
ment of fiction film as a historiographical medium and mode of concep-
tualizing history. The second section discusses theories of the relation 
between fiction film and history. Building on the semiological and poet-
ological considerations set out in the first section, I posit a genre of 
popular fiction film defined by its referential relation to historical events, 
individuals, and lifeworlds. Historical films, I show, are constituted by a 
specific constellation of aesthetic and narrative devices. Concepts of 
credibility and authenticity are developed and constantly transformed in 
a process of negotiation between filmmakers, films, and spectators. In 
the third section, I argue that this is less a matter of incontrovertible 
factual accuracy than of generating a feeling of authenticity. As well as 
taking stock of the existing literature on film and history, this chapter 
aims to develop a terminological apparatus for describing the conceptual 
core of the historical film.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-030-70590-9_2&domain=pdf
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-70590-9_2#DOI
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Poetics and semiotics

A tall barbed wire fence, border signs, barriers, no man’s land—the mon-
tage at the start of Helmut Käutner’s sky without stars can be under-
stood as a narrative organization of signs referring to historical states of 
affairs and their temporal and spatial coordinates. Consequently, semiol-
ogy can—all epistemic and other limitations notwithstanding—make a 
contribution to a cartography of histospheres (Figs. 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4).2

Viewed through the lens of semiology, the concept of the histosphere 
is closely related to Russian semiotician Jurij Lotman’s notion of the 
“semiosphere.” Based on Vladimir Vernadsky’s concept of the biosphere, 
the semiosphere is a model of a semiotic space that is both “the result and 
the condition for the development of culture.”3 Every “language” (which 
for Lotman explicitly also includes cinematographic expression) is 
immersed in a semiosphere with which it stands in a close reciprocal rela-
tion.4 The semiosphere of a “language” is in turn surrounded by other 
semiospheres, which are always connected to a culture’s total semiotic 

Figs. 2.1–2.4 Narrative organization of signs in sky without stars
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space.5 History and fiction film, I argue, are closely interwoven within this 
semiotic fabric. This connection has existed since the invention of motion 
pictures, which has implications for our understanding of both history and 
film. Film projection as it were makes the past immediately present, draw-
ing (to quote film scholar Gertrud Koch) on the “camera’s ineluctable 
recording function” and the “diegetic function of the moving image.”6 
Regardless of whether a film is categorized as documentary or fictional, 
this process can be understood in terms both of documentation and of 
artistic arrangement and play. Although Koch does not call for the distinc-
tion between documentary and fiction film to be erased, she does suggest 
that the relationship between film and history is largely independent of 
this categorization.7

The modern distinction between fiction and nonfiction is relatively 
new. In ancient and medieval times, there was no sharp separation between 
poetry/literature and history.8 It was only with Romanticism’s aesthetics 
of creativity that poetry came to be defined as the sphere of the “marvel-
ous” (das Wunderbare), the “ideal,” and the “imagination” of an inventive 
poet.9 However, one feature still shared by historical and creative writing 
is the “narrative composition of their elements”10; fictional and nonfic-
tional elements are fused together in the mode of narration. This is the 
basis of Hayden White’s theory of history, developed against the backdrop 
of the linguistic turn.11 White maintains that history is structured by 
unconscious linguistic patterns of perception: To quote Axel Rüth’s sum-
mary of White’s theory, the historian “generates meaning by synthesizing 
disparate ‘raw material’ (individuals, actions, events, etc.) into a meaning-
ful narrative.”12 Film scholar Bernhard Groß describes how White’s 
Metahistory attempts “to reconstruct the rhetoric and genres of nineteenth- 
century historiography and philosophy of history, that is to say, to distin-
guish history according to the rules of literary and rhetorical models.”13 
White draws a connection between historical writing and literary methods, 
thereby calling the objectivity of history into question.14 Groß identifies in 
this view “the constructivist supposition that history too is unable to get 
around the mediality of its objects, which means that facts do not exist or 
cannot be known prior to their representation but are themselves a prod-
uct of this representation.”15 This implies that fictional films can also be a 
mode of historical expression. If, however, the knowability of facts is nec-
essarily tied to their mediality, this will be a crucial differentiating factor, 
and so any attempt to equate written history and historical films based on 
White’s theory will prove unworkable. For example, while film scholar 

2 FICTION FILM AND HISTORY 
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Eleftheria Thanouli’s argument that historical films are essentially “magni-
fied miniatures” of written history may apply at the narrative level that she 
is investigating, a phenomenologically based theory of mediated historical 
experience will make the limits of her approach apparent.16 Below, I shall 
show that the relation between filmed and written history is one of refer-
entiality and mutual complementarity, rather than similarity.

White’s thesis that historical writing is necessarily narrative17 also invites 
closer attention to cinematic modes of narrating history. The montage of 
visual signifiers of the inner German border at the start of sky without 
stars, in combination with the dramatic orchestral score and the explana-
tory voice-over, creates a meaningful narrative. Like a historian, the film 
selects certain elements from the countless events of the past and weaves 
them into a historical narrative. The deliberately composed series of images 
at the start of sky without stars is linked together by montage and the 
continuous soundtrack. The impassioned voice-over does not simply 
explain that the inner German border exists, but asserts that it originates 
in “discord and hate.” As the historian Siegfried Mattl observes of history 
in general:

History in the modern sense—and the regulative idea of comprehensible, 
and consequently “necessary,” developmental processes as objects of histo-
riographical knowledge—comes about only through being embedded in 
series and chains of events, and hence in a way of thinking based on the logic 
of cause and effect.18

For historical films, this entails that the narrative logic must necessarily 
point beyond its own boundaries. In order to be perceived as historical, it 
refers to other historical narratives that have shaped our conceptions of the 
historical period in question. In semiotic terms, the elements of films 
involved in this process of historical reference are signifiers of signifiers19; 
narratively organized significations of other narratively organized signifi-
cations that in turn refer to the signified—the past. Actual historical reality 
necessarily remains imaginary; films and other forms of history can merely 
represent the past, they cannot “restore” or reproduce it. Like the medium 
of film in general, historical films also generate meaning through a process 
of signification. In film, the signified has “a conceptual character; it is an 
idea. It exists in the viewer’s memory and the signifier merely actualizes 
it.”20 Historical referentiality can be understood analogously. By system-
atically arranging audiovisual signs into a histosphere, historical films allow 
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a “bygone world”21 to be imagined, though this requires a complex pro-
cess of negotiation between film and spectator. Koch suggests that it is 
precisely the artificial, constructed character of the “cosmos of signs” that 
makes a historical film so immersive:

One might think that it is precisely the concretist character of the sets, the 
artificiality [Kulissenhafte] of the painted and sawn scenery, that constantly 
signals to spectators that this is an invented story. But the opposite appears 
to be the case: The more symbolic and self-contained the aesthetic cosmos 
of signs that envelop the spectators, the more readily they will succumb to 
the myth.22

The credibility and immersive potential of a histosphere are, thus, 
determined not by factual accuracy or naturalist faithfulness to reality, but 
by the homogeneity and consistency of its cosmos of signs.23

For a finer-grained analysis of the connection between cinematic signs 
and conceptions of history, it is worth turning our gaze to the early film 
theory of Béla Balázs. His deliberations on physiognomy explicitly distin-
guish between a deliberately crafted and styled film aesthetic, and a striv-
ing for realistic reproduction.24 Balázs believes that, by attending to 
physiognomy, cinema can open up a new dimension; aesthetic devices 
such as close-ups make the world shown on screen our own.25 Although 
this approach is still strongly influenced by a poetological understanding 
of film,26 at a semiological level Balázs does also create the theoretical 
foundations for a histosphere that does not merely represent historical 
worlds but creates and gives structure to them in the first place. His 
approach remains helpful for a better understanding of histospheres, as 
shown by a sequence from sky without stars.

When Anna enters her parents-in-law’s home after her illegal border 
crossing, the camera follows her gaze. On the wall is the portrait of a 
young man in a Wehrmacht uniform. The iron cross, artificial flowers, and 
black ribbon on the frame make clear that it is a picture of the couple’s 
son, Anna’s husband, who died in the war. We hear the rumble of an 
engine, and the photograph starts to vibrate; it almost looks like it will fall 
from the wall. A reaction shot shows Anna briefly pause and then turn 
away (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6). This audiovisual metaphor may evoke associa-
tions with air raids, death, and destruction. As in Balázs’s writings on the 
physiognomy of film, emotional impressions are conveyed using audiovi-
sual figurations that make the filmic world itself into a means of affective 
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expression. However, while in the 1950s this device would have been able 
to awaken German audiences’ memories of their own lived experiences, 
for modern spectators it can only be comprehended indirectly, by refer-
ence to other audiovisual or written representations. What this shows is 
that filmic signs “evolve.”27 Which of the references in the historical cos-
mos of signs spectators will actually pick up on depends on their individual 
historical experiences and knowledge.

Cinema’s access to the past can also be conceived in terms of Jacques 
Rancière’s philosophy of history, with histospheres comprising a specific 
poetics of history that separates film from other arts.28 According to 
Rancière, the poetic relationship to the past mobilizes a “history-forming 
power” that allows film to contribute to the writing of history. On this 
construal, film is carrying out the aesthetic program of Romanticism: “the 
reconciliation of feeling and intellect, individual and universal, subjectivity 
and community.”29 A histosphere utilizes this potential of the cinematic 
medium in order to audiovisually model a historical world. Although film 
is a product of the late nineteenth century, the modern cinematic poetics 
of history goes beyond Romantic thinking. Like historiographic texts 
from the second half of the twentieth century, which make their method 
explicit and thereby possess a critical self-reflexivity, cinematic representa-
tions of history prompt us to think about our own historical conceptions.30 
This potential is already inherent in the cinematic perspective on the 
world; we can refer here again to Balázs’s theory, which (according to 
Matthias Hein) is intimately bound up with the idea of “‘expanding’ our 
access to the world by means of the camera”; cinema not only fosters 
“greater awareness of the world around us”31 but, in the case of the 

Figs. 2.5–2.6 Audiovisual metaphor for the war in sky without stars
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historical film, also a relational, reflexive awareness of the connection 
between history and the present. The tension between direct, immersive 
participation in a film’s historical world and the evolution of the signifiers 
used in the film keeps our perceptions of the depicted historical era labile 
and open. When we watch the above-described sequence from sky with-
out stars today, different historical levels are layered one on top of the 
other. The film’s cosmos of signs comprises both the diegetic present and 
the diegetic past (the time of the Second World War) as well as the cine-
matic conventions of the mid-1950s that are evident in the film; the con-
ceptions of history formed from this histosphere, and its own historicity, 
are dependent on our sensuous experience.

historical Films

A large hall behind glass-paned double doors, a counter with bar stools, a 
display cabinet—in a series of almost monochromatic images, the opening 
sequence of ku’damm 56 models the lobby of the Galant dance school. 
Spacious musical tones create a spirited-away atmosphere. A young woman 
steps into shot, expectantly opens a box, and takes out a new pair of sneak-
ers. Then she is flying through the air, swirled around by her dance partner 
(Figs. 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10). In film, writes Balázs, even “the most inti-
mate human experiences can be the result and reflection of great historical 
events.”32 So too at the start of Sven Bohse’s TV series. The focus of this 
historical experience is not some momentous geopolitical decision, but 
Monika Schöllack competing in “Berlin’s first rock ‘n’ roll 
championships.”

According to film scholar Jonathan Stubbs, this historical reference is 
enough to classify ku’damm 56 as a historical film, a concept that Stubbs 
defines very broadly. He classes as historical cinema all “films which engage 
with history or which in some way construct a relationship to the past.”33 
The historian Pierre Sorlin prefers a more restrictive semiological approach 
and suggests that the criterion for whether a film belongs to the genre 
should be whether it contains signifiers that allow us to identify it as being 
set in a particular historical period.34 In ku’damm 56, such signifiers include 
the interior of the dance school and the costumes worn by the characters. 
Sorlin emphasizes that historical films are concerned less with accurately 
reproducing the past than with establishing relations.35 Robert Burgoyne 
likewise considers it a constitutive feature of historical films that they bring 
the past into dialogue with the present.36 Burgoyne also stipulates that the 
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action must be based on documentable historical events (by contrast with 
costume dramas).37 Robert Rosenstone adds the further condition that a 
historical film “intersects with, comments upon, and adds something to 
the larger discourse of history.”38

All these approaches assume that film is able to represent history. By 
contrast, media scholar André Wendler suggests that historical films can-
not simply invoke, reference, cite, or relate to “history,” but must instead 
“create interfaces between the complex dispositif of the ‘historical film’ 
and the no less complex media cluster of ‘history.’”39 What Burgoyne 
describes as cinema’s reenactment of historical periods40 is thus (to repeat 
my opening thesis) based not so much on representation but rather on 
audiovisual modeling and figuration of a historical world, which in turn 
enables an immediate experience of history. As a definition of the “histori-
cal film” genre, I therefore suggest that a histosphere functions as the core 
of the “communicative pact”41 between filmmaker, film, and spectator. As 
an aesthetic-narrative construction, it not only determines the film’s rela-
tion to history, but also constitutes a formal criterion that allows historical 
films to be distinguished from other genres.

Historical films are generally considered highly significant for our con-
ceptions of the past. Koch describes film as a powerful social institution

Figs. 2.7–2.10 A personalized historical experience in ku’damm 56
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that uses both documentary and fictional representations to create imaginar-
ies that have been of undeniable significance in the history of mentalities, at 
least insofar as this history can be grasped in terms of the forms and contents 
of social memory.42

Simon Rothöhler goes even further, claiming that films themselves 
“produce and furnish us with historical knowledge that, were it not 
imparted through the aesthetic medium of film, would be unavailable to 
us (at least in that form).”43 He attributes this capacity to film’s “amateur” 
status, as manifested in its aesthetics.44 In fact, form and content, audiovi-
sion, and conceptions of history cannot be disentangled. A histosphere is 
not just a tool or medium for communicating history; it must be experi-
enced. To put it another way: The histosphere offers a discrete mode of 
historical thought.45 At the same time, it also always interacts with the 
period in which the film was made.46 When we travel back to the 1950s 
with Monika Schöllack (Sonja Gerhardt) in ku’damm 56, we encounter a 
subjectivized figuration of a historical world, composed of images and 
sounds, from the perspective of 2016. The readings and conceptions of 
history that we can derive from a film are thus also dependent on the his-
torical horizon against which its histosphere was constructed.

However, historical films’ special relationship to the past has also made 
them the target of criticism. Siegfried Kracauer, for instance, complains 
that the medium of film depicts the past anachronistically by imposing 
modern aesthetics.47 Conversely, Koch claims that the aesthetic devices of 
cinema “are so bound up with modern perceptions of time and space, of 
fragmentation and discontinuity” that they can only be fused into histori-
cal representations “at the cost of aesthetic regression.”48 On Koch’s view, 
a historical film can only achieve its effect by denying the historicity of its 
own perception.49 However, Kracauer’s criticism is primarily aimed at 
more historically distant periods when the medium of film did not yet 
exist. His objection can instead be understood as a general criticism of his-
tory per se that could also be extended to modern historiographical pub-
lications whose methods of exposition were (analogously to the case of 
cinema) not fully developed during the period of time they are about. The 
same lack of specificity applies to Benjamin Moldenhauer’s “unease about 
films that tell stories of the historical past while remaining within the con-
ventional framework of genre cinema.”50 Although Moldenhauer, by con-
trast with proponents of apparatus theories,51 does not believe that 
spectators are directly manipulated, his unease is based on reservations of 
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a very general sort that other film genres must also contend with. While 
sweeping criticisms such as “formulaic characters” and an “unreflective 
evocation of empathy”52 might well apply for certain films, there are many 
other examples where they do not and where a histosphere enables a 
nuanced negotiation of historical meaning on the basis of film experience 
in which the spectator is included as an actively thinking subject. Films like 
sky without stars, years oF hunger, and ku’damm 56 engage with many 
historical discourses of the 1950s, such as the confrontation with the Nazi 
past, the division of Germany, or the fight for gender equality. They all 
adopt an empathy-driven perspective that is, by and large, tied to the char-
acters; but it is precisely because the spectators are immersively, emotion-
ally absorbed that the historical discourses addressed in the films will 
continue to work on them even after watching.

the authenticity Feeling

We see a jetty. In the background is a low building, perhaps a cafe. Between 
the jetty and the building are trees and tables laid in white linen, over 
which a string of lights is hanging. Jutta Brückner’s years oF hunger 
opens with a shot of this timeless setting, presented in high-contrast black 
and white. A first-person narrator reflects on her life in a soft-spoken 
voice-over. As she speaks, long, drawn-out tone sequences play. The film 
cuts to an empty rowing boat, besides which an empty drinks can is float-
ing in the water. “And I forced myself to remember”—the voice-over 
takes us on a journey through time. The facade of a large apartment block 
fills the screen, and the camera moves across from window to window. 
Concurrently with the cut to the apartment block, the narrator’s voice 
changes. Now far younger, she reads from a book with gentle emphasis. 
On-screen text reveals that the year is 1953 (Figs. 2.11 and 2.12).

Filmic representations of the past feel authentic if they are able to offer 
us a “credible historical experience [Erlebnis].”53 To describe this phe-
nomenon, Mattias Frey has coined the notion of an “authenticity feel-
ing”—the “sensation of a media-produced, purportedly successful 
historicity.”54 In years oF hunger, the narrative layering of different peri-
ods of time, as an integral part of the histosphere, not only draws attention 
to the film’s construction, but also conveys a sense of authenticity. The 
narratorial voice, the camera’s observing stance, the filming in black and 
white, and the on-screen text with the year serve as authentication strate-
gies and foster a documentarizing mode of reception.55 The histosphere 
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combines these audiovisual devices with the film’s “reality effect.”56 When 
we travel back with the protagonist to the time of her youth, we feel like 
we are coming into contact not with a media representation but with the 
past itself. To achieve this effect, audiovisual details, such as the architec-
ture, scenery, and costumes, are used to mark out the histosphere as a 
historical world.57 Vincent Bisson refers to such details as “historical signi-
fiers.”58 Historical signifiers can include the way characters act and com-
port themselves, the depicted social milieu, cultural practices, and media 
and its content. Iconic historical signifiers that are closely associated or 
even equated with a particular time are especially effective. In years oF 
hunger, for instance, an extended close-up in which the young Ursula 
(Sylvia Ulrich) and her parents (Britta Pohland and Claus Jurichs) studi-
ously polish the family’s new car emphasizes its importance as a status 
symbol (Figs. 2.13 and 2.14). The car, an Opel Olympia Rekord, can be 

Figs. 2.11–2.12 Cinematic time travel in years oF hunger

Figs. 2.13–2.14 The car as status symbol in years oF hunger
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easily dated to the early 1950s thanks to the voluminous design with lots 
of chrome parts, inspired by American models such as the Chevrolet 
Bel Air.

Another strategy for generating a feeling of authenticity is to incorpo-
rate historical footage into the fictional action. Such sequences possess the 
“that-has-been” quality that Roland Barthes ascribes to photography.59 In 
years oF hunger, the Communist Party ban introduced in West Germany 
on August 17, 1956, is depicted using archival footage of clashes between 
police and demonstrators (Figs. 2.15 and 2.16). A voice-over by the ret-
rospective narrator connects the sequence to the fictional action of the 
histosphere. However, we remain fully aware that the images and sounds—
after the voice-over we hear a speech by then interior minister Gerhard 
Schröder (not to be confused with the later chancellor of the same 
name)—once served another purpose. Film scholar Jaimie Baron terms 
this the “archive effect.”60 According to Baron, the use of archival material 
creates a feeling of the immediate presence of history and awakens a desire 
for direct, affective contact with the past.61 The archive effect makes use of 
our yearning for the past, and can engender feelings of nostalgia.62 
However, Baron stresses that this is merely a potential effect, not an inevi-
table one, and says that the precise effect of using archive footage will 
depend on the interaction between film and spectator.63 It could bring us 
uniquely close to the past, but could equally well be perceived as an artifi-
cial insertion or interruption. Koch attributes this heterogeneous effect to 
the dissonance between the archival material and the film in which it is 
inserted:

Figs. 2.15–2.16 Use of archival footage in years oF hunger
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The film spectator regards as real above all anything that gives the impres-
sion of reality; by contrast, they will not be very impressed by anything that 
disrupts, rather than conforms to, the medium’s illusory character. 
Accordingly, it will not necessarily be historical images that themselves make 
history, that shape our picture of history.64

Through its interaction with the histosphere’s immersively lived spatio-
temporal structure, modeled out of filmic figurations, the archival material 
develops a hybrid character. Integrating the material into the film’s audio-
visual fabric and narrative logic allows it to fuse with the film. But at the 
same time it remains to some degree a foreign body that can sometimes 
disrupt the living, immersive encounter with the film. In years oF hunger, 
the archival material falls short of the “medium’s illusory character” due 
above all to the lack of sound; the mute images are accompanied merely 
by the interior minister’s speech. The sequence feels like a documentary 
interlude, during which the immersive historical world is paused. 
Nonetheless, the inclusion of the footage heightens the feeling of authen-
ticity. The archive effect makes it seem possible to grasp history directly, 
and so the footage contributes to a “credible historical experience.”65 This 
tension between historical film images and the fictional elements of the 
histosphere makes one thing clear above all: In historical films, the authen-
ticity feeling is fundamentally dual in nature, involving two, interrelated 
aspects—a feeling of credible experience and a feeling of credible historical 
referentiality.
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CHAPTER 3

Audiovisual History

Histospheres make history sensuously and experienceable through a com-
plex interplay of visual and aural elements not reducible to a simple stimu-
lus–response model. By utilizing several different sensory channels at 
once, historical films create a synesthetic reality effect that cannot be bro-
ken down into its individual components. Nonetheless, it still makes sense 
to consider relevant theories of visual and audio history whose ontologies 
a histosphere absorbs and elaborates. The first section of this chapter sur-
veys the relatively new field of visual history, supplemented by some reflec-
tions on the cinematic movement image. I argue that a histosphere creates 
not just disparate images but a visual sphere in which history is brought to 
life. Research into audio history, especially the history of film sound, is an 
even newer and less developed field. In the second section, I therefore 
sketch the outlines of an audio history of film, and examine the aesthetics 
and function of film sound, understood as an equally important expressive 
dimension of histospheres. The two aspects are brought together in the 
third section: In the perceptual mode of audiovision, film images and film 
sounds model an internally consistent spatiotemporal structure that can be 
synesthetically experienced and stands in a referential relation to the past. 
I suggest that this fusion of sound and vision makes the historical film not 
just a model of a historical world, but a form of perception in its own 
right. Consequently, a histosphere is far more than the sum of its visual 
and aural parts: It is a distinctively cinematic mode of access to history that 
goes far beyond visual and audio history in isolation.
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Visual History

Early on in sky witHout stars, the photograph of a soldier adds an addi-
tional historical dimension, supplementing the diegetic present with a per-
sonal past. The Wehrmacht uniform, the black ribbon, Anna’s wistful 
expression, the photograph, and its incorporation into the film’s world tell 
a story that emphasizes the role of the individual in the larger historical 
context of the Second World War.

Although written sources and accounts remain the primary focus in 
studies of history, the iconic turn has raised awareness of the fact that 
images also have the potential to constitute reality. Since the late 1990s, a 
growing number of historians have recognized that “images, whether in 
the form of films, photographs, or posters, constitute a specific framework 
of meaning within which people perceive history and construct social 
meaning.”1 Under the general heading of “visual history,” historian 
Gerhard Paul explores the special role of visual media in the production, 
communication, and popular understanding of history. He distinguishes 
several ways in which images can figure in the historian’s work: They can 
be analyzed as sources; they can serve as “mediums” of history; their use 
in “visual practices” that generate their own realities can be studied; or else 
the production and distribution conditions of “visual agents and actors” 
can be investigated.2 Increased attention is being paid to visual aspects of 
history, especially in studies of modern and contemporary history, but 
some historians still harbor reservations about images, which André 
Wendler attributes to two problems that have not yet been definitively 
resolved:

Firstly, there’s the question of whether and to what extent images can func-
tion as sources and documents, and secondly, there’s the question of what 
information and historiographical knowledge can be found in images and 
what methods must be used to unlock or apprehend this knowledge.3

The methodological uncertainties become more marked when study-
ing moving images.4 Visual history centers primarily on photographs, 
which can be easily archived and analyzed under controlled conditions. 
Apart from the value of documentary footage as a source, film plays a rela-
tively minor role in historical studies, though as far back as 1947 Siegfried 
Kracauer’s From Caligari to Hitler5 attempted to understand the rise of 
National Socialism through the lens of Weimar Republic cinema. As well 
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as their potential for ideological critiques of this kind, films also offer a 
dynamic aesthetic language that can influence the form and perception of 
history. The definition of the cinematic movement image6 as a meaningful 
construct of changing image spaces always also involves the dynamics of 
the spectator’s body. Visual history must rise to this challenge. In this con-
nection, Paul notes another potential of cinema that historians have “rela-
tively rarely” paid attention to, namely the moving image’s unique ability 
“to allow people to participate in events either as they happen or retro-
spectively: its capacity for immersion.”7 I believe that the histosphere 
model provides the key to theoretical understanding of this aspect. The 
photograph of the soldier in sky witHout stars demonstrates the powerful 
historical charge images can be given if they are integrated into spectators’ 
reception at an immersive, emotional level. The photograph’s simulated 
historicity—it is black and white and depicts a Wehrmacht soldier—requires 
no further clarification. It refers symbolically to the Second World War, 
which briefly obtrudes into the 1950s setting. Furthermore, the still pho-
tograph is integrated into the framing and montage of the film images, 
allowing it to be experienced as part of the histosphere (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). 
Cinematic technology animates the previously static image and reconsti-
tutes its “visibility […] and perceptual verisimilitude in a difference not of 
degree but of kind.”8 In the scene from sky witHout stars, this figurative 
animation is accompanied by literal movement on the screen: The picture 
on the wall starts to vibrate and, in combination with Anna’s pain-filled 
gaze, awakens associations with wartime air raids. By being included in the 
histosphere, the photograph’s concrete referential level is greatly expanded; 

Figs. 3.1–3.2 Incorporation of a photograph into the framing and montage of 
sky witHout stars
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it is not only the subject of the image that becomes significant, but also its 
meaning for the character in the diegetic present of the 1950s. Here, we 
see the histosphere not just producing a visible historical cosmos but 
establishing relations between different historical times.

audio History

If we only have the visual level to go on, it will be an inexplicable mystery 
why the portrait of the soldier suddenly starts shaking in the early scene 
from sky witHout stars. The answer only becomes clear if we also listen to 
the sound: A loud rumbling noise suggests that the shaking is being caused 
by a heavy truck outside. This noise also awakens associations with the 
drone of the bombers that reduced German cities to rubble during the 
Second World War.

The history of sound and its potential to model history is still a rela-
tively new field of research. Within the discipline of history, a first foray 
into this area was made by Paul, whose visual history approach had earlier 
heralded a paradigm shift from the dominance of writing to the domi-
nance of images. With Ralph Schock, he co-edited Sound des Jahrhunderts 
(Sound of the Century, 2013),9 an extensive collection of texts on the 
cultural and media history of sound, the acoustic history of politics, and 
the relevance of sound to twentieth-century history of memory. However, 
just as in earlier work on visual history, film’s specific formal features are 
largely neglected.

In film studies, meanwhile, the 1980s marked the start of increased 
interest in the topic of sound, which as a discrete dimension of meaning 
generates what Michel Chion calls “added value.”10 Subsequent work has 
focused on sound design and the aesthetics and meaning of noise in film.11 
This was the point of departure for the study Audio History of Film, which 
explores a field that provides the missing link between film studies, sound 
studies, and historical studies.12 The aim of the study was to “investigate 
[…] how film sound can generate and shape audiences’ experience of his-
tory,”13 considering not just the aesthetic dimension of film sound and its 
potential to produce history, but also its material, technical, and cultural 
dimensions in relation to models and figurations of history. An example of 
this can be seen at the start of ku’damm 56: Drawn-out tone sequences 
and resonance effects create a spirited-away atmosphere, helping to situate 
the action in the past. We see the rooms of the dance school. Monika 
enters the shot and unpacks her new sneakers. Then a speaker announces 
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“Berlin’s first rock ‘n’ roll championships,” thereby locating the scene 
within a particular historical period. At the same time, percussive rhythms 
and the sound of cheering spectators set in, creating an air of excited 
anticipation. Monika races into the crowded venue, where the first couples 
are already lining up. On the stage in the background, the band is getting 
ready. A close-up of the first guitar riffs synchronizes the aural and visual 
levels, and brings the sound of the 1950s rock music to life (Fig. 3.3). But 
when Monika is flung into the air by her dance partner, transcendent notes 
underscore the moment’s special character and stylize it as a historic event. 
The audio history of film emphasizes that films create historical experi-
ences not simply through intensely affective images, but also by synes-
thetically combining images with sound. This idea builds on Vivian 
Sobchack’s phenomenological approach, which understands film in terms 
of an embodied experience that implicitly also addresses the sense of hear-
ing.14 At a narrative level, film sound structures cinematic narration of 
history by means of continuities and breaks, conjunctions and opposi-
tions. Auditory stimuli are also crucial in determining the mood of a film 
sequence, by causing spectators to respond emotionally to the depicted 
historical events and situations.15 The “instant credibility” of film sound 
helps to generate a feeling of authenticity,16 while sound design shapes, 
organizes, and structures the historical cosmos.

Fig. 3.3 Synchronization of image and sound in ku’damm 56
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History as audioVision

The clattering and squealing of a subway train. The voice of a young man 
(Trystan Pütter) breezily reading out a newspaper article about the scenes 
of mass hysteria and wild excitement at an Elvis concert. We hear a middle- 
aged passenger complaining about this performance, but the young man 
continues reading. The next stop is announced over the PA system. There 
is the sound of footsteps, and the young man briefly flirts with two young 
women, who respond with a slightly amused air. At the same time, the 
score swells from gentle piano accents to an insistent rhythm. Suddenly, 
there is a loud roaring sound. This is the information provided to us by the 
soundtrack. But was that really everything? Let’s start again, this time with 
the images: We are inside a moving subway car. A young man reads a 
magazine article aloud, annoying an older man. But the man’s compan-
ion, a friendly old woman in a hat, smiles mischievously. At the same time, 
a young woman with sad eyes and a suitcase in her hand walks slowly 
through the car. Nobody appears to notice her except the young man. She 
pauses by one of the exits and glances at a letter with the handwritten 
name “Frau Caterina Schöllack” on the envelope. Then she takes a deep 
breath and opens the sliding doors, even though the train is going at full 
speed (Figs. 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7).

Figs. 3.4–3.7 Subway ride and suicide attempt in ku’damm 56
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These may sound like two different films, but in fact they are both the 
same sequence from ku’damm 56, with the focus on auditory perception 
in the former case and on the visuals in the latter. It is only the combina-
tion of the two levels, the jaunty excitement in the young man’s voice and 
the defeated expression of the young woman, the interplay of gazes and 
the montage, the increasing urgency of the music and the interaction 
between the characters, that creates an immersive pull, culminating in the 
climax of the sequence: Monika tries to leap to her death, but Freddy 
Donath (Trystan Pütter) grabs her. Film image and film sound cannot be 
separated from each other here, even though they are telling different 
stories concurrently. Moreover, each mode of perception influences the 
other: “You do not see the same thing when you hear, and you do not hear 
the same thing when you see,” observes film theorist and composer Michel 
Chion.17 Chion introduced the notion of “audiovision,” a fused mode of 
perception in which sound complements sight with a “series of effects, 
sensations, and meanings.”18 Valeur ajouté, or “added value,” is the “sen-
sory, informative, semantic, narrative, structural, or expressive value that a 
sound heard in a scene allows us to project onto the image.”19 The com-
bination of the two perceptual levels creates an impression that cannot be 
found in the image or sound taken alone.20 A histosphere can likewise be 
understood as an audiovisual form of perception, whose immersive core 
lies in the specifically filmic relation between image and sound. In the 
above-described sequence, Freddy sounds almost euphoric as he recounts 
the scenes of tumult and excess at the Elvis concert. Monika, by contrast, 
appears withdrawn and almost apathetic. But when she opens the doors 
and we can see how fast the train is racing through the dark tunnel, the 
inner turmoil she is concealing becomes visible. In this sequence, the sub-
way train can be interpreted as a self-reflexive metaphor for the medium of 
film: At the emotional fracture points where feeling bursts out, the audio-
visual excess draws attention to the underlying apparatus that produces it. 
Monika’s suicide attempt transcends the bounds of the narrative. Through 
the open doors, we see the outside world racing past us like a filmstrip, and 
we understand that we have embarked with the film character on a journey 
into the past.

In an essay on “historical sight and hearing,” historian Thomas 
Lindenberger calls for historians to treat audiovision as an object of study 
with a status equal to writing:
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In order to properly interpret the experiences and stories of today’s “co- 
livers” [Mitlebende], they must also be understood as “co-listeners” 
[Mithörende] and “co-viewers” [Mitsehende]. Their lifeworld has been and 
continues to be determined by the everyday presence of audiovision, their 
experience of reality also mediated by the sounds of records and radio, the 
photographs in magazines, the moving (sound) images in newsreels, feature 
films, and television.21

Conversely, the ubiquity of audiovision implies that history too must 
find a valid mode of expression for this way of perceiving the world. 
Histospheres have the potential to fulfill this role. Film images and film 
sound model historical worlds that we measure against our prior (media) 
perceptions, and that interfere with and transform our previous concep-
tions of history. But how a histosphere itself is perceived is also determined 
by subjective factors. In the very moment of reception, film images and 
sounds are augmented or overlaid by visual and aural associations.22 In the 
process by which a film makes the past present, a histosphere is not only a 
figuration of a historical world that can be synesthetically experienced, but 
also an arena for negotiating conceptions of history.23
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CHAPTER 4

Film/History/Experience

Histospheres model historical worlds that spectators are able not merely to 
audiovisually perceive, but also to physically and sensuously live. This 
chapter describes the interactions and intersections between film experi-
ence and historical experience. In the first section, I introduce the phe-
nomenological theories underpinning the notion of film experience and 
apply them to the historical film, focusing on concepts of embodied film 
perception in which spectators have an impression of making direct con-
tact with a film’s historical world. This imaginary contact with history 
bears similarities to Frank R. Ankersmit’s theory of historical experience, 
which I examine in the second section.1 The interconnections between 
Ankersmit’s concept of historical experience and Vivian Sobchack’s phe-
nomenological theory of film experience2 are considered in greater depth 
in the third section, and related to other theories of film and history. The 
aim is to synthesize existing theories and develop a concept of histospheres 
in which sensuous and cognitive perceptions are fused into a unified cin-
ematic experience of history.

Phenomenology of film

The fear of injury and death, the deep water of the river, and the dramatic 
music at the start of sky without stars. Trees and a jetty, the peaceful 
tweeting of birds, and the calm voice of the narrator in years of hunger. 
Joy and excited anticipation, dancing and cheering in the first few minutes 
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of ku’damm 56. We feel the histosphere before we understand it; it is intui-
tively experienceable. If we wish to analyze this form of film experience 
more closely, a phenomenological methodology lends itself especially well. 
Although constructivist and semiological methods of film analysis can 
explain how audiovisual processes can model a historical space–time struc-
ture, they cannot wholly make sense of how we are able to intuitively 
experience a histosphere. The existential phenomenology of the philoso-
pher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, as applied to film by Vivian Sobchack, pro-
vides an explanatory model based on the interrelationship between the 
living body and the lived world.3 Viewed through this phenomenological 
lens, the figuration of historical worlds in historical films appears in a 
new light.

The film scholar Thomas Morsch describes the concept of embodied 
perception central to Sobchack’s phenomenological theory as follows:

Film not only makes a world visible, but also a perspective on this world. It 
is the only medium to afford access to something that otherwise remains 
barred to us: the embodied perception of someone other than ourselves. 
Anyone can see that someone else is also seeing something, but we cannot 
see this seeing itself.4

Sobchack herself writes:

A film is an act of seeing that makes itself seen, an act of hearing that makes 
itself heard, an act of physical and reflective movement that makes itself 
reflexively felt and understood.5

She posits two levels of perception: The primary structures of a film are 
founded in conscious experience and constituted as systematic communi-
cative competence, while the secondary structures generate systematic dis-
tortion constituted as ideology, rhetoric, and poetics.6 Sobchack’s theory 
complements conventional methods of film analysis by offering an alterna-
tive approach. Instead of abstracting the “wild meaning” of a film into 
discrete codes, she argues that the film “makes sense by virtue of its very 
ontology.”7 The sensuous and meaningful expression of experience 
becomes an experience for the spectator in its own right.

On Sobchack’s account, methods of constructivist analysis that dissect 
films down into their individual components do not merely simplify but 
distort; they reduce films to their production, structure, and aesthetics, so 
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as to make them describable by theory. Phenomenology, by contrast, 
describes perception as a holistic experience that elicits a multilayered, 
prereflective impression. The histosphere model is based on a similar 
notion of holistically experiencing a world. The river, the escape from the 
guards, and the sound of gunshots in sky without stars; the tranquil lake-
side idyll in years of hunger; the dynamic dancing and rhythm of the 
music in ku’damm 56: Audiovision and movement form an elementary 
experience that precedes and inaugurates the secondary, more abstract 
meanings.8 The audiovisual figurations thus prefigure the historical signifi-
cance of the histosphere, which is only manifested as such in the process of 
reception—whether in the guise of the families torn apart by German divi-
sion in sky without stars, the day-to-day life of a lower-middle-class fam-
ily in the Wirtschaftswunder period in years of hunger, or a young 
woman’s struggle to shape her own destiny in ku’damm 56. Histospheres 
have their origins in sensory perception: a point anticipated by Siegfried 
Kracauer, who wrote that “unlike the other types of pictures, film images 
affect primarily the spectator’s senses, engaging him physiologically before 
he is in a position to respond intellectually.”9 A phenomenological 
approach to film builds on this recognition. While Sobchack describes 
embodied perception as the aesthetic core of the medium, Steven Shaviro 
bases his theory of the “cinematic body” on the spectator’s perceiving 
body, which undergoes a genuine sensuous experience in the movie the-
ater.10 Both approaches can be understood as part of a paradigm shift 
“connected to the establishment of the body as a focus of interest in film 
theory.”11 Sense and meaning, Thomas Morsch explains, are inherent in 
the sensuous material rather than being added to the embodied percep-
tion at a later stage by “intellectual transformation.”12 Following Merleau- 
Ponty’s phenomenological theories, Morsch argues that “the corporality 
of the spectator should be understood as a productive power of aesthetic 
experience.”13 The somatic constitutes “a form of experience that is already 
meaningful in itself,” a “fleshly understanding” that cannot be replaced by 
a cognitive notion of understanding.14 The film as embodied perception 
does not simply evoke affective somatic responses such as desire and dis-
gust, but uses our body “as the ‘universal medium’ in which perception 
occurs and through which experience and meaning are mediated.”15 
Accordingly, a key aspect of film experience consists in “embodied under-
standing of cinematic materiality.”16 Film as embodied perception thus 
refers to our day-to-day perception of the world, but differs from it mate-
rially. This difference is discernible in particular in the haptic, olfactory, 
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and gustatory qualities of the filmic world, which are disclosed only 
through the indirect (and unconscious) route of our synesthetic percep-
tion of film image and film sound.

Proceeding from this premise, Sobchack’s phenomenology of film is 
based around a dual structure of seeing and being seen.17 A film itself 
“sees” a world of visible images. As spectators, we simultaneously perceive 
these film images as a filmic world and as an intentional perspective on this 
world.18 The film constructs, as Morsch puts it,

a visible visual relation between an embodied eye and the sensuous world, 
and mediates this relation in the form of cinematic expression as an experi-
ence for the spectator.19

However, he argues, the intentionality of the film and that of the spectator 
are not identical; the film’s perceptive activity is understood as being like 
mine but not as mine.20 Both Morsch and Anke Zechner support this dis-
tinction with a comparison between film and photography: Film not only 
makes an object and a perspective on it visible, but expresses this relation 
in a way that, according to Morsch, determines “its specific communica-
tive character and aesthetic structure.”21 Zechner observes that film, by 
contrast with the fixed, representing photographic picture, is not per-
ceived as an object “but as the experience of world by an anonymous 
intentional subject that ‘pictures to themselves a representation [sich eine 
Darstellung vorstellt] of the objective world.’”22 This point can be illus-
trated by the example of the soldier’s portrait hanging in Anna’s parents- 
in- law’s home early on in sky without stars. What enables a historical 
experience here is not the photograph as a historical source showing a 
soldier from the Second World War, but the film’s perception, its inten-
tional gaze, which here coincides with the gaze of the main character. We 
see not just the purportedly historical photograph but also the film’s per-
spective on the process of coming to terms with the war that was under-
way in the mid-1950s. The picture also points to something else: Classical 
film theory describes a productive relationship between cadre and cache, 
where the aesthetically framed moving image creates a relative off-screen 
space. Sobchack distinguishes here once again between the gaze of the 
film and the gaze of the spectator: The film image may appear to us like a 
geometric window in the darkness through which we can perceive a world, 
but no boundaries of image exist for the gaze of the film itself.23 The film 
peers upon an unlimited, internally consistent world. The more we make 
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the film’s perception our own, the more the frame will blur until it dis-
solves entirely into the horizons of an open world.

Sobchack also refers to the joint act of seeing by film and spectator that 
underlies every film experience as the “address of the eye,”24 which implies 
an embodied, situated mode of being and a material world that can only 
be perceived if the seeing and visible subject has its own body. The film’s 
body has similar sensory capacities to that of the spectator.25 Just as the 
human body cannot be reduced to its physiological and anatomical fea-
tures, nor can the film’s body be reduced solely to discrete technical mech-
anisms; rather, it is part of a complex phenomenology.26 We can 
intentionally live through and physically experience the film’s incarnate 
vision as if we were perceiving information from our own body.27 But even 
if the film’s perception largely accords with our own, we are, as Sobchack 
emphasizes, fully aware while watching the film that we are living through 
another subject’s perception as part of our own perceptual experience.28 
In terms of the histosphere model, this would mean that the film sensu-
ously perceives the simulated historical world and thereby makes this 
world sensuously available to the spectator. It does so by evoking the 
impression of being materially connected to the historical world. Although 
Sobchack describes the film’s body as being invisible and genderless,29 it 
nonetheless has a physical presence that is expressed in audiovisual actions, 
a particular stance, and an intentional style.30 Conversely, the audiovisual 
processes that structure the histosphere mold the presence of the film’s 
body into a historical body. If, when watching a historical film, a diffuse 
sense of historicity sets in, this is attributable not just to the historical 
world that the film presents to us but also to our visceral connection to the 
film’s perceiving body. The embodied cinematic subject does not simply 
convey the perceptual impression of a being-in-the-world, but is itself 
shaped by the audiovisual processes that model the perceived historical 
world. The film’s perception of world is also highly subjective. A film 
always also tells a personal story, which the medium itself inscribes with a 
subjectivized historicity. As Sobchack puts it, film experience allows us to 
explore a world in the mode of an “autobiography” writing itself.31 In our 
presence we live the film’s perception “as a visual, kinetic, and gestural 
discourse, as the immediate and direct enunciation of its own present 
engagement with the world enabled by a bodily presence in it.”32 The 
historical world modeled as a histosphere becomes experienceable as the 
perception of another through whose eyes we see and through whose ears 
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we hear. This allows the spectator to identify closely not just with the 
film’s characters but also with the cinematic subject and body.

Sobchack’s phenomenology of film can also help give us a better grasp 
of the temporal aspect of histospheres. The present moment of a film’s 
perception is linked to the time of its production by technical and stylistic 
traces. In sky without stars, we live through the early 1950s on the per-
ceptual foundation of a cinematic body from almost the same time. In 
years of hunger, by contrast, the representation and perception are based 
on a cinematic body from the 1980s, while ku’damm 56’s cinematic body 
dates from the 2010s. Cultural and political factors and developments in 
film design and technology can affect our individual perceptions and 
thereby also the form of the film’s body. As spectators, we do not need to 
consciously assume the perspective of a subject from the time that the film 
was made; rather, we prereflectively adopt the specific perception of the 
contemporary cinematic subject. At the same time, what is visible to the 
film and the spectator as “images” is always the result of a process of selec-
tion. Within the context of a certain culture and history, the film selects 
which parts of the filmic world will become visible and which will remain 
invisible.33 What we see has already been organized and structured by our 
vision and that of the film in a way that reflects a particular intention 
toward the world.34 The histospheres in sky without stars, years of hun-
ger, and ku’damm 56 are not simply a representation or recreation of a 
bygone era; the historicity of the film’s body is manifested in the film’s 
perspective on the audiovisual figurations, and is thus also inscribed in our 
film experience.

historical exPerience

The sequence in sky without stars in which Anna stares at the portrait of 
the soldier in her parents-in-law’s home can help give us an initial sense of 
what is meant by historical experience. The protagonist is shocked by the 
presence of the photograph, and pauses for a moment. Although the way 
the scene is staged suggests that this is primarily a response to the violent 
loss of her husband, the sequence also depicts a phenomenon that the 
philosopher of history Frank R. Ankersmit describes as “authentic con-
tact” with the past.35 For Anna, the photo blurs the boundary between 
aesthetic and historical experience, and her present moment comes into 
contact with another, earlier layer of time. The kind of phenomenon that 
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is here presented as an effect of trauma can also, I argue, be triggered by 
our perception of a film.

The topic of experience has attracted growing attention in both film 
and historical studies since the early 1990s. In both cases, this is at least in 
part a reaction to the linguistic turn, with a physical-sensory, prenarrative 
concept of experience serving to counteract an “overemphasis on the 
autonomy of the linguistic constitution of objects and production of 
meaning.”36 This represents a return to history’s original conception of 
itself as a science of experience.37 Nonetheless, there do still remain some 
points of connection with language that cannot be neglected. Although 
Ankersmit claims that narrativism is fundamentally antagonistic to histori-
cal experience,38 elsewhere he emphasizes language’s potential to make 
backward inferences from narratives to prelinguistic experience.39 This 
apparent contradiction can be resolved by reference to the category of 
aesthetics. When Ankersmit speaks of how fragments of historical texts can 
give rise to a historical experience, he assumes a performative act, a living 
encounter with the historical textual artifact. The associated aesthetic 
experience goes beyond the potential of the symbolic linguistic code, and 
in many respects resembles the notion of historical experience mediated 
through film experience that I shall set out in subsequent chapters.40

While Jörn Rüsen defines historical experience as the “experience of 
difference […] between one’s own and the other time,”41 Ankersmit’s 
conception goes further than this. His notion of historical experience cen-
trally involves the surprising subjective impression of making direct con-
tact with the past. Referring to the work of cultural historian Johan 
Huizinga, Ankersmit argues that this contact is always accompanied by 
“an absolute conviction of authenticity and truth.”42 Furthermore, he 
notes that for Huizinga even relatively unimportant objects can provoke 
historical experiences,43 a further point of difference from political history. 
Historical experience, in Ankersmit’s view, dislodges a single aspect from 
the broader context of the past while simultaneously decontextualizing 
the historian’s own existence.44 The willingness to sacrifice context on the 
side of both subject and object is “the condition for an intimate encounter 
between object and subject in a historical experience.”45 Moreover, as a 
singular event, a historical experience cannot be repeated or evoked at will; 
“it ‘overcomes’ the historian and cannot be forced.”46 Ankersmit emphati-
cally uses the term “surprise” to underline the sudden and unintended 
occurrence of historical experience, which he believes emanates from the 
power of an object.47 This gives an impression of its being “as if any 
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temporal gap between today and the past had disappeared for a brief 
moment.”48 For Ankersmit, this “disappearance of temporal dimensions”49 
represents the most important feature of historical experience, the impres-
sion of direct and unmediated contact with the past.50 He believes one way 
to explain this phenomenon lies in the “recognition that a historical expe-
rience, despite being stimulated by an object given to us in experience, at 
the same time [assumes] the character of a self-experience.”51 Put another 
way: Assuming an impression of authenticity, a historical experience allows 
us to become aware not just of the world but also of our own self. Taking 
the example of apparent perspectival inconsistencies in a painting by 
Francesco Guardi, Ankersmit develops the thesis that historical experience 
is characterized by an “improbable probability” that “is able to transform 
into probability not despite but precisely because of its improbability”;52 it 
is precisely the artificial transformation of conventional visual experiences 
that evokes an impression of authenticity. This point will also prove signifi-
cant in my discussion of the relation between historical and film experience.

The bodily dimension of historical experience represents one funda-
mental point of analogy to the phenomenology of film. Ankersmit notes 
that in the moment of this experience, the illusion is created that one can 
physically touch the past.53 Based on Aristotle’s epistemology and Merleau- 
Ponty’s concept of “tactile seeing,” he assigns historical experience to the 
sense of touch.54 By this he means not just haptic perception of the physi-
cal world, but also a simultaneously occurring form of self-experience.55 
According to Ankersmit, in historical experience “tactile seeing” makes 
not just the past but also our own embodied existence palpable56; the 
sense of touch is characterized by immediacy, experience through self- 
experience, and contiguity of object and subject.57 He assigns different 
human senses to different modes of access to history: Historical experi-
ence is like “being touched by the past,”58 whereas historical texts seek to 
control and structure the past, for which reason Ankersmit associates them 
with the metaphor of seeing.59 Historical debate, meanwhile, attests to the 
relativity of all historical insight and is therefore connected to the meta-
phor of hearing.60 These classifications make clear that Ankersmit does not 
wish to pit historical texts and debate against historical experience.61 
Rather, the metaphorical schema in which different forms of history are 
associated with different senses is used to describe a complex process of 
mutual exchange. Historical insight is produced synesthetically in the 
mode of self-experience.62 We can see here a point of connection with the 
medium of film, which likewise combines the senses of seeing and hearing 
to create worlds that can be physically experienced by the spectator.
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Subsequent work has both criticized and built on Ankersmit’s theory. 
In one study by Thiemo Breyer and Daniel Creutz examining the relation-
ship between experience and meaning, they suggest that it is narrative 
that “configures the meanings of the sensory structures inherent in his-
torical experience.”63 Consequently, they criticize Ankersmit’s theory for 
semantically narrowing the actively exploratory sense of experience 
(Erfahrung) to a passive, receptive one (Erlebnis).64 For Breyer and 
Creutz, experience always also involves taking a stance, always has an 
inherent self-reflective aspect.65 However, one problem with their account 
is that they discuss historical experience solely in instrumental terms, 
where the function of historical experience is to produce meaning.66 They 
are thus largely unreceptive to Ankersmit’s concept of physical-sensory 
experience. The assumption that experience can in principle be narrated 
instead leads them to an expanded conception of narrative based on its 
“structuring function in terms of temporality, relevance, and belonging to 
a configured unit of representation.”67 The core of this conception is a 
multilayered model of historical experience comprising short-term event-
ful moments, experiential contents that become habitual/socialized over 
the medium term, and ones that are biologically/anthropologically 
formed over the longer term.68 However, although the remainder of 
Breyer and Creutz’s study concentrates primarily on historical narratives 
and the historical experiences evoked by them, their ideas can nonetheless 
also be productively applied to fiction films, which address spectators both 
sensuously-aesthetically and narratively.69

film exPerience and history

The epistemological paradigm shift from modernism to postmodernism in 
the 1980s paved the way to address the subjectivation of historical pro-
cesses.70 Bernhard Groß believes that the relation between the individual 
and history is nowadays inextricably bound up with the understanding of 
film that developed after 1945.71 In the postwar period, Hollywood cin-
ema has become one mode of adequate experience of the modern life-
world: “Popular genre cinema could become emblematic of the idea of a 
new society founded on egalitarian democracy,” summarizes film scholar 
Hermann Kappelhoff; “the cinema audience no longer functions as the 
representative of a new collective way of existing, but is addressed as […] 
a gathering of anonymous individuals.”72 A phenomenological approach 
to film responds to this process of democratization and individualization 
and understands the film image in terms of a “physical-sensory 
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being-in-the-world.”73 On this foundation, histospheres offer a view of 
historical worlds from the inside. The status of historical films and their 
makers as amateur historians as postulated by Simon Rothöhler74 can, con-
sequently, be expanded to film spectators too. Furthermore, film functions 
as an externalized process of individual (as opposed to cultural) memory.75 
Expanding on this idea in phenomenological terms, the individual experi-
ence of history develops not just through the externalization of the pro-
cess of remembering into film, but also through its embodied 
reappropriation in the process of film experience.

The ending of sky without stars shows that film and historical experi-
ence are underpinned by a similar principle: When the expansion of border 
fortifications means it is no longer safe to meet at the abandoned train 
station in no man’s land, Anna and Carl decide to flee to the West with 
Anna’s grandparents. But the plan goes awry. The East German border 
guards shoot Carl, while Anna is hit by a bullet when the West German 
border police return fire. As the patrol dogs wage a bloody proxy war, the 
dead lovers lie side by side, their hands almost touching (Figs. 4.1, 4.2, 
4.3, and 4.4). However, it is not the sight of the corpses but the starkly lit, 

Figs. 4.1–4.4 The death sequence in sky without stars
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almost three-dimensional-seeming gravel on which they lie that creates a 
vivid moment of shock. The sensuous experience it evokes is strikingly 
close to Anke Zechner’s description of a sequence from Michelangelo 
Antonioni’s the ecliPse (1962):

Our perception is directed to the surface textures, and connected to mem-
ory via subjective inner time. Associations emerge directly out of our mem-
ory. We get “flashes” of disconcertment, but also of similarity.76

Walter Benjamin often wrote of such momentary “flashes” of recogni-
tion.77 With regards to the “aesthetics of shock […] in film reception,”78 
Benjamin gives an interesting analogy between film perception and histori-
cal knowledge that he does not elaborate on further: The past can only be 
held fast as it whizzes by, “only as a picture, which flashes its final farewell in 
the moment of its recognizability.”79 A moment of shock halts thought and 
produces a dialectical picture; a monad in which our whole conception of 
the world is reflected.80 Christa Blümlinger concludes from this that

Following Walter Benjamin (and contrary to his reservations about film as 
mass art), it can be maintained that no art can historically articulate the past 
in the way cinema can, for inherent in the transience of the film image is a 
specific possibility of experience and thought.81

Walter Benjamin’s concept of shock has some important parallels to 
Ankersmit’s concept of “surprise.”82 For instance, Ankersmit’s 
(Aristotelian) view that we must “suffer” the moment of historical experi-
ence corresponds to Benjamin’s thesis that shock can overwhelm our 
mental defenses and have a traumatic effect.83 This thesis can also be trans-
posed to the aesthetics of shock in film reception; a point that is especially 
relevant to historical experience in historical films is that “to articulate 
what is past does not mean to recognize ‘how it really was.’ It means to 
take control of a memory, as it flashes in a moment of danger.”84 
Consequently, we can posit a conceptual similarity between film and his-
torical experience. A special role is played by the incomplete representa-
tion of reality in film. The two-dimensional film image in sky without 
stars merely simulates the spatiality of the depicted world and douses it in 
shades of gray. The sound is rather tinny and dull. While film theorists like 
Rudolf Arnheim claim that the more limited a film’s means for realistic 
representation, the greater its artistic effect,85 artificiality has the opposite 
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consequence for historical experience. “It can’t be so!” flashes through 
our head—and yet “It must be so.”86 Just as in Ankersmit’s theory, in film 
too historical experience is characterized by its coming to seem probable 
not despite but precisely because of its improbability.87 The technical and 
aesthetic limitations in the representation of the historical world are per-
ceived as a valid expression of historical authenticity. It is no longer the 
filmmakers, during the production of the film, who judge what is authen-
tic, but the spectators, in the process of watching the film. “The authentic 
contact with the world always has something paradoxical about it, an 
incompleteness, defect, or awkwardness,” Ankersmit continues.88 
Historical films take advantage of this fact. Since the early 1990s, there has 
been a tendency for films to deliberately simulate older films’ technically 
limited aesthetic devices and aging-related defects in order to create an 
impression of authenticity and label the audiovisually configured world as 
historical. Benjamin’s mirror metaphor also plays an important role in 
theories of the relation between cinema and history. For instance, Kracauer 
describes the film image as a mirror that makes the horrors of historical 
reality bearable and so allows us to experience them.89 This point is also 
illustrated in the final sequence of sky without stars. It is only the “physi-
cal reality”90 of the stony ground, which we can link back to our own 
experiences of reality, that allows us to grasp the violent death in all its 
senselessness. The associative chain can also be expanded by Michel 
Foucault’s notion of heterotopia, which in the mirror of the film image is 
connected to utopia.91 The heterotopic other place, the past, blends with 
an unreal, utopian cinematic space. This provides the basis for reflecting 
on the fate of this unfortunate couple and understanding it as a metaphor 
for divided Germany. The small, affecting moment draws our attention to 
the big picture. A histosphere is both things at once: utopia and heteroto-
pia, experience of history and shocking self-experience.

To better understand the connection between film perception and his-
torical experience, it will be helpful to return to Sobchack’s phenomeno-
logical theory. Sobchack understands film as a communication system that 
uses sensuous experience to make meaning visible, audible, and tangible;92 
film is able to deliberately simulate and model historical experience. This 
view is supported by Breyer and Creutz’s thesis of a mediating intersubjec-
tive dimension “that makes it possible to understand the experiences of 
others or imaginatively transform one’s own experiences.”93 Film experi-
ence functions very similarly: It is not just based on our own perceptions 
and reflections on them, but also allows us to perceive and reflect on the 
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experience of the cinematic subject.94 A histosphere thus makes historical 
experience available in two senses: Firstly, we have the impression of mak-
ing direct contact with the past ourselves; secondly, we can apprehend the 
perception of the cinematic subject, which is sometimes more, sometimes 
less closely connected to the perception of a film character. The portrait of 
the soldier in sky without stars connects both the diegetic present of the 
protagonist Anna and the present of the film spectator to an earlier period 
of time. The rumble of the engine, which is almost physically palpable for 
the spectator, and the shaking of the apartment evoke associations with 
the wartime air raids. These associations function on two levels: Firstly, 
they create connections to earlier (film) experiences on the part of the 
spectator; secondly, they reflect the experience the film character is 
depicted as having in this moment.

If we take plot into account when considering the relation between film 
experience and historical experience, more general questions of narrative 
theory will also come into focus. For historian Jörn Rüsen, the basis for 
historical experience resides in the fact that the past is always already there, 
not as history “but as absolute presence, just as the pasts of a tree trunk 
(spread over the years) are there in its rings in the here-and-now.”95 
According to Rüsen, this prenarrative simultaneity of past and present is 
transformed only at a later stage, when it is worked into a chronological 
narrative.96 Historical films function in a very similar manner: By stimulat-
ing the spectator’s senses, they activate a chain of prenarrative associations 
already present in the spectator’s memory, so that the past becomes an 
experience in the present. Although film makes use of narrative elements 
to help produce the historical experience, the spectator’s perception plays 
out in the “anteroom of history”97 and is only subsequently transformed 
into conceptual thought, and then into a historical narrative. The intro-
ductory voice-over in years of hunger describes a similar process, albeit in 
terms of trauma and repression, highlighting the importance of conscious 
remembering for the historiographic process.

I had tried to forget—for years on end. I remembered cities, houses, places, 
other people. But I had expunged myself from my memories. I constantly 
invented new goals so that I always had to look forward. If I came too close 
to myself, I escaped into hectic work—or debilitating illness. I was thirty by 
the time I realized the past wouldn’t let me go. I was living with a petrified 
heart that was still thirteen years old. And I forced myself to remember. 
That summer ….
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Despite the autobiographical nature of the voice-over, the narrator’s 
words also have more general import. This appears to be another case 
where Rüsen’s theory can fruitfully be applied to the medium of film; for 
instance, his observation that the past already exists in the memory “as 
moment, as image, as gesture, as idea” even before it has been made pres-
ent through narrative.98 I believe this “memory content”99 resembles cin-
ematic forms of representation not just in its conceptual content but also 
in its “peculiar momentariness.”100 “The film is always happening now,”101 
maintains documentary maker Johan van der Keuken, true to the pioneer-
ing theories of Kracauer and Balázs, who are never tired of emphasizing 
the momentary character of cinema.102 In historical experience, the film’s 
now is combined with a retrospective narrativization of history. 
Consequently, historical experience can no longer be separated from (hi)
storytelling, since in the moment of its inception it is fused with the pre-
narrative associations and recollections of the experiencing subject. The 
fictional narrative of a historical film adds an additional layer to this pro-
cess. Breyer and Creutz rightly point out

that stories have the power to convey other people’s experiences to us and 
allow us to imaginatively “relive” them, such that by using imagination and 
empathy we are able, from the perspective of the narrator or characters, to 
relate to their experience as if we ourselves were having it right now.103

Breyer and Creutz argue that although this as-if experience is to be distin-
guished from the actual experience of historical figures, it could itself 
become an actual experience for the spectator, especially “if they them-
selves did not actually experience [erleben] what they are reliving and so it 
does not form part of their own store of experience.”104 The same happens 
in film: In the moment of historical experience, the film experience, which 
according to Sobchack is direct and embodied, blends not just with the 
spectator’s cognitive associations, but also with the perceptions of the 
film’s body and with the film’s historical narrative. However, the specific 
form this sudden surprise “by the power of the object”105 takes in film 
requires further elucidation. At certain points in a historical film, the 
boundaries between the film’s embodied perception and that of the spec-
tator, between prenarrative and narrative layers, and between film experi-
ence and historical experience are ruptured.

In the remainder of this chapter, I shall attempt to connect this phe-
nomenon to the concepts of studium and punctum developed by Barthes 
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in his theory of photography.106 Barthes defines studium as “application to 
a thing, taste for someone, a kind of general, enthusiastic commitment, of 
course, but without special acuity.”107 This interest is always bound to a 
particular context, whether one in which photographs are categorized as 
“political testimony” or one where they are seen as “good historical 
scenes.”108 Barthes suggests here a concrete connection to history that the 
studium allows the spectator to participate in; the punctum, by contrast, 
breaks through the studium:

This time it is not I who seek it out (as I invest the field of the studium with 
my sovereign consciousness), it is this element which rises from the scene, 
shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me.109

To explain the significance of punctum for photography, Barthes draws an 
analogy to the medium of film. He uses the film theory category of cache 
as a metaphor for a “blind field,” a relative off-screen space, that extends 
beyond the frame and in which the depicted world continues beyond what 
is visible in the image or on the screen.110 Through the punctum, we gain 
imaginary access to this place. We can also fruitfully apply this implicit 
connection between punctum and cinema to an analysis of the relation 
between film and historical experience, and its applicability is by no means 
limited to the visual level. In the opening sequence of years of hunger, 
the voice-over switches without warning from the adult Ursula to a much 
younger speaker. With a soft, surprisingly deep voice, the young Ursula 
reads with feeling from a book:

And when he went out into the world, he found many wonderful things just 
waiting to be discovered. Cashmere scarves embroidered with golden flow-
ers, as fine as spiderwebs, carved ivory chests filled with Russian tea, an old 
violin with a picture on the back …

Barthes describes the punctum of a photograph as “that accident which 
pricks me”; as a “detail” that “changes my reading.”111 Both these descrip-
tions apply to Ursula’s voice in the opening sequence of years of hunger. 
The change of voice “pricks” us at a sensuous level while also pointing 
beyond what is represented in the sound and images. This demonstrates 
that there is indeed potential to extend the concepts of studium and punc-
tum from photography to historical films.112 If the studium, as Barthes 
claims, is “always coded,”113 then it would make sense to categorize it as a 
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constructivist-analytical approach to the histosphere, making it an apt 
mode for perceiving the cinematically modeled figuration of a historical 
world. Barthes’s hypothesis that the studium is based on a communicative 
pact “between creators and consumers”114 also reveals parallels to certain 
fundamental parameters of genre studies. For Francesco Casetti, film 
genres function as “complex negotiating machines” whose purpose is “to 
solve the confrontation between film and viewer productively.”115 
Analogously, a histosphere produces filmic signs that can be decoded by 
means of the studium. The punctum, by contrast, pierces the production 
of semiotic meaning and adds a level of prenarrative, sensuous experience 
to the perception of a histosphere. Barthes’s noema of photography, “that- 
has- been,”116 converges here with the improbable probability from 
Ankersmit’s theory of historical experience. We know that the fiction film 
is only simulating the depicted history, and yet we feel differently: “‘It 
can’t be so!,’ and yet ‘It must be so.’”117 However, by contrast with 
Barthes, who admits to having conflated “truth and reality in a unique 
emotion”118 under the effect of the punctum of a photograph, the histori-
cal experience that we have during a historical film remains fictional. While 
Barthes claims that the photograph leads us to believe that its referent had 
really existed, in the historical film this false inference is replaced by the 
presence of the histosphere. The historical film becomes a form of histori-
cal experience, in a manner very similar to Balázs’s description of the effect 
of “absolute film”:

What matters […] is merely the optical impression, not the reality repre-
sented. Objects lose their substance here because what the films value is 
appearance. The image itself is the reality that is experienced.119

It is this potential that gives historical films their unique intuitive persua-
siveness; what matters most is not how factually accurate a film is, but how 
intuitively believable its aesthetic design is. My hypothesis is that no study 
of popular conceptions of history would nowadays be complete without 
considering the intermeshing of aesthetic and historical experience. The 
following chapters will therefore not simply examine how histospheres 
model or referentialize historical worlds, but will focus in particular on 
how they make history sensuously available as lived reality.
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CHAPTER 5

Modeling and Perceiving

The theory of histospheres posits that historical films simulate historical 
worlds. According to Jurij Lotman, we perceive these kinds of artificial 
images of the (or a) world as a “model of an infinite universe,”1 a figura-
tion that is constantly being amended by historical experience:

The spatial image of the world created by culture is situated as it were 
between humanity and the outer reality of Nature and is constantly drawn 
to these two poles. It turns to humanity in the name of the outside world 
whose image it is, while the historical experience of man subjects this image 
to constant reworking, striving for accuracy in its representation of 
the world.2

Lying between these poles, a histosphere is at once a model-like repre-
sentation of a historical world and both a catalyst for and product of the 
historical experience generated by the film. Much of its power is based on 
strategies of aesthetic illusion. The first section of this chapter will there-
fore examine the theoretical concept of figuration and the special relation 
between cinematic illusion and historical reference. Histospheres make 
historical worlds sensuously available (at least seemingly so) by construct-
ing audiovisual, spatiotemporal structures out of aesthetically composed, 
narratively interfused images and sounds. In the second section, I there-
fore analyze the strategies used by historical films to create filmic spaces 
and model an internally consistent, temporally arranged historical world. I 
argue that filmic space is manifested in a dynamic perceptual movement, 
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whose aesthetic design addresses imaginary historical references in the 
spectator’s memory and thus anchors the living encounter with the space 
in a field of historical associations that also involves political interpreta-
tions and judgments. It therefore makes sense to combine my theoretical 
reflections on the construction of filmic space with theories of how film 
models and mediates history. Building on this, in the third section I pro-
pose that, for historical films, the film theory concept of mise-en-scène 
should be supplemented by a concept of mise-en-histoire: the imaginative 
referentialization of the historical worlds constructed by a film. The over-
arching aim of this chapter is to develop a theory of how filmic figurations 
are already fused with conceptions of history during the mise-en-scène pro-
cess, and thereby enable historical experiences.

Figuration and illusion

When Monika walks down Kurfürstendamm for the first time in ku’damm 
56, the spectator is flooded with audiovisual details from the 1950s. The 
stores, the cars, the clothing of passersby, the bombed-out Gedächtniskirche 
in the background: Moving images and sounds are woven into a complex 
historical world (Fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1 1950s flair in ku’damm 56
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Against the backdrop of the linguistic turn, historian Hayden Write 
wrote that

It is obvious that cinema (and video) are better suited than written discourse 
to the actual representation of certain kinds of historical phenomena—land-
scape, scene, atmosphere, complex events such as wars, battles, crowds, and 
emotions.3

White’s examples emphasize film’s unique potential to not just describe 
a historical world but to synthesize it into an audiovisual figuration out of 
disparate individual elements. “Figuration” refers here to far more than 
the mere arrangement and constellation of the film’s individual audiovi-
sual elements in time. The concept also implies an “incarnation,” a “taking 
form,” of a word made flesh.4 Unlike in the theater, this process does not 
unfold in an actor’s physically present body; rather, the film produces its 
own performative body.5 In the gaze of the film’s body, a material world, 
the film’s physical reality, is manifested.6 As a concept describing how liter-
ary works create worlds, figuration is based on a correlation between the 
activity of narrating a story and the temporal character of human experi-
ence.7 Philosopher Paul Ricœur defines figuration as “provid[ing] our-
selves with a figure [se figurer] of the context of life […] of the world 
surrounding the relic that today is missing.”8 Narrative allows the histori-
cal world to be experienced in time. In his model of threefold mimesis, 
Ricœur shows how the “symbolic order of extra-textual reality and the 
worlds created in the fictional medium” enter into a “relationship of recip-
rocal influence and change.”9 While “prefigurations” require us first to 
“preunderstand” the semantics, symbolic system, and temporality of 
human action, “configurations” serve a central mediating role.10 The 
“configurational act” produces a historical narrative as an organic whole 
by arranging its elements in the order of time: “It draws from this mani-
fold of events the unity of one temporal whole.”11 At the intersection 
between the world of the text and that of the reader, there finally occurs a 
“refiguration” “wherein real action occurs and unfolds its specific tempo-
rality.”12 The act of reading places the text into a relation with the reader’s 
experiences. Ricœur understands refiguration as a process “by which the 
text unfolds, as it were, a world in front of itself.”13 The central element of 
his theory, meanwhile, is “configuration,” which mediates between “pre-
figuration” and “refiguration,” or as he puts it: “We are following 
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therefore the destiny of a prefigured time that becomes a refigured time 
through the mediation of a configured time.”14

Applied to the concept of the histosphere, proceeding from a starting 
point of “prefiguration” (the spectator’s prior knowledge), the “configu-
ration” arranges the film’s various aesthetic elements in time and makes it 
possible to experience them as a historical world15; then, finally, a “refigu-
ration” occurs during reception of the film. In film experience, the specta-
tor’s experiences and memories blend with the audiovisually configured 
historical world. This results in an audiovisual form of historical experi-
ence, the special status of which can also be explained by reference to 
Ricœur, who speaks of an “interweaving reference between history and 
narrative fiction.”16 While history (re)constructs the past in the reader’s 
imagination using methods borrowed from narrative fiction, fiction in 
turn borrows history’s “reference through traces.”17

Histospheres make use of this reciprocal relationship. On the basis of a 
fiction film’s mimetic and narrative qualities, they construct an audiovisual 
figuration of history whose historical “reference through traces” utilizes 
strategies of aesthetic illusion. Illusion is understood here not as an attempt 
at manipulation that could lead us “to believe something that would not 
hold up if we were ‘better informed.’”18 Rather, in illusion we attain “a 
view of the world that does not simply distort reality, but imaginatively 
rebuilds it.”19 Although in historical films we allow ourselves to be play-
fully transported into historical worlds, we never fully succumb to the 
illusion.20 However, this “awareness of illusion” does not disrupt it, “but 
serves as the framework within which the aesthetic illusion is able to unfold 
in the first place.”21 Gertrud Koch concludes from this that film too pro-
duces a reflexive relation to the “world of appearances.”22 The fiction 
assumes “its own dimension of reality” that “is directed at an empirical 
artifact that cannot be uniquely determined but is able time and again to 
assume different forms in experience.”23 This implies that the reflexive 
level of the aesthetic illusion affects how we experience and interpret the 
historical worlds constructed by film. In addition to its immersive, affec-
tive, and illusory potential, a histosphere creates a fluid understanding of 
history that leaves scope for reflection and interpretation.24 Moreover, if 
(as claimed by Moses Mendelssohn) artificiality creates inner coherence 
and appears more probable than the actual realities of nature,25 this would 
allow us to make another connection to Ankersmit’s concept of historical 
experience, which (as discussed in the previous chapter) he claims results 
from the “improbable probability” of a work of art.26 This creates a feeling 
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of authenticity, which marks out the fiction as a possible world without 
perfecting the illusion. This has consequences for our historical conscious-
ness, for our very knowledge that a historical film is an audiovisual figura-
tion of historical worlds opens up deeper levels of reflection. As Koch 
puts it,

In the aesthetic realm, the world is conveyed by creating worlds. The central 
focus is not on depicting and describing the world, but on constructing 
worlds that can contain implicit stances toward the world.27

Following the philosopher Stanley Cavell, Koch understands film as 
“photographic presentations of the world set in motion.”28 Analogously, 
histospheres can be described as “photographic presentations of historical 
worlds set in motion.” Thus, a fundamental condition for films’ construc-
tion of historical worlds is that the “fictional space of a filmic world […] 
builds on illusion,” since “the illusorily experienced world is recognized 
not just as fictional but also as worldly [welthaltig: ‘world-containing,’ 
‘world-encompassing’].”29 We experience a film’s figuration of history as 
an illusion of a living historical world that is linked to our empirical world 
and other worlds. The cinematic illusion stands in a relation of mimesis to 
the prefilmic world (though without attempting to recreate that world). 
In historical films, this reference to the prefilmic world also includes the 
historical past, and so it is necessary to introduce an additional referential 
and reflexive dimension. The images of the world constructed in aesthetic 
fiction serve a commentary function, and can “refer to the empirical world 
in a manner not all that dissimilar from scientific fictions.”30

A histosphere thus allows us to make three sorts of hypotheses: (1) 
about our present-day empirical world, (2) about our conceptions of the 
historical past, and (3) about history as narrative construction. It also has 
great intuitive persuasiveness, since “the perception of movement enabled 
by an objective illusion becomes the signifier of a living presence that can-
not be escaped.”31 A histosphere can thus produce a figuration of a living 
historical world that we are able to sensuously experience despite its 
model-like character. This marks a point of connection between the the-
ory of histospheres and the ideas of Lotman, who regards the work of art 
as “a finite model of an infinite universe […] the reflection of one reality 
in another, that is, it is always a translation.”32 Although Lotman is think-
ing here mainly of textual world constructions, one aspect of his argument 
does implicitly relate to the specific qualities of film. Based on an 
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understanding of art as a modeling system, Lotman describes a playful 
mechanism based on the fact “that the different meanings of an element 
do not sit rigidly side by side, but ‘oscillate.’”33 As a possible world, a his-
tosphere is “wholly real,” yet there is also no doubt that it is merely a figu-
ration, a historical “semblant world.”34

This hybrid status is especially apparent in the depiction of historical 
figures, which oscillates between mimetic imitatio, that is, mere imperson-
ation, and interpretive embodiment.35 In the historical world constructed 
by a film, “the actor’s ‘this-has-been’ and the role’s”36 are augmented by 
a third dimension: the mythical image we have of historical figures. Our 
perceptions and appraisals of the depictions of historical figures and events 
on screen depend not just on historical discourses but also on social and 
cultural ones, all of which are in turn influenced by media figurations. This 
imaginary desideratum, rooted in our socialization and our conceptions of 
history (some of which are products of media), may potentially be in com-
petition with the performative embodiment of historical figures in film. 
However, what is at stake here is not mere rhetorical confirmation that the 
depicted historical figure does not correspond to reality; rather, the ten-
sion between the film’s persuasiveness and our critical reflection is part of 
the “game.”37 By participating playfully in the modeling of a historical 
world, we actively contribute to the success of the illusion, without ever 
really forgetting that it is “only” a film.

Of particular significance for the filmic figuration of historical worlds is 
histospheres’ referential structure. A historical film’s Welthaltigkeit, the 
degree to which it “contains,” “encompasses,” or “relates to” the or a 
world, is measured by its imaginary historical referents. These may, like 
artifacts, buildings, or landscapes, actually exist in reality, but in the 
moment of reception they are generally absent and thus just as imaginary 
as all the other elements of the cinematic world. Christian Metz uses the 
term “imaginary referent” to describe the “piece of (imaginary) reality” 
from which the spectator assumes the story has been “extracted.”38 The 
associated “vague but strong”39 feeling, similar to Barthes’s “reality 
effect,”40 is manifested with particular intensity if we believe we recognize 
elements of the histosphere as constituents of earlier experiences. The 
chains of associations thus triggered very often refer to media signifiers of 
history that take the place of actual historical events, overlay them in our 
memories, and denote them as historically significant. The theory of his-
tospheres has parallels here with historian Alison Landsberg’s concept of 
“prosthetic memory”41: In both cases, media depictions of historical 
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worlds make history accessible to wider audiences, and subsequently feel 
like a personal experience. Most of the “pieces of imaginary reality” to 
which historical films’ imaginary referents refer follow this pattern and so 
are themselves elements of a fictional media reality. The imaginary refer-
ents of filmic figurations of history are thus also mediatized referents; the 
past and the historical realities simulated by media can no longer be disen-
tangled at this level. Jean Baudrillard refers to this phenomenon as “hyper-
reality.” For him, historical films are not representations of historical 
reality, but autonomous models that produce an “operational scenario of 
history.”42 Baudrillard thus anticipates the historicizing core of histo-
spheres, which do not reproduce the past but themselves produce history 
as media reality.

space, time, and Filmic World

The start of sky Without stars shows images of border fortifications, no 
man’s land, and warning signs in rapid succession. It is not yet possible to 
form a coherent sense of a homogeneous filmic space, but the sequence 
does model a distinctively cinematic perception of space not bound by 
rules of central perspective. The “image space”43 visible within each indi-
vidual shot functions as a segment of a spatial world accessible to sensuous 
experience. Slight adjustments of the camera, clouds drifting in the sky, 
and grass stirring in the wind reveal that these are not static images. The 
spectator’s gaze takes in focal planes, perspectives, and proportions; it 
looks for clues to the spatial relations between the individual shots 
(Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5).

Based on our visual experience of watching films, we anticipate a spatial 
structure. The credibility of this space depends not on its historical accu-
racy but on whether it feels right. As Simon Rothöhler puts it,

When it comes to our ability to enter into historical spaces in film, carefully 
placed details and the general haptic design matter more than historio-
graphic perspectives.44

This view is consonant with Oliver Schmidt’s thesis that the spectator, 
as a perceiving and experiencing subject, “is the link between the filmic 
space and the conception of a self-contained filmic world.”45

However, for a historical world to unfold in an interplay of spatial illu-
sion, narration, and synesthetic experience requires not just a spatial but 
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also a temporal figuration. In the first moments of sky Without stars, the 
time of the action appears to be standing still, and the space in which the 
action unfolds can only be vaguely mapped out. Only when the music 
briefly falls silent, the narrator dates the events to “late summer 1952,” 
and the camera pans from the closed-off railway bridge to the river along 
the border do we get the impression that the filmic world is now opening 
up so that the narrative can begin. The camera jumps to a lightly wooded 
area and tilts down, following the refugees emerging from the trees. The 
interactions between the characters and the filmic world constitute a 
“space of narrative action.”46 The refugees always move from right to left. 
Even when the camera follows the smuggler with a long pan in the oppo-
site direction, fixed visual points like the wood, the bridge, and the border 
river established at the start allow us to keep our bearings (Figs. 5.6, 5.7, 
5.8, and 5.9). The individual image spaces are connected by the move-
ments in front of the camera as well as the movement of the camera itself, 
and by the audiovisual montage. The consistent light design and the 
establishment of an auditive space across shots create continuity.47 This 

Figs. 5.2–5.5 Image space and perspective in sky Without stars
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means the historical world configured by the film is not merely a “space of 
narrative action” that the characters can move about in, but also a cohesive 
“filmic space” experienceable by us spectators.48 The limited number of 
locations in which the action unfolds is in line with the narrative need for 
a small, bounded cosmos; however, as a filmic world, this cosmos never-
theless also points beyond itself.

A brief glance at the first few minutes of sky Without stars is enough to 
make clear the extent to which a histosphere is also a spatial phenomenon. 
Similar to Arnheim’s distinction between “film image” and “world image,” 
filmic space has a dual character: The concept refers, on the one hand, “to 
the technical act of constructing space on screen by means of stylistic cine-
matic devices (film image), on the other to the depiction of space as part of 
a complete homogeneous filmic world (world image).”49 “Space” is an 
“organizing schema based on the spectator’s perceptual capacity, but at 
the same time a specific quality ascribed to the perceived world by the 
spectator.”50 The filmic world is composed of the sum of individual spatial 
impressions: “What is experienced are concrete world spaces, that is to say, 

Figs. 5.6–5.9 Spatial orientation in sky Without stars
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pieces of the world that are linked together and, as a structure of con-
nected spaces, represent the basis for developing an all-encompassing 
world model.”51 This is even truer of histospheres: The world spaces fig-
ured by a film are constructed segments of presupposed historical worlds, 
which are only pieced together in our perception of them and which we 
augment with our historical and cultural world knowledge. This is in 
accord with central ideas of the spatial turn52 in the social and cultural sci-
ences, which according to Schmidt is generally characterized by three 
tendencies:

(1) Space tends to no longer be regarded as something absolute but as 
something relational and hence as dynamic and malleable; (2) space tends to 
be regarded less as a given reality and more as a synthetic product that is 
only realized in perception; (3) space tends to be regarded as a meaning- 
bearing aesthetic structure that is lived and experienced by human beings 
and thus has a fundamentally processual character.53

The medium of film can accordingly be understood as “a kind of cogni-
tive and phenomenological laboratory of space”54 in which historical worlds 
can be spatially and temporally modeled and opened up to synesthetic 
experience. The perception and form of the resulting “spatial hypothe-
sis”55 are dependent on aesthetic design. Schmidt therefore proposes

by way of distinction from the narratological term fictional worlds, which 
understands literary or cinematic worlds as systems of counterfactual states 
of affairs, in the case of film to also speak of aestheticized worlds, that is to say, 
of designed, sensuously experienced perceptual systems.56

On this view, the filmic space at the start of sky Without stars is not 
merely understood in terms of topography or coordinate systems, but is 
sensuously experienced. Out of the audiovisual elements of the individual 
image spaces, we assemble an aestheticized world. The movement of the 
characters and the camera and the composition of the montage allow the 
image spaces to interact and merge into a living encounter with the filmic 
space.57 Furthermore, as an effect of the figuration of movement, the 
filmic space “seeks to be perceived in its compositionality as something 
represented, that is, to be referred back to intention, meaningful struc-
ture, and expression.”58 This remark by Kappelhoff formulates a funda-
mental condition for conveying historicity in historical films: In order to 
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be perceived as a historical world, the filmic space must first express itself 
as such, that is to say, it must be both sensuously available and refer to 
historical world knowledge.

As well as the illusion of a spatial filmic world, a histosphere also models 
a sociocultural space that can be assigned to a particular historical time in 
virtue of “cultural artifacts such as architecture, clothing, everyday objects, 
language, ways of behaving, specific individuals and events, and music.”59 
The histosphere is by no means neutral or impartial in this process. The 
filmic figuration of a historical space always presents the space from a par-
ticular perspective and in a particular aesthetic, pieces it together in a par-
ticular way, and places it in relation to other filmic and historical spaces. 
Histospheres thus not only construct historical worlds, but also explain, 
interpret, and comment on them.60 To give one example, the office of 
Anna’s factory manager in sky Without stars has glass doors and walls, 
giving a view of a large factory floor. The transparency of the glass panes 
not only adds another visual layer to the film image but also creates an 
aesthetic of surveillance that marks the GDR as a totalitarian state. A 
counterpart is provided by Anna’s parents-in-law’s cramped, densely 
packed grocery store, which serves as a concrete spatial expression of West 
Germany’s consumerist market economy and small-minded bourgeois 
attitudes (Figs. 5.10 and 5.11). Both settings can be understood as a cin-
ematic variety of a chronotope, in which space merges with its convention-
alized functions.61 Filmic space, plot, and historical interpretation are thus 
expressed in a single, temporally structured experience.

Figs. 5.10–5.11 East German surveillance and West German consumerism in 
sky Without stars
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However, it is not just the historical worlds of historical films that are 
inseparably bound up with a temporal dimension, but also filmic space in 
general.62 This interrelationship can be traced back historically: The tech-
nical, cultural, and artistic foundations of moving images date from the 
late nineteenth century, when space was increasingly measured in terms of 
time. Accordingly, the way films figure and model experientially available 
historical worlds depends not just on the geometric and physical construc-
tion of filmic space, but also the arrangement and realization of that space 
in time. Kappelhoff describes the film image as a temporal structure “that 
is spatialized as a perceptual world in the spectators’ physically present see-
ing and hearing,” taking up Erwin Panofsky’s concepts of the “dynamiza-
tion of space” and “spatialization of time.”63 This specifically filmic 
synthesis of space and time is especially evident in the illusion of move-
ment: “Space itself, not the picture of space in perspective presentation is 
what we experience here,” as Balázs puts it.64 The dimension of time 
allows the spectator, aided by montage and the movement of the camera, 
to piece the filmic space together and imaginatively move about in it. If 
this “imaginary movement of the body”65 through space is understood as 
not just a visual and aural but also a kinesthetic phenomenon, this marks 
another point of connection to phenomenological approaches to film. In 
Sobchack’s theory of film as embodied experience, a central place is occu-
pied by the moving camera as the expression of an intentionality equiva-
lent to a perceiving human consciousness.66 Only in this perceptual 
movement, anchored in space and time, can a relative off-screen space be 
constructed. Koch links this condition to her reflections on filmic illusion:

The camera’s dual function of both producing optical-perspectival image 
space and constantly opening this space up to an assumed outside through 
movement creates the illusion that the space extends beyond what is visible. 
The illusory effect of this perspectivity goes beyond purely inscribing a point 
of view. For it is not simply the rapid alternation of locations but the possi-
bility, suggested by the movement, of being able to move around the off- 
screen spaces that creates an illusory surplus.67

sky Without stars likewise creates the illusion of a filmic space that it is 
possible to “move around” in. As Anna flees from the border guards, we 
see long shots and medium close-ups of her crossing the river, interspersed 
with close-ups of a soldier shooting at her (Figs. 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, and 
5.15). The choice of perspective is not limited to point-of-view shots 
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linked to particular characters. Quite the contrary: No location is inacces-
sible to the camera, even if it appears to be floating over the water. The 
physical laws of the “space of narrative action” matter little to the camera. 
Instead, the individual filmic spaces stand in a narrative chronology in 
which the filmic world is gradually disclosed through our perception of 
camera movements and montage.68 “The work grows step by step into a 
whole, and as we accompany its progress we must constantly hark back to 
what has disappeared from direct perception by ear or eye, but survives in 
memory,” as Rudolf Arnheim writes.69 A similar form of perception can 
also be observed in the activity of the historian, who successively studies 
the available sources and relates them to each other.70

In a histosphere, this historiographical method and the film’s percep-
tual movement are combined: In our perception, we assemble the dispa-
rate elements of the film into a historical world that we experience not just 
with our bodies/senses but also as a discursive system. The aesthetics of 
the space and the movement through the filmic world are translated into 

Figs. 5.12–5.15 A filmic space in sky Without stars in which spectators can 
“move around”
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meaning. This production of meaning depends, inter alia, on the princi-
ples governing the movement that discloses the filmic world.71 The tripod 
shots at the start of sky Without stars convey a different experience of 
space than the shaky handheld shots in the famous Omaha Beach sequence 
in saving private ryan (1998; dir. Steven Spielberg). Both films use classic 
shot–reverse shot montages and consistent directions of movement. But 
although the filmic spaces are constructed in a similar way, the way these 
spaces are experienced differs. While in sky Without stars we can calmly 
observe the characters’ actions in an already-constructed filmic space, in 
saving private ryan the filmic space is constructed by the characters’ move-
ments, which sweep the spectator along with them. To a much greater 
extent than in sky Without stars, the camera appears to be subject to the 
physical forces of the filmic world, so that whereas in Käutner’s film the 
historical world is primarily observed, saving private ryan constitutes a 
space of extreme physical experience. What this shows is that histospheres 
do not just illusorily reconstruct historical spaces, but also “use the move-
ment of images to create a spatial experience sui generis,”72 which forms 
the film’s historical worlds out of its perceptual movement.73 A histosphere 
makes us feel as if we are traveling back in time. The illusory experience is 
often so strong that the end of the film represents not merely a dramatur-
gical closure, “but, in a broader sense, the possibility to either switch off 
an entire world—or disseminate it outside [the movie theater].”74 Put 
another way: Just as the filmic space is assembled over a passage of time, it 
disappears again at the end of the film. However, the way the film’s histori-
cal world is perceived and experienced leaves traces that are inscribed in 
our conceptions and interpretations of history.

A special relation between space and time also exists at the level of film 
sound. To an even greater extent than the moving image, which stands in 
a relation of similarity to the static single image, sound can only be per-
ceived over a passage of time. The specific arrangement of film sound in 
time plays a key role in cohering the separate image spaces into a homoge-
neous filmic world. Ordered autonomously alongside the images, sound 
bridges cuts and creates spatial continuities.75 One example of this effect is 
when Anna, following her dramatic escape over the river, meets the border 
guard Carl Altmann for the first time. The continuous chirping of crickets 
links the individual shots together into a homogeneous space in which the 
action plays out. The ambience76 mediates between depiction and percep-
tion: It models the filmic space and infuses it with a mood capable of 
affecting the spectator emotionally.77 Sound can also create an off-screen 
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space of varying sizes.78 In Anna’s parents-in-law’s grocery store, at first 
we can only see Otto Friese (Gustav Knuth) serving a customer outside 
the entrance. But when we hear his wife Elsbeth (Camilla Spira) talking to 
another customer at the checkout, we form an imaginary picture of the 
inside of the shop before we can see it. The world of a histosphere is con-
structed not just by sight but also by sound. The soundtrack’s “instant 
credibility” makes the illusion of space feel believable.79 Balázs observed 
that the particular “timbre” of sound can give us the impression of being 
in the midst of the depicted events.80 Noises in particular can give the 
filmic world substance and a haptic quality.81 Film sound can also situate 
the action in a particular historical period.82 The characteristic chime of 
the cash register in Otto’s store, for instance, can be dated fairly confi-
dently to the mid-twentieth century.83 While from individual noises it may 
only be possible to get a very imprecise sense of where and when a film is 
set, we will get a clearer idea once multiple sound objects are arranged into 
complex soundscapes: The whirring, squealing, and clattering of the car, 
the voices of the passengers, and the crackling PA system at the start of 
ku’damm 56 allow us to recognize the Berlin subway train.84 But only in 
combination with film images can the setting be identified as the 1950s. A 
histosphere’s world is based on an audiovisually configured, perceptually 
constructed spatiotemporal structure that develops added value through 
the specific interactions between image and sound.85 The image spaces 
constructed by a film and the historical worlds assembled in the spectator’s 
temporally structured perceptions are thus not the sum but the product of 
visual and aural stimuli.

The relation between filmic space and characters also influences the 
constellation of characters. While many historical films adopt the single- or 
dual-protagonist structure that has dominated throughout film history, 
there has been a tendency in more recent examples toward larger ensem-
bles, allowing the historical world constructed by the film to be explored 
from multiple perspectives. This can already be seen in sky Without stars, 
which augments the traditional structure, based around a single central 
couple, with other key characters. Anna’s frail grandparents on one side of 
the border and her parents-in-law and son Jochen on the other form a 
dual structure in which East and West are historicized as a spatial order. 
There is a tendency away from a classical, “temporally causal, psychologi-
cally motivated narrative trajectory directed at compromise” toward a spa-
tially organized structure.86 This early example heralds the emergence of 
“a different logic of narration,” which Margrit Tröhler connects to the 
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growing trend for films with “plural character constellations.”87 According 
to Tröhler, these films are “bound less to individual, binary positions than 
to relational dynamics, preferring flat or fluid structures, the differentia-
tion of values, and inconclusive negotiation of contradictions.”88 No satis-
factory dramaturgical resolution is achieved in our specific example either; 
instead, Anna and Carl drift back and forth between the topographical 
coordinates of divided Germany, without being able to bridge this divide. 
The third space, the no man’s land between the barriers of the inner 
German border into which the lovers retreat for a brief time, ultimately 
proves to be an illusion. While sky Without stars only gestures toward 
plural character constellations, ensembles like that in ku’damm 56 usually 
have a spatial center that exerts “a centripetal force on the narrower and 
broader circle of its members,” incorporates them into the same heteroge-
neous constellation, and brings them together at a central location.89 In 
ku’damm 56, one such “chronotope of encounter”90 is constituted by the 
Galant dance school, where the characters’ paths are constantly crossing, 
conflicts play out, and hardships are endured. The spatial dimension of 
this culminating point is also supplemented by a historical one, for it grad-
ually emerges that the school was confiscated from its previous Jewish 
owners under the Nazi regime and given to the Schöllack family. ku’damm 
56’s serial structure is one key factor that enables these sorts of “complex 
narrative forms, which are connected to a broad ensemble of 
characters.”91

Another form of plural character constellation is the character mosaic. 
Many and diverse characters are arranged within a complex narrative 
structure, but mostly do not know or interact with each other.92 This sort 
of constellation can already be found in episodic films like Helmut 
Käutner’s in those days (in jenen tagen, 1947), which is temporally and 
spatially organized around the changing owners of a single car. In the 
multilayered construction of a more recent film like dunkirk (2017; dir. 
Christopher Nolan), the spatial dimension comes even more strongly to 
the fore. The flow of the linear narrative is interrupted by jumps in time 
and the repetition of the same events from different perspectives. The 
film’s narrative structure is reorganized based on the characters’ spatial 
configuration, in the manner of a scientist setting up an experiment. This 
high degree of artificiality openly declares the simulated historical world 
“to be an imaginary construction, and the interconnecting narrative plays 
with ‘relations’ of all kinds—structural, semantic, plastic—thereby height-
ening the films’ expressivity.”93 A histosphere is consequently experienced 
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not just as a historical world but also as a model, a figuration of such a 
world. At the same time, plural character constellations often appear “to 
borrow from the social dynamics and patterns of everyday experience.”94 
Historical films and television shows whose simulated worlds differ espe-
cially sharply from the spectators’ day-to-day reality also tend to place 
particular emphasis on figurations that link the film’s historical world to 
familiar iconographies and the spectators’ embodied memories.95 
Moreover, by contrast with many biopics and classical historical films, 
films with plural character constellations often dispense with traditional 
heroes and develop, as “cultural praxis,” different modes of encounter 
with the Other.96 The open historical worlds created by this approach fos-
ter a changed experience of history. An intense sense of contingency 
undermines the experience of determinism that may be engendered by the 
spectator’s knowledge of history. A plural character constellation allows 
the depicted historical processes to be explored from multiple perspectives 
and lived as undetermined, contingent, present events.

From mise-en-scène to mise-en-histoire

The inside of a subway car: passengers in long coats, almost all of them 
wearing hats, the women in skirts, the men in jackets and cotton pants. 
Spread evenly throughout the space, framed by brass handrails and light 
brown wood paneling, they stand or sit, reading newspapers or staring 
mutely into space. A young man is reading an article about an Elvis con-
cert out loud, accompanied by the even whirring, clattering, and squealing 
of the train and the subtle piano tones of the score. Lamps with domed 
milk glass covers douse the scene in a diffuse light, which further accentu-
ates the brown and gray tones of the decor and costumes (Fig. 5.16). After 
just a few seconds, we know that this sequence from the start of ku’damm 
56 is set in the past. A historical world is staged for our eyes and ears, 
which is given particular intuitive persuasiveness by the interactions 
between the film’s aesthetic operations and our perception.

The way we perceive the simulated historical world in a film is based, 
first and foremost, on the arrangement and organization of characters in 
space and the structuring of spatial relations in time: in short, on the mise- 
en- scène, which constitutes the filmic space, organizing “all visible and 
audible elements, both intraframe and interframe.”97 The choice of cam-
era angles, the image composition, and the sound design are geared 
toward the logic of the later montage.98 The mise-en-scène thus directs our 
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perceptions both within and between the frames.99 The effect of a three- 
dimensional filmic space is created only “through artistically arranged 
[inszenatorische] connections between the visual structures.” The mise-en- 
scène constructs this effect “by means of recessive compositions, sculptural 
lighting, or alternating camera perspectives.”100 Although this description 
is focused on the visual level, we should not forget that filmic space is also 
shaped by sound.101 Through the interplay of film image and film sound, 
the mise-en-scène opens up an audiovisual space of events that not only 
structures the filmic world aesthetically, but also communicates it audiovi-
sually.102 Mise-en-scène thus proves to be an essential concept for the the-
ory and praxis of histospheres. If a histosphere is a filmic figuration of a 
historical world, mise-en-scène is its “sensuously tangible texture.”103 It 
oscillates between signifying practice and mediating entity; Ivo Ritzer 
writes that the mise-en-scène “does not relay a fixed meaning from senders 
to receivers, but rather opens up a discourse between these poles, which in 
the process of media signification are both constructed and contained 
within it.”104 Applied to historical films, this means that in the interaction 
between artistic arrangement and perception, the mise-en-scène configures 
a historical world while also being part of the form of representation.105 A 
histosphere is not just a representation of a historical world, but also a 
discursive construction and performative act.

Fig. 5.16 Staging of history in ku’damm 56
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Our ability to perceive the historical filmic world organized by the mise- 
en- scène as historically connoted is, in turn, connected to a special process 
of referentialization. I call this process mise-en-histoire. Mise-en-histoire ref-
erentializes the world formed out of the film’s audiovisual figurations in 
popular historical consciousness and reciprocally links it to the spectators’ 
individual conceptions of history.106 While the mise-en-scène organizes the 
performative act of staging and the world created by it, and makes this 
world and act experientially available to spectators, the mise-en-histoire 
establishes a relation to collective and individual conceptions of the his-
torical past. Experiencing a histosphere thus involves not just perceiving a 
historical world constructed by the film, but also the associations triggered 
by it. The potential historical meanings and references manifested in this 
process in turn have multiple layers. For instance, the aesthetic design of 
the figurative surfaces also simulates historical aesthetics, representational 
practices, and media technologies.107 In ku’damm 56, for example, the 
colors look slightly faded, reminiscent of old photographs from the 1950s 
(Figs. 5.17 and 5.18). This reference to historical media not only gestures 
toward other media signifiers of historicity but also connects to the specta-
tor’s own mental pictures, which may be based on media experiences but 
are not necessarily consciously linked to them. In this way, the mise-en- 
histoire invests a histosphere with a relational temporality and a spatial 
structure organized within this temporality.108

In terms of narrative theory, this schema is reminiscent of Mikhail 
Bakhtin’s concept of the “artistic” or “literary chronotope,” which fuses 
“spatial and temporal indicators […] into one carefully thought-out, con-
crete whole.”109 Space and time are interwoven:

Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; like-
wise, space becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot 
and history. The intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes 
the artistic chronotope.110

Consequently, in their “correlative combination” space and time gener-
ate “a new tertia and gain in materiality and plasticity.”111 Bakhtin’s reflec-
tions are focused on the novel, but can also be applied to film. While 
mise-en-scène comprises the arrangement of characters in space and time, 
mise-en-histoire interweaves them with popular historical narratives. This 
narrative dimension of histospheres affirms Hayden White’s thesis that 
history is necessarily narrative.112 Furthermore, the historical referentiality 
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of visual and aural elements of film grants us an intentional mode of access 
to history that interacts with our media-influenced conceptions of history. 
The notion of a chronotope, referring to a narrative “increase in density 
and concreteness of time markers—the time of human life, of historical 
time—that occurs within well-delineated spatial areas” that serve as the 
“primary point from which ‘scenes’ […] unfold,”113 is thus also highly 

Figs. 5.17–5.18 Faded colors in ku’damm 56 and in a contemporary photograph
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relevant for historical films and can be understood as the spatiotemporal 
nucleus of the mise-en-histoire, the process of historical referentialization.

The mise-en-histoire is also closely interwoven with aesthetic design. 
When the mise-en-scène “tells and shows,” when it creates “content 
through form,”114 then there is a particular focus on camerawork. 
“Lighting, scenery and decoration, costumes and make-up, bodies and 
objects”115—all aspects of the mise-en-scène are geared toward the gaze of 
the camera. As an integral part of the mise-en-scène, the camera gives “the 
arrangement of scenic elements in space its specific effect” and creates 
“new spatial relations.”116 The camera synthesizes all the visual elements of 
the filmic world. The way in which it captures and represents the depicted 
space and the characters arranged within it determines how we perceive 
them. In an early scene in ku’damm 56, the camera tilts up from the floor 
of the dancehall, accompanied by the soaring orchestral tones of Don 
Cornell’s “Most of All.” Dance teacher Caterina Schöllack (Claudia 
Michelsen) strides directly toward us between lines of smartly dressed 
young people. The strict central perspective is underscored by the visual 
layers stretching back into the depths of the image. When Caterina turns 
around directly in front of the camera, the film cuts to a reverse angle. A 
crabbing shot follows her as she makes her way back through the lines to 
her starting point, interrupted by over-the-shoulder perspectives that link 
back to the first shot of the sequence. The mise-en-scène depicts the dance 
school as if it were a military drill ground (Figs. 5.19, 5.20, 5.21, and 
5.22). In combination with the mise-en-histoire, this sets up the way the 
series will present the 1950s: as a struggle between the restoration of social 
order and the younger generation’s yearning for freedom. To the beat of 
Cornell’s ballad, the sequence’s audiovisual choreography explores the 
characters and space, and casts them into a certain picture of history. 
Directed toward “the externalization of an inner expression,”117 the cam-
era constructs a historical world. “By modeling, it delineates, accentuates, 
interprets”118 that which lies before it.

The camera structures the perceptions of the spectating subject and 
prefigures their reception “by seeking to have the pro-filmic gaze coincide 
with the filmophanic image that is projected or broadcast onto the 
screen.”119 This can also be seen in the depiction of the eponymous 
Kurfürstendamm, Berlin’s famous shopping boulevard. At the start of 
ku’damm 56, a crane shot lowers us into the historical scenery. The camera 
then tracks back as we watch Monika walking through the film’s con-
structed 1950s reality: stores with awnings and neon signs in the style of 
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Figs. 5.19–5.22 Dance class or military drill? Mise-en-scène in ku’damm

Fig. 5.23 The film’s historical world in ku’damm 56
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the period, advertising pillars and display cases, passersby and sales clerks 
in authentic costume (Fig. 5.23). The mise-en-scène prefigures the histo-
sphere’s spatial coordinates, which the spectator assembles in their mind 
into a coherent historical world. The space of the historical world gener-
ated by the film is thus always an interpretation of the spatial arrangement 
of elements, which in turn is enriched by the spectator’s memories and 
associations. However, we are not simply passively subjected to this inten-
tional perspectivation: On Sobchack’s phenomenological theory of film, 
the way film arranges its various elements is based around a dual structure 
of seeing and being seen.120 With the gaze of the cinematic subject, the 
camera addresses the gaze of the spectator, which perceives the film images 
both as the presented world and as an intentional point of view on that 
world.121 Our perceptions of a histosphere also oscillate between pleasur-
ably exploring a depicted past and observing (though no less apprecia-
tively) the arrangement of audiovisual elements itself. Sobchack’s concept 
of a doubled gaze thus also enables a re-perspectivation that casts a new 
light on historical filmic worlds.

Relation to reality is a significant aspect of both mise-en-scène and the 
historical film genre. For instance, the paratextual information that a film 
was shot in “original locations” creates a feeling of authenticity; we implic-
itly believe that traces of a-filmic reality will have been inscribed into its 
histosphere, which would imply that the use of original locations creates 
something like a Benjaminesque aura. However, the reproducibility of the 
medium of film casts doubt on this.122 The theory of mise-en-scène holds 
that a-filmic reality merely provides “raw material for the pro-filmic,” 
which comprises “all elements of an image that are situated before the 
camera and intentionally recorded by it for the purpose of media transmis-
sion.”123 This formulation leaves it open whether at least the unintention-
ally recorded elements of film images or film sound should not also be 
assigned to a-filmic reality. But here too the “camera’s ineluctable molding 
process” takes effect, giving all elements in the “event space” the status of 
scenery.124 Put another way: Everything that we see and hear, including in 
historical films, even what the camera and sound equipment have recorded 
unintentionally, is per se artificial and synthetic. The indexical connection 
to a-filmic reality can exist only as interference, as the “noise of the real.”125 
Film images thus have a dual status: Firstly, they can be defined as aesthetic 
images in isolation from anything external to them; secondly, “they are 
characterized by their reference to an external totality, whose continuous 
alteration they articulate as duration over time.”126 Mise-en-scène and 
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mise- en- histoire are thus based on the same principle: They make “that 
which is absent medially present on the screen.”127 However, their refer-
ents differ in terms of time: While the referent of the mise-en-scène is the 
a-filmic reality at the time of filming, the referent of the mise-en-histoire is 
an imaginary historical point of time. Two layers of historicity overlap, 
creating a hybrid form of temporality.

This opens up scope for interpretation concerning the depicted histori-
cal location. It is often not possible to identify the filming location from 
the film images. Mise-en-scène transforms places into aesthetic units. The 
camera’s gaze turns “even a-filmically existing places into scenic elements, 
by imposing a particular perspective on them.”128 This means that the his-
tory of films’ production is sometimes rather surprising. ku’damm 56, for 
instance, was not filmed in “original locations.” For aesthetic and logistical 
reasons, the eponymous boulevard had to be moved to a different street, 
which was transformed into the historical setting by means of set design 
and postproduction.129 Even the ruins of the Gedächtniskirche were 
inserted into the background later on. This shows that the feeling of 
authenticity that creeps over us when we enter into a film’s historical world 
is more an effect of how the elements are arranged and staged than an 
indication of an actual indexical link to history, and that histospheres, 
incorporated into specific social and cultural constellations and their histo-
ricity, are the product of a “creative camera” that does not simply repro-
duce historical images but imprints a particular “vision” on them.130

Audiovisual figurations of historical worlds can also be viewed critically. 
For instance, Fredric Jameson complains of “aesthetic colonization” in 
which in-depth historical discourses have been replaced by the historicity 
of an audiovisual style.131 On this view, a histosphere would be little more 
than an aesthetic attribute. However, Jameson misunderstands the com-
plex historicity of film described by authors such as Jacques Rancière.132 
Jameson’s overly simplistic attempt to pit “real” history against “fake” 
history also overlooks the divergence between, and processual character 
of, different approaches to history. Kracauer, by contrast, sees in the mis-
guided intention to “reproduce” the past in all its complexity a structural 
parallel between history and “camera-reality,” which are both “partly pat-
terned, partly amorphous.”133 He says that both history and film challenge 
their “adepts” to “capture a given universe.”134 Histospheres unite these 
two approaches through the combination of mise-en-scène and mise-en- 
histoire. However, while the concept of “camera-reality” refers solely to 
the historical point in time at which an image was produced, a histosphere 
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has twofold access to history: Firstly, it is linked to the time of the film’s 
production by the historicity of the aesthetic design. Secondly, the film’s 
depiction of a historical period also refers to a larger historical referent and 
its myriad representations in media. A histosphere is thus a kind of puzzle 
picture in which different layers of the past overlap. At the same time, it 
conveys an intense feeling of being-in-the-world. The synesthetic quality 
of the filmic staging gives the simulated historical world a sensuously tan-
gible materiality. For film scholar Anne Rutherford, mise-en-scène is the 
crucial link between cinema’s material dimensions and affective poten-
tial.135 As a “synthesizing aspect,” mise-en-scène connects the filmic staging 
to “the spectating subject’s corporal perception.”136 The resulting “body 
of media experience”137 can once again be connected to Sobchack’s phe-
nomenological reflections on the film’s body.138 Sobchack describes an 
incarnated perception, a film’s embodied perspective on the filmic world 
that the spectator can both view from the outside and live through and 
interoceptively experience themselves.139 Mise-en-scène models the film’s 
perspective and conveys the cinematic space as a “lived space.”140 Building 
on this process, the historical film produces a living relation to subjective 
conceptions and popular representations of history through a synthesis of 
artistic arrangement and modeling, embodied film experience, and mise- 
en- histoire. A histosphere’s simulated historical world becomes a lived 
world: We are put into a mode of embodied, living encounter with history.

conclusion

In this chapter, I attempted to develop a concept of histospheres based on 
filmic figurations. The worlds modeled using the devices of film design are 
already fused with conceptions of history during the mise-en-scène process, 
enabling a living, physically palpable encounter with the past. Histospheres 
are thus both a catalyst for and product of the historical experiences gener-
ated by films. To provide a theoretical underpinning for this thesis, I drew 
on Paul Ricœur’s notions of prefiguration, configuration, and refiguration 
to show how the spectator’s experiences and memories blend with the 
audiovisually configured historical world.141 On the basis of fiction film’s 
mimetic and narrative qualities, histospheres construct audiovisual figura-
tions of history whose historical “reference through traces” utilizes strate-
gies of aesthetic illusion. We allow ourselves to be playfully transported 
into historical worlds, but they always remain identifiable as artificial, artis-
tic constructs.
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Histospheres therefore create a fluid understanding of history that 
leaves scope for reflection and interpretation. This allowed me to draw a 
connection to Ankersmit’s concept of historical experience, in which he 
claims that it is the “improbable probability” of a representation of history 
that makes it believable.142 It is precisely because we are aware that histori-
cal films are audiovisual figurations of historical worlds that we are able to 
engage in more in-depth reflection. Consequently, in addition to the rela-
tion of mimesis in which cinematic illusion stands to the prefilmic world 
(though without attempting to imitate that world), we must also intro-
duce another referential, and reflexive, dimension. Histospheres thus 
allow us to make three sorts of hypotheses: (1) about our present-day 
empirical world, (2) about the actual historical past, and (3) about history 
as narrative construction. In combination with the enormous intuitive 
persuasiveness and presence of audiovisual media, they can produce figu-
rations of living historical worlds that we are able to sensuously experience 
despite or even precisely because of their model-like character.

Based on this and Christian Metz’s work, I observed that a historical 
film’s Welthaltigkeit (literally, the degree to which it “contains” or “encom-
passes” a living world or the world) is measured by its imaginary historical 
referents. Most of the “pieces of imaginary reality” to which historical 
films’ imaginary referents refer are in turn based on media depictions of 
historical worlds. These depictions make history accessible to wider audi-
ences, and subsequently feel like a personal experience—a phenomenon 
for which Alison Landsberg coined the term “prosthetic memory.”143 
“Referential realism” gives way to a “perceptual realism”144 constituted by 
the subject’s mediatized experience of history. This makes film part of a 
new mode of history that draws on an archive145 of hyperreal 
histospheres.

To get a full picture of the effects of histospheres, I showed that they 
also involve spatial phenomena. As world spaces figured by films, histo-
spheres are constructed segments of presupposed historical worlds, which 
are only pieced together in our perception of them and which we augment 
with our historical and cultural world knowledge. As well as the illusion of 
a spatial filmic world, which we experience corporeally and sensuously, 
histospheres also model sociocultural spaces. The film’s historical worlds 
are integrated into a discursive nexus that shapes, comments on, and inter-
prets them on the basis of the film’s perceptual movement. The way we 
perceive and experience histospheres leaves traces that are inscribed in our 
conceptions and interpretations of history.
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One particular focal point was the intersection between artistic arrange-
ment and historical referentialization. In order to better describe and con-
ceptualize the relevant relations, I introduced the notion of mise-en-histoire, 
based on the film theory concept of mise-en-scène. While the mise-en-scène 
describes the performative act of staging, whereby filmic worlds are orga-
nized and made available to experience, the mise-en-histoire establishes a 
relation to collective and individual conceptions of the historical past. The 
historical referentiality of visual and aural elements of film evokes an inten-
tional mode of access to history. These associatively recalled conceptions 
of history often refer to prior media experiences. Histospheres are thus 
invested with a relational temporality and a spatial structure organized 
within this temporality.

By reference to Sobchack’s phenomenology of film experience, I 
observed how our perceptions of a histosphere oscillate between pleasur-
ably exploring a depicted past and observing (though no less apprecia-
tively) the arrangement of audiovisual elements itself.146 Sobchack’s 
concept of a doubled gaze enables a re-perspectivation that casts a new 
light on historical filmic worlds. On this view, the feeling of being able to 
immerse ourselves in a historical world through film is a product of mise- 
en- scène and mise-en-histoire rather than a sign of any actual indexical con-
nection to history. Linked to the time of a film’s production by the 
historicity of the aesthetic design while simultaneously referring to an 
imaginary historical referent and its myriad representations in media, his-
tospheres thus function like a puzzle picture in which different layers of 
the past overlap. The synesthetic qualities of the medium of film give the 
simulated historical world a sensuously tangible materiality. Sobchack 
describes a film’s embodied perspective on the filmic world147 that we can 
both live through ourselves and link to our conceptions of the past. A liv-
ing relation to history is established through a synthesis of artistic arrange-
ment and modeling, embodied film experience, and mise-en-histoire; in the 
next chapter, I shall explore this relation and its workings in further depth.

notes

1. My concept of “modeling reality” applies Lotman’s notion of art as a 
“modeling system” to fiction film while taking account of the significant 
differences that exist between the mediums of film and literature, espe-
cially with regard to synesthetic sensuous experience. See Jurij Lotman, 
The Structure of the Artistic Text, Ann Arbor 1977, p. 210.
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2. Yuri [Jurij] M.  Lotman, Universe of the Mind: A Semiotic Theory of 
Culture, Bloomington and Indianapolis 1990, p. 204.

3. Hayden White, “Historiography and Historiophoty,” American 
Historical Review 93:5, 1988, p. 1193.

4. I am drawing here on the work of literary theorist Erich Auerbach, who 
derives the concept of “figuration” from Augustine’s figuratio. Erich 
Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, 
Princeton 2003.

5. See Vivian Sobchack, The Address of the Eye: A Phenomenology of Film 
Experience, Princeton 1992, p. 169.

6. Siegfried Kracauer speaks of film’s “reality character,” to which “the spec-
tator cannot help reacting […] as he would to the material aspects of 
nature in the raw which these photographic images reproduce.” Siegfried 
Kracauer, Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality, Princeton 
1997, p. 158.

7. Paul Ricœur, Time and Narrative, vol. 1, Chicago and London 1984 
(hereinafter Ricœur 1984), p. 52.

8. Paul Ricœur, Time and Narrative, vol. 3, Chicago and London 
1985, p. 184.

9. Astrid Erll, Kollektives Gedächtnis und Erinnerungskulturen: Eine 
Einführung, Stuttgart 2011, p. 180.

10. Ricœur (1984, pp. 64–65).
11. Ibid., p. 66.
12. Ibid., p. 71.
13. Ibid., p. 81.
14. Ibid., p. 54.
15. This process is analogous to that of mise-en-scène, which I discuss in more 

depth in the section “From mise-en-scène to mise-en-histoire.”
16. Ricœur (1984, p. 82).
17. Ibid.
18. Gertrud Koch, Die Wiederkehr der Illusion: Der Film und die Kunst der 

Gegenwart, Berlin 2016, p. 24.
19. Ibid.
20. Koch observes that we are predisposed to certain types of illusion, such as 

the filmic illusion of movement, and so are not in danger of mistaking 
them for reality. Ibid., p. 39.

21. Ibid., p. 43.
22. Koch is paraphrasing Mendelssohn, who believed that aesthetic illusion 

affords us privileged access to the truth: “The fiction [das Erdichtete] is 
characterized by a vivid clarity [Anschaulichkeit] conducive to under-
standing; this clarity comes from the fiction’s distance from nature.” 
Ibid., pp. 51–52.
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23. Ibid., p. 44. Makers of propaganda films have often attempted to under-
mine the medium’s reflexive openness.

24. Here too I am following Koch, who applies Mendelssohn’s theory to 
film: “Wholly in accord with the thesis (later advocated in psychology of 
art) that the aesthetic sphere only ever involves partial illusion and that 
complete deception can therefore be ruled out, Mendelssohn too holds 
that the aesthetic illusion unfolds its power in the perfection of the faculty 
of imagination and judgment.” Ibid., pp. 52–53.

25. Ibid., p. 52.
26. Frank R. Ankersmit, Die historische Erfahrung, Berlin 2012, p. 43. On 

improbable probability, see also the chapter “Film/history/experience” 
in the present volume.

27. Koch (2016, p. 56).
28. Ibid., p. 64.
29. Ibid., p. 75.
30. Ibid., p. 77.
31. Ibid., p. 86.
32. Lotman (1977, p. 210).
33. Jurij M. Lotman, Kunst als Sprache: Untersuchungen zum Zeichencharakter 

von Literatur und Kunst, Leipzig 1981, pp. 82–83.
34. In her illuminating essay on “world constellations,” Margrit Tröhler gives 

the example of children making mud pies, and concludes: “For the dura-
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CHAPTER 6

Immersion and Empathy

Films are lived as sensuous experiences that almost inevitably elicit emo-
tional responses. For this reason, Béla Balázs understands the medium in 
terms of a heightening of the capacity for feeling, believing that every 
perception is infused with emotion.1 The connection between sensibility 
and intellect that we can already find in Balázs shall serve in this chapter as 
the basis for a theory of histospheres as a specific form of living (cinematic) 
encounter with history. My thesis is that this sort of temporally organized 
aesthetic encounter is what makes historical films so compelling. In this 
context, the first section examines the role of aesthetically modeled atmo-
spheres and the moods they evoke. The second section builds on this 
examination by considering filmic space. A histosphere, I argue, creates 
powerful, immersive experiences based on a living encounter with filmic 
space, making it possible to virtually step inside the historical world con-
structed by the film. Filmic atmospheres and spatial figurations of move-
ment bring us physically and mentally closer to the action of the film. At 
the same time, we perceive the “film’s gaze” on this world—as lived by 
another with whom we are able to empathize. Another potent mechanism 
of perspectivation is film characters, and so the third section focuses on 
imaginative empathy with the characters who inhabit a film’s historical 
world. In combination with film experience as a mode of embodied per-
ception, this inner perspective provokes interpretations and evaluations 
that we can extend to the filmic depiction’s historical references. The aim 
of this chapter is thus to investigate histospheres as multi-immersive 
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perceptual spaces that not only model a historical world but also pro-
foundly influence our conceptions and interpretations of history.

Mood and atMosphere

No man’s land in sky without stars: Carl Altmann and Anna’s son Jochen 
make their way through the darkness. In order to return the child to his 
mother’s care, the border guard turns illegal border crosser. Darkness and 
fog obscure the characters’ vision. Next to the abandoned railway station 
stands the carcass of a freight car. The frame is segmented by trees and 
wooden fences, and rhythmized by rapid shot–reverse shot montages. A 
combination of filmic signifiers and conventions signals danger (Figs. 6.1, 
6.2, 6.3, and 6.4).

It is not just the visual information that evokes a vague air of menace, 
but also the dark tonal sequences of the score. The atmosphere permeates 
everything. Like a “nebulous primal matter” or “aroma,” it envelops all 

Figs. 6.1–6.4 Menacing atmosphere in sky without stars
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the histosphere’s forms and structures.2 Balázs describes the notion of an 
“anthropomorphous world” as follows:

Every shape makes a—mostly unconscious—emotional impression on us, 
which may be pleasant or unpleasant, alarming or reassuring, because it 
reminds us, however distantly, of some human face, which we ourselves 
project into it. Our anthropomorphous world-vision makes us see a human 
physiognomy in every phenomenon.3

What Baláz is saying here, phrased somewhat dramatically, is that cine-
matic atmospheres are constructions capable of eliciting emotional 
responses from us. In Ricœurian terms, atmosphere should therefore be 
understood as part of the filmic world’s “configuration,” whereas a mood 
is only generated by a process of “refiguration” in interaction with the 
spectator.4 Moreover, as holistic experiences, moods cannot be reduced to 
their individual elements. Or, in the words of Margrit Tröhler, “mood and 
atmosphere do not issue from the individual object, but from constella-
tions of objects, and thus describe overall qualities.”5 One such constella-
tion of objects is formed by a film’s aesthetic-figurative aspects, which in 
the case of historical films are also augmented by imaginary historical ref-
erents. In an associative network of “memories, thoughts, habits, physio-
logical reactions, and vocalizations,”6 a histosphere’s atmosphere can 
evoke complexly interrelated emotions and moods7 of varying magni-
tudes. As long ago as 1920, Danish director Urban Gad in his book Der 
Film distinguished between the mood [Stimmung] that can be produced 
by certain stylistic devices within a shot and the basic/general mood 
[Grundstimmung] of a film as a whole.8 Though they do not directly ref-
erence Gad, Hermann Kappelhoff and Jan-Hendrik Bakels build on this 
idea in their concept of the “spectator feeling”:

The spectator feeling is neither an individual unit of affect nor an aggrega-
tion of discrete emotions; rather, it is connected to continuous modelings of 
a complex emotion (a mood, an atmosphere) that unfolds over the course of 
a film and is founded in aesthetic pleasure.9

Consequently, even when historical films depict painful periods of history, 
such as the division of Germany in sky without stars, the spectator feeling 
is not wholly negative, but rather ambivalent in nature. The aesthetic plea-
sure that accompanies the audiovisual modeling of a historical world serves 
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an entertainment function and is generally regarded positively. The “tem-
poral organization of the living aesthetic encounter with the film” thus 
forms “the ground, the matrix of the spectator feeling.”10 As constituents 
of this feeling, atmospheres do not just comment on and shape the depic-
tion of the historical world, but make painful history bearable and thus 
available to experience. The spectator feeling has a similar function to 
Siegfried Kracauer’s example of the shield of Athena, which Perseus uses 
in the Greek myth in order to battle Medusa without looking at her 
directly.11 However, the pleasure we take in historical films and the unique 
attraction of histospheres are based not in the ontology of film images but 
on the temporally organized living aesthetic encounter with a film and the 
mood associated with it.

The distinction between atmosphere and mood is based on an episte-
mological difference that should not be discounted: While the associative 
living encounter with filmic atmospheres evokes subjective moods in the 
spectator, the atmospheres themselves are based on the “general expres-
sive repertoire of cultures” and are thus also “relatively stable at an inter-
subjective level.”12 Media scholar Hans J. Wulff goes so far as to claim that 
filmic atmospheres “ultimately belong to the semiotic sphere.”13 In a his-
tosphere, atmospheres are thus not merely part of the configuration of the 
film’s historical world, but can also be described in the epistemological 
terms of semiotics. The illegal border crossing in sky without stars is 
assigned to a sphere of secret and forbidden things by cultural codes such 
as darkness, the forest, and mist, while cinematic conventions such as the 
fragmented image composition and rapid shot–reverse shot montages cre-
ate a menacing scenario. However, as Tröhler puts it, “a minimal distance” 
is needed to decode the signifiers and “become aware of the atmosphere, 
the mood, the aura in a situation.”14

The use of spatial categories that can be observed in Tröhler’s argu-
ment suggests that atmosphere and filmic space are interwoven. The neo-
phenomenologist philosopher Hermann Schmitz defines feelings as 
“spatially, but placelessly, poured-out atmospheres,” as illustrated by 
examples such as an ominous “calm before the storm” or the proverbial 
“air so thick you could cut it with a knife.”15 According to Schmitz, these 
atmospheres have the potential to “physically affect” a subject in a way 
that goes beyond mere perception.16 He further argues that the totality of 
feelings forms a “feeling space” with a structure similar to his notion of 
bodily space (der leibliche Raum).17 Film atmospheres are likewise consti-
tuted regardless of whether spectators engage with them emotionally. If 
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they do, however, then atmosphere does not just allow the spectator to 
observe and perceive an emotional mood, but also affects them physically. 
This dual structure of atmosphere and mood can once again be linked to 
Vivian Sobchack’s phenomenology of film experience.18 Perceiving a film 
as a world of pictures and sound and simultaneously as an intentional, 
embodied perspective on this world gives rise to an experience of recep-
tion that alternates between mere cognitive understanding and physically 
palpable sensation. A histosphere’s atmospheres can, accordingly, be 
understood as semiotically coded readings of the depicted historical worlds 
and events. They can also allow the moods they produce to be physically 
experienced. It can be assumed that the associated conceptions of history 
and intuitive judgments on the part of spectators are highly dependent on 
the construction of a film’s atmospheric dimension.

In an interview, director Fred van der Kooij remarked that filmmakers 
have at their disposal all the elements needed to create and control an 
atmosphere,19 in particular weather conditions and parameters of spatial 
design such as lighting, color, sizes, and proportions. His list focuses pri-
marily on film images, and needs to be supplemented with elements of 
sound design too. Ambience in particular plays a key role in constructing 
filmic spaces and giving them a distinctive impression of reality.20 
Composed of diverse sounds and tones, ambience brings the film image to 
life and evokes a continuous cinematic world that extends far beyond the 
boundaries of the frame. In a histosphere, ambience creates an atmo-
spheric impression of a bygone world, for instance through sounds of his-
toric road traffic. The interaction between sound and image creates a 
holistic overall impression and generates synesthetic added value.21 
Following Schmitz, the resultant intermodal sensory qualities can be 
understood as “bodily [leibnahe] bridging qualities” that mediate between 
atmospheres and corporal-emotional affectedness.22 Another way that film 
can use sound to create a certain atmosphere is through its construction 
of a space’s acoustic qualities. As well as establishing the size of a space by 
means such as muffled sounds, resonance, or echoes, sound can also con-
vey an impression of a space’s material properties.23 Walking on marble 
sounds different from walking on a carpet. The sound a material makes is 
also closely tied to its haptic qualities: A room with a marble floor will tend 
to feel colder and sleeker than one with a soft, warm carpet. These synes-
thetic perceptions likewise function as “bodily bridging qualities.”24 This 
corporal-emotional effect of atmosphere enables us to physically experi-
ence the historical spaces constructed by film. As described by Frank 
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R. Ankersmit in his work on historical experience, this can evoke the feel-
ing of direct contact with history.25 At the same time, we constantly com-
pare the synesthetic perception of historical spaces’ atmospheres with the 
corresponding imaginary historical referents. Our expectations also 
depend on a space’s function: A train station or airport can be permeated 
with a melancholy atmosphere of departure, but they can also promise 
freedom and arouse curiosity about the big wide world.26 If such a place is 
deprived of its function, this affects its atmosphere too. The abandoned 
train station in sky without stars exudes an eerie atmosphere during the 
night-time border crossing, and this atmosphere also has a historical 
dimension. The disused platforms and ruined building are filmically con-
structed traces of the past that attest to the consequences of German divi-
sion. The physically lived mood produces a cognitive resonance. By being 
emotionally exposed to the historical world simulated by the film and 
evaluating the feelings it evokes, we take a stance toward the imaginary 
historical referent, which will inevitably also affect our conceptions and 
interpretations of history.

Filmic space also has a historiographical, narrative component. When 
van der Kooij asks what history the objects in a space have for the specta-
tors, his question concerns the “refiguration”27 of the historical world. 
Our personal experiences and memories blend with the perception and 
experience of the audiovisually configured historical world. Van der Kooij’s 
hypothesis that knowledge of what has previously happened in a space 
helps determine its atmosphere is of central importance for historical films. 
The filmic figuration of historical spaces is geared precisely toward this 
effect.28 If we know what has previously happened in a space, it will be 
infused with a corresponding atmosphere and we will start to anticipate 
what might happen there next. The historical space of the inner German 
border constructed by sky without stars, for instance, presupposes knowl-
edge about the many people who were killed attempting to cross the bor-
der illegally. This results in a menacing atmosphere, which is further 
intensified by audiovisual metaphors of death and transience, such as the 
“carcass” of the freight car. This conception of atmospheres is congruent 
with Martin Seel’s “atmospheric appearing”:

In the form that they have, the objects of this appearing give the respective 
situation a characteristic form, in such a way that this character of the situa-
tion—a character co-created by them—becomes intuitable in these objects.29
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A histosphere integrates objects with a specific associative potential, in 
particular ones that connect to the spectator’s media-generated “pros-
thetic memories.”30 As a media signifier of history in the spectator’s mem-
ory, the wreckage of the freight car is not just a general cinematic symbol 
of transience and death, but also makes reference to the deportation trains 
of the Third Reich, one of the most common metaphors for the Holocaust’s 
machinery of death. Seel’s definition of “atmospheric appearing” formu-
lates a key aspect of histospheres: “While perceiving, we look into how it 
is, or how it was, or how it could be to exist here and now, or to have 
existed there and then.”31 Filmic atmospheres help connect histospheres 
to different levels of the historical past. They give the world constructed 
by the film its own historicity, which in atmospheric appearing also draws 
on the spectators’ associatively evoked memories and emotions.

Film characters are also part of the audiovisually constructed historical 
spaces and atmospheres. Moreover, the historical world constructed by a 
film shapes their physiology, psychology, and actions. On Seel’s under-
standing, atmosphere is “a sensuously and affectionally perceptible (and, 
in this respect, existentially significant) articulation of realized or nonreal-
ized life possibilities”32 that are manifested in and through the experience 
of the historical world constructed by film.33 On Wulff’s view, meanwhile, 
atmospheres are “emotional qualities” that are “deliberately designed to 
affectively draw audiences into perceiving an object a certain way” and 
follow their own dramaturgy.34 When Carl Altmann and little Jochen reach 
the small East German town of Broditz in sky without stars, the scene 
initially picks up the menacing atmosphere of the previous sequence: In a 
low-angle close-up, we see a grim-looking Russian soldier with a machine 
gun. The frame only opens up after the camera tracks back for a few 
moments and pans to the “House of Friendship,” the meeting place of the 
FDJ (East Germany’s youth organization), which is decorated with por-
traits of Communist politicians Wilhelm Pieck and Walter Ulbricht. From 
off-screen, we hear folksy violin and piano music, and the bustle of a busy 
square. People out on a stroll, a busy cafe, string lights, and a candy stall 
create a warm, pleasant atmosphere: The scenery is now far more evenly 
lit, and unsettling shot–reverse shot montages have been replaced with 
sedate sequence shots (Figs. 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8).

The audiovisual design models a relaxed atmosphere that prompts a 
reevaluation of the air of menace associated with East Germany until this 
point. Although atmosphere primarily serves to accentuate the emotional 
and somatic experience of certain moods, in historical films it also 
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contributes to the narrativization of history. The dramaturgy of atmo-
sphere has the potential to steer and direct our perceptions of the histori-
cal world constructed by the film at an affective and emotional level, and 
thus also the conceptions and interpretations of history we derive from it.

Another way in which an aesthetic experience of historicity can be cre-
ated is through the use of historical film technology and audiovisual con-
ventions. Old-style camera lenses and sound recording methods have their 
own distinctive aesthetic that helps give a film a historical atmosphere. So 
too does the choice of film stock: Factors such as photosensitivity, con-
trast, and granularity leave a specific impression that spectators can intui-
tively situate within history. The same applies to the colors: Black and 
white or sepia tones can signify media historicity, while historical color 
processes such as Technicolor can be dated to particular periods of film 
history. Jörg Schweinitz observes that “for extended periods (until major 
technical changes occur once again)” film stock and its technical parame-
ters possess “a distinctive quality that is inscribed into films and has a sig-
nificant effect on their atmosphere,”35 and that while contemporary 

Figs. 6.5–6.8 Change in atmosphere in sky without stars
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audiences generally process this distinctive quality automatically, in retro-
spect the historical film stock appears far more artificial.36 The atmosphere 
evoked by the film stock’s appearance points directly to the historicity of 
what is perceived:

The experience of being able to cast a photographic and hence relatively 
transparent gaze at the world (of the past) oscillates with the historical mate-
rial filter that permeates the whole atmosphere simultaneously becoming 
increasingly palpable.37

Atmospheres evocative of historical films can shape histospheres in vari-
ous ways. For instance, the black and white footage, slightly crackling 
sound, and traditional score of Helmut Käutner’s sky without stars lend 
it the character of a historical document. This effect is reinforced by the 
fact that the film was made just three years after the time it is set. In Jutta 
Brückner’s years of hunger, meanwhile, historical archive footage from 
the 1950s is spliced into fictional sequences. The camera’s observing 
stance, the electronic music, the main character’s way of speaking, and 
various other details, however, represent aesthetic strategies of New 
German Cinema. As a result, the fictional sequences have a markedly dif-
ferent atmosphere than the grainy, flickering, and scratched archive foot-
age (Figs. 6.9 and 6.10). This abrupt shift in atmosphere draws attention 
to the nearly thirty- year gap between the different layers of the film’s his-
toricity, thereby opening up space for reflection. The opposite effect is 
achieved by the slight decoloration of the images in Sven Bohse’s ku’daMM 

Figs. 6.9–6.10 Differing material qualities: aesthetics of New German Cinema 
and archive footage in years of hunger
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56, inspired by the aesthetic of faded photographs from the period being 
depicted. Thus, while a filmic space’s audiovisually formed atmosphere 
shapes perception of the historical world constructed by the film and asso-
ciatively links it to spectators’ subjective recollections and media-gener-
ated “prosthetic memories,” atmospheres evocative of film history add 
another layer to histospheres that marks out the film itself as a historical 
document.

iMMersive experiences

Over the sound of rousing beats, a host in a glittery jacket calls contestants 
in “Berlin’s first rock ’n’ roll championships” to the dance floor. Glaring 
spotlights illuminate the well-filled, slightly smoky hall. The camera pans 
across the cheering audience. A young woman, Monika Schöllack, runs 
toward us, and we follow her with a crane shot. After a series of rapid cuts, 
the competition begins. The audience goes wild when the first guitar riffs 
sound. Monika takes a runup, jumps, and is propelled into the air by 
Freddy. Transcendent music plays. Monika soars through the air in slow 
motion (Fig. 6.11).

Fig. 6.11 The moving camera in ku’daMM 56
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The moving camera takes my eye, and so also my consciousness, along with it: 
into the image, into the scene of the action. I see nothing from the outside. 
I see everything just as the actors in the scene must. I am surrounded by the 
forms of the film and thus enmeshed in its action. I walk with the characters, 
drive with them, fall with them—even though physically I remain sitting in 
the same place.38

Balázs’s euphoric description anticipates the modern concept of “fictional 
immersion”: Under the influence of moving audiovisual stimuli, a large 
part of the spectators’ attention is “drawn away from their environment 
and directed wholly to the artifact.”39 They are, as it were, “submerged” 
in a “stream of moving images.”40 It is not just film images’ captivating 
illusion of movement that contributes to the immersive effect, but also 
film sound. Whirls of sound and physically palpable bass tones, like the 
heartbeat-like sound effect used during Monika’s somersault at the start of 
ku’daMM 56, involve us more strongly in the action of a film at a somatic 
level. The illusion of movement, the film’s use of sound, and the emo-
tional effect of the atmosphere create a “bodily bridging quality.”41 In this 
way, a histosphere’s audiovisual figurations construct a historical world 
that enfolds us and brings us physically and mentally closer to the action 
of the film.42 My thesis is that in historical films this closeness helps the 
historical past seem less distant too. To explore this thesis in more depth, 
in this section I shall examine various theories of immersion and look at 
whether they are compatible with a theory and praxis of histospheres. I 
combine psychoanalytic concepts with theories of space and the body. My 
exploration culminates in a multi-immersive model that understands 
immersion as a constitutive element of the living cinematic encounter with 
history.

Immersive film experiences are generally classed as the result “of a rapid 
movement through space” and thus as a function of perception.43 In these 
experiences, we feel as though we are being physically transported into the 
filmic world. However, simply describing the “movie ride aesthetic”44 
underlying such experiences is insufficient for an analysis of cinematic 
immersion as a component of a histosphere; the immersive potential of 
empathy also needs to be taken into account.45 Immersion not only trans-
ports us into the historical world constructed by a historical film, but also 
enables us to sensuously experience and feel it. The living aesthetic encoun-
ter transcends the limits of naturalistic strategies of representation.46 
Empathy extends not just to characters but also to “inanimate objects such 
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as colors, shapes, moods, and spaces.”47 Balázs concurs: “In the film […] 
man and background are of the same stuff, both are mere pictures and 
hence there is no difference in the reality of man and object.”48 In the 
dance sequence at the start of ku’daMM 56, we are immersively absorbed 
not just by the thrilling figurations of movement but by the aesthetically 
composed atmosphere. The glaring spotlights, whose light is refracted in 
the haze of the pulsating dance hall, the beat of the music, the shapes and 
colors of the gaudy shirts and whirling skirts—all these things draw us into 
the spell of the histosphere (Fig. 6.12). The petticoats and the vintage cars 
parked on the edges of the dance floor serve as iconic symbols of the 
1950s, supplementing the mise-en-scène with a mise-en-histoire.49 Our 
empathetic engagement with the objects, sensations, and moods of the 
filmic figurations is augmented by associatively recalled historical refer-
ences; together, they blend into a dreamlike illusion.50

To describe this phenomenon more precisely, I shall draw on Christian 
Metz’s psychoanalytic work on cinema and dream. Metz believes that true 
illusion can only exist in dreams,51 while in cinema we can always discern a 
certain “impression of reality.”52 For Metz, immersive film experience has 
more in common with daydreams:

Fig. 6.12 Iconic symbols of the 1950s in ku’daMM 56
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Just as the spectator knows that he is watching a film, the daydream knows 
that it is a daydream. Regression is exhausted in both cases before reaching 
the perceptual agency; the subject does not confuse the images with 
 perceptions, but clearly maintains their status as images: mental representa-
tions in the daydream, and in the film representation of a fictional world 
through real perceptions.53

On this view, while watching a historical film we remain certain that the 
film’s historical world is merely an artificial construction, a function of 
filmic figuration.54 This certainty—and this is Metz’s second thesis—can, 
however, be overridden in moments of exceptionally intense affective 
involvement by a temporary state of “paradoxical hallucination” akin to 
the “brief and quickly passing dizziness that drivers feel towards the end of 
a long night journey.”55 Metz considers film to be one such journey:

In the two situations, when […] the brief psychical giddiness […] ends, the 
subject not coincidentally has the feeling of “waking up”: this is because he 
has furtively engaged in the state of sleeping and dreaming. The spectator 
thus will have dreamt a little bit of the film: not because that bit was missing 
and he imagined it: it actually appeared in the bande, and this, not some-
thing else, is what the subject saw; but he saw it while dreaming.56

Via a detour through the realm of dream, the filmic figuration becomes a 
form of hallucinatory perception. Marie-Laure Ryan’s concept of immer-
sion builds on this idea. During reception of a film, the filmic world forms 
a new frame of reference for the spectator that brings about a recentering: 
“We are theoretically, emotionally, and mentally transported into a fic-
tional world as soon as the presented objects, beings, and relations create 
for us their own tangible reference space.”57 Although this reference space 
is experienced as a product of dreamlike imagination, it “is not reducible 
to an internal psychical process,”58 but is based on a real sensory perception:

The spectator receives images and sounds offered as the representation of 
something other than themselves, of a diegetic universe, but remaining true 
images and sounds capable of reaching other spectators as well, whereas the 
dream flux can reach the consciousness of no one but the dreamer.59

Historical films add another element to the mix. The images and sounds 
of a histosphere do not just represent a diegetic universe, but through the 
mise-en-histoire are also linked to the imaginary historical referents in our 
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memory. The historicity derived from remembered associations is pro-
jected onto the film’s material figurations, which can in turn be sensuously 
experienced. This interweaving of emotional and cognitive processes with 
a film’s synesthetic affects actually appears to facilitate the “slide” into a 
state of dreamlike hallucination. The source of the immersive effect thus 
lies in the interplay between sensory perception and meaning-making 
reflection, or as Sobchack puts it:

When we sit in a movie theater and perceive a film as sensible, as making 
sense, we (and the film before us) are immersed in a world and in an activity 
of visual being. The experience is as familiar as it is intense, and it is marked 
by the way in which significance and the act of signifying are directly felt, 
sensuously available to the viewer.60

Sobchack’s idea that the immersively intensified perception of filmic figu-
rations makes both significance and the act of signifying sensuously avail-
able to the spectator can also be applied to histospheres. We immersively 
perceive not just the historical world constructed and configured by a film, 
but also its genesis in a process of refiguration and historical referentializa-
tion. The filmic illusions of movement in the dance sequence at the start 
of ku’daMM 56—the movement of bodies and camera, the montage, the 
beat of the music—are, on the one hand, direct, immersive stimuli as 
described in the notion of the “movie ride aesthetic.” On the other hand, 
they also construct specific impressions that in the process of perception 
coalesce with the film design elements of the mise-en-scène to form an 
imaginary picture of a historical world, which is referentialized by the 
mise-en-histoire.

But what if “films do not offer any worlds or comprehensive world-
views, and in terms of their perceptible location within a space–time con-
tinuum only ever remain disconnected fragments”? In that case, according 
to Christiane Voss, the concept of immersion would serve

as the metaphorical linchpin of a utopian promise that has perhaps always 
been associated with the medium of film: the promise of being able to expe-
rience a living and meaningful temporality beyond the bounded horizons of 
one’s own finitude.61

For Voss, filmic immersion makes plot into a “temporarily focused matrix” 
of the spectators’ perception.62 On this premise, the spectators’ 
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multi- immersive engagement refigures the film’s audiovisual figurations 
into an “imaginary index”63 and links this index to the histosphere’s imag-
inary historical referents, so that the world of the histosphere is experi-
enced as an “ephemeral reality.”64 Perceptions drawing on this 
multi-immersively generated “imaginary index” bring about a (temporary, 
imaginary, and necessarily incomplete) recentering of the spectator. The 
unconscious reassurance that one is physically present in the movie theater 
is temporarily overridden, though without disappearing completely. As 
part of a histosphere, the immersive potential of filmic figurations makes 
us feel as if we are partially leaving behind the place from which we are 
watching the film, whether that be a movie theater seat or our living room 
couch, and embarking on a “journey” to a historical world. The key to this 
phenomenon lies in the construction and experience of the filmic space.

As an audiovisual figuration, space is constituted in the medium of film 
“out of an affective moment of being-in-the-world, that is to say, out of 
the specific experience [Erleben] of space that a film enables for the specta-
tor.”65 At the same time, the spectator “is so strongly addressed in their 
bodyliness by the film […] that they involuntarily respond to the param-
eters of this space—whether with nausea or kinetic excitement.”66 Space 
functions as a “cognitive and phenomenological interface between the 
spectator and the world of the film,” while the “lived body” represents the 
prereflective interface between filmic space and reception space.67 
Consequently, understanding this dimension of filmic immersion once 
again requires a combination of perceptual and phenomenological theo-
ries. Voss augments Sobchack’s notion of the “cinesthetic subject”68 with 
an emphatically spatial dimension: “In their intellectual and sensory- 
affective response to the action of the film,” the spectator adds to the two- 
dimensional film image the “third dimension of their feeling body” and 
thus becomes “a constitutive element of the film’s architecture.”69 By con-
trast with Sobchack, for whom the film’s body surrounds that of the spec-
tator while the spectator in turn incorporates the film’s perception,70 for 
Voss the film’s “borrowed body” is “truly a space—a somatic space of 
meaning” that creates the third dimension “in which the action of the film 
can be sensuously and affectively embedded.”71 The immersive dimension 
of the borrowed body’s spatialization consists in spectators’ regarding 
“that which we somatically (co-)constitute and at the same time experi-
ence [erleben] as being directly truthful in this form.”72 Voss’s model offers 
a plausible explanation for the intense impression of a histosphere’s bring-
ing history to life. The contiguity of historical world and subjective 
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perception evokes the feeling of being able to physically touch the past, 
which closely parallels Frank R. Ankersmit’s definition of historical experi-
ence,73 in which the impression of coming into direct contact with the past 
is accompanied by a “disappearance of temporal dimensions.”74 The film’s 
complex temporal structure overrides the spectator’s perceptions of the 
time in which they are actually watching the film, such that “the borrowed 
body’s response” follows “the fictional passage of time in the constructed 
film narrative.”75 This strengthens the “living entanglement with the 
action of the film”76 while freeing us as spectators from the linear temporal 
logic of our everyday perception. For instance, the dance sequence at the 
start of ku’daMM 56 does not just represent a leap forward in time; the 
slow motion shot of Monika’s somersault also emphatically alters our per-
ception of time. Immersion thereby embeds both the spatial and temporal 
structures of the filmic figurations in the borrowed body’s somatic space 
of meaning, allowing us to experience historical worlds through experi-
encing ourselves.

iMaginative eMpathy

Lost in thought, a young woman stares into space as she peels potatoes, 
while the score broadens out into transcendent tones. In this scene in 
ku’daMM 56, the shallow depth of field and the cut from a long shot to a 
close-up isolate Monika from her surroundings (Figs.  6.13 and 6.14). 
Hyperrealistically modulated noises and the protagonist’s despondent sob 
lead into a flashback to a painful memory.

“Films articulate a subjective experience of the world [Welterleben] that 
the spectator realizes as a sensation in their own body [körperliches 
Empfindungserleben] and also as a particular way of perceiving the world,”77 
as Hermann Kappelhoff and Sarah Greifenstein write. The world config-
ured out of images and sounds is not perceived “in the schemas of our 
everyday perception of the world, but in the mode of a distinct, unfamiliar 
experience [Erleben] by another entity.”78 If, however, film experience is 
“the expression of experience by experience,”79 then this requires the 
capacity for empathy and makes it a relevant parameter for a theory of 
histospheres. We do not merely live the historical world of the film as a 
sensuous experience; rather, at the same time we perceive the film’s per-
spective on this world—as lived by another with whom we are able to 
empathize.80 On the basis of immersion, affect, and empathy, we construct 
and live a “culturally encoded […] form of temporal existence.”81 In this 
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process, we often enter into an intimate imaginary relationship with the 
film character, especially if that character’s perception coincides with the 
film’s subjective experience of the world. We see Monika in the filmic 
world while simultaneously gaining an impression of her perception of this 
world. Facial expressions and gestures, close-ups, a slight slow motion 
effect, and the hyperrealistically amplified noises help foster empathy. This 

Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 Aesthetics of memory in ku’daMM 56
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phenomenon was described early in the history of film theory by Balázs, 
whose observation that the camera causes us to “identify” with the char-
acters in a film not just spatially but also emotionally82 anticipates the 
essential features of “imaginative empathy.”83 Audiovisual design allows us 
to “imagine what it is like to experience what happens in the fiction film.”84 
In a detail shot, we see Monika trudging through long grass and hear the 
sound of tweeting birds, rustling leaves, and rumbling thunder. When it 
starts to rain, she takes a deep breath and begins to relax. The long, drawn- 
out notes of the score blend with piano tones into an emphatically soaring 
melody. Monika takes off her wet clothing and begins to dance as if in a 
trance. The film’s gaze is largely congruent with the character’s implied 
perception of the world. Panning and tracking shots, the rhythmic ellipti-
cal montage, and brief slow motion effects imitate the rapt movements of 
the dancing body (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16).

The film’s audiovisual operations make it easier for us to empathize 
with another person’s way of perceiving the world. The imaginative activ-
ity combines with our actual sensory impressions into a distinctive experi-
ence.85 However, this does not mean “that spectators must always notice 
acts of […] imagining” as such.86 Instead, we can observe a close connec-
tion to immersion: Imaginative empathy “throws” us into the thick of the 
action. In an immersive process, we enter into the audiovisually config-
ured filmic world. Our emotional responses may mirror those of the char-
acters. But, as described by phenomenological approaches to film, we may 
also “emote to the events of the film as if [we] had really been witnessing 
them,” sympathizing with the character from an external perspective but 
without coming “to feel the same way as the character does.”87 The phi-
losopher Amy Coplan has coined the term “experiential understanding”88 
for the process of simultaneously sharing in the observed experience of 
another person and taking their perspective, while also reflecting on that 
experience from the outside. The dual structure of seeing and being seen 
underlying this concept was once again anticipated by Balázs:

A film frame shows us not just what this spectator sees but how he sees it. This 
how is a characteristic feature, that is, a feature of artistic design. This how 
characterizes not just the object, but also the spectator: his “view” of the 
object and its relation to him. Every view of the world gives rise to a world-
view. Every camera perspective expresses an inner perspective.89
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Balázs draws a connection between aesthetic and ideological perspectiva-
tion—a process also mirrored in the above-described sequence from 
ku’daMM 56: In the “how” of viewing and simultaneously being-viewed, 
we experience Monika’s yearning for freedom in our own body, we feel 
her inner drive to escape the constricting, outdated norms of the 1950s. 
Imaginative empathy has the potential to “direct and control” our feelings 

Figs. 6.15 and 6.16 Imaginative empathy: Monika’s dance in ku’daMM 56
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to some degree, allowing them to be harnessed for very different com-
municative purposes.90 For instance, sensuous emotional empathy in com-
bination with historical referentialization can allow spectators to experience 
historical ideologies. Although in historical films imaginative empathy 
therefore has the potential to model historical perspectives, we are not 
forced to accept these perspectives.91

Empathy can sometimes manifest itself in a sequence’s “specific aes-
thetic form.”92 The potential of audiovisual form to strengthen our capac-
ity for empathy can also be seen in Monika’s dance in ku’daMM 56: The 
caressing movements of the camera, the elliptical montage, the soaring 
music, the whooshing sound effects, and the hyperreal sound of the pro-
tagonist’s breathing create an immersive effect that heightens empathetic 
involvement. Aesthetic experience can even trigger a form of empathetic 
engagement that detaches itself from the specific film character and allows 
the experiences imparted by the film to be “appreciated for their sensuous 
pleasures alone.”93 Whether it is the exuberant illusion of movement or a 
detail like sunrays refracted in the rain, the empathetically felt aesthetic 
experience during Monika’s dance also gives the histosphere an aesthetic 
quality that can be interpreted retrospectively—under the influence of the 
reflexively operating mise-en-histoire—as a historical feeling (Fig.  6.17). 
Thus, as spectators we continuously alternate between different modes of 

Fig. 6.17 Aesthetic experience in ku’daMM 56
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perception “in order to explore the film both fictionally and aestheti-
cally.”94 Aesthetic experience, imaginative empathy, and historical experi-
ence thus fuse into a unified living encounter that combines both cognitive 
and corporal aspects.

The very idea that we can empathize with historical figures initially 
seems paradoxical. If we assume that the capacity for empathy is inversely 
proportional to the temporal, geographic, and cultural distance between 
the world of the film and the world of our own lived experience,95 this 
capacity would be greatly impeded in historical films. But the great success 
of historical films makes this conclusion improbable. Instead, empathy 
must be supplemented by a dose of acentral imagining. Similarly to the 
model proposed by Sobchack, the spectator assumes a dual position from 
which “they both participate in the action and are confronted by it.”96 The 
“inferences and typifications”97 undertaken in this process are facilitated 
by genre conventions such as the use of stereotypical character attributes; 
empathizing with a character in a historical world constructed by a film 
involves interpreting that character “as a social or sociopsychological type 
in their milieu.”98 We have the impression of being able to immerse our-
selves in the film’s historical world in a mode of living encounter. Empathy 
allows us not just to discern a character’s emotional state but also to reflect 
on these emotions.99 Combining this character with other characters 
allows us to construct a “social field”:100 As Wulff writes, “a character with 
whom perhaps we ‘primarily’ empathize is juxtaposed with a matrix of 
other, ‘secondary’ characters with whom we must also empathize.” The 
“reciprocal perceptions and interpretations of the characters among them-
selves”101 mark fictional film as a “construction of a fictional world of 
social action.”102 The historical experiences generated by historical films 
are based on the historical social system constructed by a film and the 
spectator’s living, empathetic encounter with that system. History is rep-
resented in terms of human relations.103 In ku’daMM 56, Monika’s sponta-
neous dance in the rain is watched by a group of walkers. Most of them are 
young men who seem to be enjoying the spectacle, but their leader, a 
smartly dressed and much older man, looks appalled (Fig.  6.18). Our 
empathy with the characters gives us a sense of being able to relive the 
inhibited society of 1950s West Germany from the inside. Empathy also 
contributes to forming a particular picture of history.

In summary, the phenomenological concept of empathy involves not 
just “imaginatively adopting a perspective” but also “a bodily […] reso-
nance.”104 Kracauer spoke of “kinesthetic responses” to moving visual 
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stimuli105; more recent research has sought to link such ideas to scientific 
studies of physical motor resonance. Neurological experiments have 
shown that certain neurons in primates’ brains exhibit the same pattern of 
activity both when watching and when performing an action.106 Since 
both visual and aural indications of certain actions can trigger sensorimo-
tor resonance,107 this would seem to be a role the audiovisual medium of 
film is especially well suited to play. Although Kappelhoff’s criticism that 
these sorts of psychological models operate with an empiricism wholly 
alien to the discipline of film studies is valid,108 there is no denying that as 
spectators we can be physically affected by moving stimuli in film, such as 
during Monika’s dance in ku’daMM 56. However, it is not “simply the 
observed movements, but specific (sensori)motor acts” that trigger a 
response.109 Monika’s movements follow a certain pattern; they are part of 
a structured, expressive dance. The philosopher Hartmut Rosa believes 
that complex actions, situations, and sense-references of this kind can be 
grasped or mirrored not just by way of sensorimotor equivalents, “but 
above all by evoking and shaping narrative connections.”110 Sensorimotor 
resonance is integrated into a narrative matrix that facilitates imaginative 
empathy. This means that it is only through telling stories that we become 
able to adopt complex experiential perspectives.111 Narrative also allows us 
to empathetically make moods and atmospheres present to ourselves and 

Fig. 6.18 Empathy and “social field” in ku’daMM 56
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imaginatively corporally apprehend them.112 For instance, black and white 
pictures do not just make reference to something old and historical, but 
also have their own expressive quality, an atmosphere, which represents a 
certain perspective.113 The philosopher Susanne Schmetkamp connects the 
thesis of narrative modeling of experiential perspectives to phenomeno-
logical theories:

On this account, empathy involves a process of perceiving a person’s specific 
state, their feelings, and their actions, in particular the way in which they are 
manifested in bodily expression and from that person’s specific perspective. 
This entails that perspective-taking is not just cognitive but also corporal, 
inasmuch as it is also always perspectives of bodies, objects, and moods that 
are made present.114

This approach is of interest for a theory of histospheres for two reasons. 
Firstly, the process of making-present implies a historicity that is already 
inscribed in the medium of film, consonant with Kracauer’s and Benjamin’s 
theories.115 Secondly, the above-described process expresses a crucial shift 
in the triadic relation between subject, film, and history. While the “phe-
nomenal undertone of feeling” creates a resonance “between the specta-
tor’s body and the film’s body,” at a cognitive level there remains an I–You 
divide that makes the empathizing person aware “that it is not they them-
selves who has these feelings.”116 In imaginative projection, the spectator 
wonders “how he himself would have reacted emotionally and how he 
would have behaved, had he himself been experiencing the events in the 
film.”117 This combination of imaginative and acentral empathy represents 
a crucial point of difference from scholarly historical writing. The “objec-
tification and projection of ourselves-now as others-then” is replaced in the 
historical film by “subjectification and projection of ourselves-now as we- 
then.”118 The tension between imaginative empathy and cognition can 
“make the spectator reflect on relevance for himself.”119 This self- reflection 
extends beyond the horizons of the fictional world and gives historical 
films the potential to substantially influence our conceptions of history.

conclusion

In this chapter, I analyzed historical films as multi-immersive perceptual 
spaces, and concluded that histospheres can exert an especially profound 
influence on our conceptions and interpretations of history if they allow 
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spectators to physically “live” the filmically modeled historical worlds. 
This temporally organized aesthetic encounter not only forms the basis for 
the great popularity of the historical film genre, but also (as a condition for 
producing an audiovisual history) has a significance that goes far beyond 
the medium of film.

A particular role is played in this process by audiovisually constructed 
atmospheres, which allow histospheres to evoke moods and emotions. My 
investigation showed that the corporal-emotional effect of atmosphere 
enables us to physically experience the historical spaces constructed by 
film. Filmic atmospheres evoke a feeling of direct contact with history,120 
our conception of which is augmented by associatively evoked memories 
and moods. These include media-generated “prosthetic memories.” By 
being emotionally and physically exposed to the history simulated by the 
film and reflecting on the feelings it evokes, we take a stance toward the 
imaginary historical referents of the mise-en-histoire. The dramaturgy of 
atmosphere has the potential to steer and direct our perceptions of the 
historical world constructed by the film at an affective and emotional level, 
and thus also the conceptions and interpretations of history we derive 
from it. I also observed that atmospheres evocative of film history add 
another layer of meaning to histospheres that marks out the film itself as a 
historical document.

To provide a theoretical underpinning for my arguments, I examined 
various theories of immersion and considered whether they are compatible 
with a theory and praxis of histospheres. Historical films construct atmo-
spheric worlds that enfold us and bring us physically and mentally closer 
to the action of the film. My thesis is that in historical films this closeness 
helps the historical past seem less distant, too. Christian Metz’s psycho-
analytic approach shows how filmic figurations can, via a detour through 
the realm of dream, be transformed into hallucinatory perceptions. My 
analysis shows that these ideas can also be applied to the theoretical con-
cept of histospheres. Our empathetic engagement with the sensations and 
moods of historical films is augmented by associatively recalled historical 
references; together, they blend into a dreamlike illusion. The historicity 
derived from remembered associations is projected onto the film’s mate-
rial figurations, which can in turn be sensuously experienced. This inter-
weaving of emotional and cognitive processes with synesthetic affects 
facilitates the “slide” into a state of dreamlike hallucination. As part of a 
histosphere, the immersive potential of filmic figurations makes us feel as 
if we are leaving behind the place from which we are watching the film, 
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whether that be a movie theater seat or our living room couch, and 
embarking on a “journey” to a historical world. The key to this phenom-
enon lies in the construction and experience of the filmic space. Christiane 
Voss’s model of a “borrowed body”—a “somatic space of meaning” in 
which “the action of the film can be sensuously and affectively embed-
ded”—offers a plausible explanation for the intense impression of a histo-
sphere’s bringing history to life.121 A film’s complex temporal structure 
overrides the spectator’s perceptions of the time in which they are actually 
watching the film and strengthens the “living entanglement with the 
action of the film,”122 while freeing us as spectators from the linear tempo-
ral logic of our everyday perception. On this view, we do not enter into the 
historical film’s historical worlds; rather, they enter into us. Thus under-
stood, filmic immersion plays a key part in allowing histospheres to make 
us feel as though we are physically experiencing the past—through experi-
encing ourselves.

Atmosphere, mood, and immersion are closely interwoven with con-
cepts of imaginative empathy, which must likewise be considered relevant 
to a theory of histospheres. On the one hand, empathy allows us to grasp 
the emotional states of film characters. We can then in turn relate these 
characters to other characters and to ourselves, resulting in an empatheti-
cally experienceable model of a historical social system. Sensuous emo-
tional empathy in combination with historical referentialization can 
thereby allow spectators to experience historical ideologies. According to 
Vivian Sobchack, we do not merely live the historical world of the film as 
our own, subjective experience; rather, at the same time we perceive the 
film’s perspective on this world—as lived by another with whom we are 
able to empathize. On the basis of immersion, affect, and empathy, we 
have the impression of being able to immerse ourselves in the film’s his-
torical worlds in a mode of living encounter. The empathetically felt aes-
thetic experience gives the histosphere a quality that can be interpreted 
retrospectively—under the influence of the reflexively operating mise-en- 
histoire—as a historical feeling. This also allows us to empathetically make 
moods and atmospheres present to ourselves and imaginatively corporally 
apprehend them.123 My theory of histospheres proved especially compati-
ble with Susanne Schmetkamp’s model of empathy, which is based on an 
embodied process of making-present and perspective-taking. Particular 
emphasis is given, first, to the implicit power of film to make the past pres-
ent; and second, to the crucial shift away from academic historiography. 
The “objectification and projection of ourselves-now as others-then” is 
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replaced in the historical film by “subjectification and projection of 
ourselves- now as we-then.”124 The dynamic relation between imaginative 
empathy and cognition that histospheres can engender extends beyond 
the horizons of the fictional world and has the potential to influence our 
conceptions of history in general: Dimensions of cinematic expression 
such as mood and atmosphere, in conjunction with processes that produce 
immersion and empathy, enable imaginative experiences of history with 
enormous power.
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CHAPTER 7

Experience and Remembering

History and film stand in a close reciprocal relationship not just with each 
other, but also with discourses of memory and remembering. While histo-
rians are frequently confronted with questions about the culture of mem-
ory, film studies is dominated by the idea that films are a medium for 
“storing,” “recording,” or “disseminating” collective memory.1 
Experiential approaches toward the relation between film, history, and 
memory, by contrast, are largely neglected or marginalized, despite the 
fact that we perceive film images and memories in a similar way: Both are 
glimpsed only as they “whizz” or “flash” by,2 remaining fragmentary yet 
still possessing a “hyperreal” quality.3 However, if, as Jean Baudrillard 
claims, it is no longer possible to disentangle our conceptions of the past 
and the historical reality simulated by media,4 this is due in part to a bodily 
experiential dimension. As Thomas Elsaesser observes, in the age of “liv-
ing” pictures, history—which once seemed objective—has evaporated, 
while memory “has gained in status, as the repository of genuine experi-
ence.”5 And so: “What more appropriate instrument to record and pre-
serve memory than sight and sound?”6 This shift toward embodied 
experience in the function of recording and preserving memories has also 
brought a shift in film studies discourse in its wake. Historical films in 
particular are increasingly understood as a point of intersection between 
processes of embodied memory and historicization. Building on this idea, 
the first section of this chapter explores the complex interrelationship 
between film, body, and memory. As fundamental elements of a 
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histosphere, I argue, embodied memories make it possible to experience a 
film’s historical world as a physical reality, and add a bodily experiential 
dimension to the mise-en-histoire, which until now has primarily been 
understood as a reflective process. I elaborate on these ideas in the second 
section, and combine them with theories of media-generated memories. 
Histospheres, I shall show, draw not just on existing embodied memories 
and conceptions of history, but are actively involved in producing personal 
experiences with identity-forging potential; in a second stage, these expe-
riences are then addressed as memories. In the third section, I examine the 
workings of one such stimulus–response model, whereby filmic figurations 
link the film’s historical world to the spectator’s embodied memories and 
produce a kind of déjà vu effect. I show that forms of experience and 
memory are not mere effects but constitutive, interdependent processes of 
histospheres.

Film/Body/memory

In the preceding chapters, I have shown how we as spectators are put into 
a state of immersive experience and imaginative empathy that structures 
our perception of the historical worlds configured by film.7 These worlds 
are also inscribed with historical references by a film’s mise-en-histoire.8 
However, whereas immersion and empathy primarily address somatic 
aspects of film experience, the mise-en-histoire is based mainly on 
constructivist- semiotic connections. One thing that links these two dimen-
sions of histospheres together is the relation between body and memory. 
To illustrate this by reference to a personal film experience: In my subjec-
tive perception of the subway sequence at the start of ku’damm 56, embod-
ied film experience and memory collided. At the sight of the brass handrails, 
I reflexively recalled the hard, smooth surfaces that my hand has touched 
on countless journeys on public transportation. In a moment of synes-
thetic reminiscence, I could even feel the shaking and vibration of the 
subway car, breathe the warm, stuffy air, and smell the distinctive electric 
fragrance of the underground. My unconscious somatic memory immedi-
ately passed into daydream. While Christian Metz uses this term to 
describe the simultaneous perception of film and “phantasy,”9 Siegfried 
Kracauer distinguishes between two directions of dreaming.10 The first 
leads toward the object in the physical reality of the film: “Released from 
the control of consciousness, the spectator cannot help feeling attracted by 
the phenomena in front of him. They beckon him to come nearer.”11 The 
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other direction leads away from the object toward the spectator’s own 
imagined or remembered image worlds.12 Histospheres behave analo-
gously: Based on our experience of a film, we place ourselves in the film’s 
audiovisually simulated historical world. At the same time, the subjective 
associations and mental images prompted by the mise-en-histoire cause us 
to drift in thought. This seeming paradox of the dream metaphor is 
accompanied by the exclusion of the spectator’s body from many theoreti-
cal accounts, an omission that is impossible to argumentatively sustain. 
Thomas Elsaesser and Malte Hagener rightly point out that “it is only our 
capacity to perceive the external world” that ultimately allows us “to pro-
duce inner constructs of this sort.”13 With the concept of “physical real-
ity,” Kracauer introduced a bodily experiential dimension to film 
perception; on his view, film perception draws on a pool of basic everyday 
experiences, which are mainly bodily and haptic in nature and thus located 
at a deeper level of processing than social and political structures. In this 
section, I shall combine these theories with a phenomenological concep-
tion according to which memories are not solely mental states but always 
also involve our sensory apparatus.

There is also a close interrelation between the physiological embedded-
ness of memory and the medium of film. The film scholar Heike Klippel 
draws attention to how in cinema the “mundane and material” have per-
meated “the mental” to an unprecedented degree and marked out mem-
ory as an incontestable, indeterminate site “in which the physical world 
and mental conceptions are interwoven.”14 On this theory, film functions 
as an “externalized process of memory,” in which the spectator’s biogra-
phy and the film’s plot interpermeate.15 This reciprocal relationship also 
occurs in historical films; we connect the film’s historical world, which has 
been configured for us to perceive, with embodied memories of basic 
everyday experiences. A histosphere is thus composed not just of audiovi-
sual figurations, but also of elements of our embodied memory. One 
example given by Vivian Sobchack in her work on embodied film experi-
ence is the enigmatic, perplexing first shot of the piano (1993; dir. Jane 
Campion). Sobchack says that her fingers already “knew” in advance that 
this shot showed the view through the protagonist’s hands (Figs.  7.1 
and 7.2).

Thanks to her memories of her own bodily experience, her fingers 
“comprehended” and “grasped” the image and “felt themselves” as a 
“potentiality in the subjective and fleshy situation figured onscreen.”16 
Sobchack’s thesis that her fingers reflexively knew what her conscious mind 
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had not yet reflectively grasped17 implies that she was unconsciously access-
ing memories of earlier physical-sensory experiences. A film’s specific 
audiovisual configurations trigger the spectator’s embodied memory,18 
with haptic and tactile experiences occupying a privileged position in the 
process. As well as visually depicting surface textures, film can also impart 
information about the filmic world’s material constitution through sound. 
“Materializing sound indices”19 like the dull, shuffling steps on the par-
quet floor in the dance school in ku’damm 56 evokes different embodied 
memories than, say, the crunching of gravel on pavement. A histosphere’s 

Figs. 7.1–7.2 Remembering personal bodily experience: the view through the 
protagonist’s fingers in the piano
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haptic qualities are gradually pieced together based on synesthetic linkages 
with the spectator’s embodied memories. The reliving of sensuous bodily 
experiences gives the histosphere a synesthetic quality through which a 
“somatic space of meaning” is created.20 Embodied memories of everyday 
experiences bleed into perceptions of the filmic world’s historicity. When 
we see the brass handrails on the subway at the start of ku’damm 56, most 
of us will probably have an idea, based on experience and memory, of what 
they feel like. The film’s historical world no longer seems quite so unfamil-
iar if we feel like we have an embodied memory of it. In years oF hunger, 
the female characters are often shown sewing or folding laundry. These 
incidental depictions of touching various fabrics, whether a dress made of 
coarse cotton or fine bedlinen, can awaken in us memories of correspond-
ing haptic experiences (Fig. 7.3).

The medium of this resonance is the skin, which represents less a 
boundary or dividing line between subject and world than a “semiperme-
able membrane […] that brings world and subject into relation and makes 
them mutually receptive and porous.”21 With regards to film’s synesthetic 

Fig. 7.3 Tactile resonance: fabrics in years oF hunger
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potential, one particularly significant point made by Hartmut Rosa is that 
the skin is “a dually sensitive and literally breathing and responsive reso-
nance organ that mediates and articulates the relation between body and 
world on the one hand and person and body on the other.”22 The skin 
reacts not just to physical stimuli from the environment, but also to men-
tal and emotional states.23 The boundary between purely physical and cog-
nitively driven reactions is fluid. For instance, a high-pitched sound, like a 
person scratching a blackboard, can prompt a direct, vegetative response 
such as goosebumps. By contrast, we experience the shiver that runs down 
our spine when watching a horror film as a reaction to the combination of 
audiovisual stimuli and narrative relationships. As we empathetically 
engage with the film characters or situations, we imagine, say, how it 
would feel if we ourselves were being spun through the air while dancing 
instead of Monika. In a manner closely bound up with our capacity for 
empathy, this process also awakens our memories of previous lived or 
filmic experiences. Media theorist Laura Marks’s analysis of the “skin of 
the film”24 expands on Sobchack’s concept of film as embodied experi-
ence: By signifying embodied memories, filmic space becomes sensuously 
available, enabling “contact” between the spectator and the film’s repre-
sented objects.25 Marks uses a similar vocabulary to Frank R. Ankersmit in 
his definition of historical experience, which he claims creates the impres-
sion of “authentic contact” with the past.26 Filmic spaces’ availability to 
sensuous, physical experience on the basis of embodied memories can also 
produce historical experiences of this kind. What Marks describes as the 
possibility of mediating intercultural experiences27 could, then, also help 
bridge the temporal distance to the historical past. Depictions of physical 
touch are especially well suited to creating a sense of intimacy and familiar-
ity that brings the historical world simulated by the film closer by invoking 
primordial embodied memories and instincts. Marks draws heavily on 
Gilles Deleuze (although critics have rightly pointed out significant depar-
tures from Deleuze’s thought in her work28), but I shall not consider this 
aspect further here as it would undermine my attempt to connect Marks’s 
theory to phenomenological approaches to film; for whereas Deleuze’s 
notion of the “crystal-image” implies film’s desubjectivized historicity, 
phenomenological approaches, including the present study, focus on the 
subject-bound experience of history afforded by film. The potential of his-
torical films to produce historical experiences emerges at the intersection 
between embodied film experience, memory, and imaginary referentializa-
tion. The skin, as in Marks’s work, functions as a metaphor for a 
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permeable membrane that not only spans the field of interaction between 
embodied and cognitive memories, but also that between autobiographi-
cal and collective memory. Attention was already drawn by Rudolf 
Arnheim to the interplay between film perception and “memory traces.”29 
Since embodied memory structures film perception as a dynamic matrix, 
the unceasing production of new experiences also influences and modifies 
our memories of previous experiences. This continuous configuration and 
reconfiguration adds a bodily experiential dimension to the mise-en- 
histoire, which until now has primarily been understood as a reflective pro-
cess. The flights of imagination prompted by a film’s historical references 
work in tandem with the immediate sensuous experiences while watching 
the film and the spectator’s embodied memories to help produce a histori-
cal experience.

The interplay of sensuous film experience and embodied memory also 
significantly influences the mode in which spectators experience the film. 
By contrast with older normative distinctions, Sobchack holds that fiction 
and nonfiction differ primarily in terms of the spectator’s expectations, 
experiences, and evaluations.30 Based on the premise that perceptions of 
film images generally involve both experiential modes, she sets out the 
idea of a “documentary consciousness” on the part of the spectator, an 
embodied, normative mode of experience that in fiction films transforms 
irreal into real.31 Taking the example of the actual death of the rabbit in 
Jean Renoir’s the rules oF the game (1939), she describes how the sud-
den, shocking change in our understanding of the film ruptures the cine-
matic fiction (Fig. 7.4).

For Sobchack, the death of the real rabbit was far more shocking and 
unsettling than the death of the fictional human character. She ascribes 
this to the fact that the death of the rabbit ruptured the autonomous and 
homogeneous fictional space and transformed it into a documentary 
space.32 Modal shifts of this sort can also be observed in historical films at 
points where we become aware of their referential relation to the past 
while simultaneously feeling the film’s physical reality. This gives rise to a 
parallel between the effect of a histosphere, which not only comprises an 
embodied experience but also semiotically produces historical references, 
and Roland Barthes’s “reality effect,” in which the “very absence of the 
signified, to the advantage of the referent alone, becomes the very signifier 
of realism.”33 In an analogous manner, in historical films filmic figurations 
take the place of historical referents. The embodied film experience does 
not run counter to the semiotic process but actually reinforces it by 
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making it possible to experience the film’s historical world as a physical 
reality. The imaginative illusion thus usually remains intact while also 
being given the validation of factual historical authenticity. However, there 
can be a discrepancy between filmic figuration and historical reference; for 
instance, if we do not find an actor “believable” in the role of a historical 
figure. Such cases will seriously undermine our imaginative empathy and 
immersive involvement.

Sobchack’s example of the dying rabbit shows that the shock effect of 
documentary consciousness is especially strong if the film’s fictional depic-
tion is indexically linked to an actual death. Although the route from 
Renoir’s rabbit to the deaths at the inner German border is long and ethi-
cally fraught, very similar psychological processes are at work in both 
cases. The violent death of the two protagonists at the end of sky without 
stars is even more disturbing if we know that it was not just film characters 
but also real people who lost their lives in a hail of bullets at the inner 
German border. Unlike Renoir’s rabbit, the actors in Käutner’s film were 
not actually harmed. But despite this, sky without stars is also able to 
shockingly evoke a feeling of unease that can be understood as a reaction 

Fig. 7.4 Documentary consciousness: the dead rabbit in the rules oF the game
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to a possible violation of ethical norms: Is it wrong to appropriate real-life 
deaths as an object of entertainment in fictional representations? Debates 
about filmic depictions of painful periods of history, in particular the ques-
tion of whether the Holocaust can or should be represented on screen, 
also revolve around ethical questions of this kind.34 Benjamin 
Moldenhauer’s reference to an “unease about films that tell stories of the 
historical past while remaining within the conventional framework of 
genre cinema”35 (as discussed in an earlier chapter) describes a similar 
inner conflict. However, while fictional depictions of historical events do 
not make the spectator complicit in the suffering of actual victims, 
Sobchack rightly asks whether the rabbit did not also die for her and her 
enjoyment of the film. She is far less moved by the death of the purely 
fictional human protagonist than by the actual death of the animal, for she 
knows intuitively that the human character Jurieux (Roland Tutain) only 
dies in the irreal fictional space.36 It can have a similar moderating effect if 
a historical figure is played by a well-known actor: We know intuitively 
that the real person does not die, which can dilute or override the power 
of the historical reference to the death of an actual historical individual. 
The shock is diluted by the dual presence of a person as a film character 
and as an actor. We feel that there is “one body too much”; the imagined 
body of the historical person and the filmed body come into conflict.37 
Matters are different when we primarily perceive the film character, either 
because we do not know the actor or because they embody the role so 
convincingly. As Sobchack puts it, film character and historical reference 
blend together in “the mortal gravity of the filmed event,” which 
“transform[s] the irreality of fictional space into a different ontological 
order of representation—namely, into the reality of a documentary space 
suddenly charged with existential and ethical investment.”38 However, the 
feelings connected to the documentary mode of experience need not be 
negative. The fact that the fictional historical world references actual his-
torical events and thereby gains an intuitively persuasive “documentary” 
character can also trigger empathetic excitement and a sense of living 
involvement, an impression of “authentic contact”39 with the histori-
cal past.

The tension between fictional and documentary modes of experience 
can generally be ascribed to a prereflective stage of film perception. 
According to Sobchack, this mode is not reflectively disclosed but physi-
cally “felt”: It is our body rather than our intellect that recognizes the 
fundamental existential difference.40 Consequently, it is unsurprising that 
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this knowledge is based on experiences linked to physical effects on the 
body. Whether it be the violent deaths of the rabbit in Renoir’s film or the 
protagonists in sky without stars, each of these examples relates to acts of 
violence and bodily destruction. This triggers a “flash” of recognition41 in 
which we are suddenly surprised “by the power of the object.”42 Affects 
and values erupt out of an existential and cultural knowledge that tran-
scends and contextualizes the homogenizing apparatus of filmic and nar-
rative representation,43 shifting our focus from aesthetic and narrative 
aspects to ethical values.

However, the shift to a documentary mode of experience need not be 
accompanied by a feeling of shock. If the action of the film ceases to hold 
our full attention, our eyes and thoughts begin to wander.44 We no longer 
see the film characters as subjects and part of the depicted world, but 
instead watch actors at work. If this happens while watching a historical 
film, we begin to scrutinize its historical accuracy and look for apparent 
errors by comparing the film with remembered historical references. A 
special effect can be achieved through the use of historical archive mate-
rial, which results in a dual mode of spectator experience: at once docu-
mentary and fictional.45 In years oF hunger, for instance, the difference 
between the aesthetics of New German Cinema and the grainy, scratchy, 
flickering archive footage inserted into the film creates a reflective aware-
ness of the relation between the fictional and nonfictional elements.

As with the distinction between the actual death of the rabbit and the 
fictional death of the character, we already “know” at a prereflective, 
bodily level of film experience which audiovisual conventions and aesthetic 
qualities typify documentary and fictional sequences respectively. This 
division between fictional and documentary modes of experience can also 
be undermined by audiovisual devices. Ari Folman’s animated film waltz 
with Bashir (2008) deals with a soldier’s missing memories of the Sabra 
and Shatila massacre that occurred at a Lebanese refugee camp in 1982 in 
the presence of the Israeli Army. At the end of the film, animated images 
of the atrocities give way to live-action archival footage of the victims’ 
bloated corpses and the despairing, weeping survivors. This juxtaposition 
makes us instantly aware of the historical referentialization, retrospectively 
transcending the boundaries of fictional space and consciousness. This 
shows that a fiction can be shockingly ruptured not just by extreme situa-
tions and events within the action of a film, but also by formal interrup-
tions of the film’s montage and visual aesthetics. Even synesthetically 
generated haptic film perceptions that result from audiovisual activation of 
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embodied memories can bring about a shift to a documentary mode of 
experience. However, unlike with shock, this does not create a distance or 
opposition between us and the film’s fictional historical world, but rather 
expands our imaginative modeling of this world. This sort of connection 
between activation of embodied memory and the daydreaming described 
earlier in turn fosters a hybrid fictional and documentary mode of experi-
ence that does not undermine our perception of the historical world simu-
lated by the film, but instead acknowledges and further intensifies it as a 
valid reality.

prosthetic postmemory

“In the struggle between history and memory […] technical images have 
won.”46 This observation by Elsaesser about popular culture entails both a 
widespread “mediatization” of individual memory and an increasing blur-
ring of the distinction between private and public images,47 which would 
accord greater significance to processes of perception and memory that 
make spectators into direct witnesses to and participants in historical 
worlds. The great relevance of memory to our everyday perceptions is also 
illustrated by a previously discussed sequence from sky without stars: 
When Anna’s gaze fixes on a framed photograph hanging on the wall at 
her parent-in-laws’ home, we intuitively believe that she is remembering 
something in that moment. We project our memory-infused perception of 
the world onto the film character. Memory “speaks” to us when we antici-
pate that the soldier in the picture must be Anna’s late husband, Jochen’s 
father. The film is making use here of mechanisms already described by 
Henri Bergson in his philosophical works from the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, though he did not connect these mechanisms to 
the medium of film that was emerging at more or less the same time. 
Bergson writes that “with the immediate and present data of our senses, 
we mingle a thousand details out of our past experience.”48 Our percep-
tion thus consists of “an incalculable multitude of remembered elements” 
and so is already a form of memory.49 Just as this model of perception and 
memory corresponds to a nineteenth-century way of thinking, so too can 
film be understood as a technical, cultural, and aesthetic legacy of that 
same period. Furthermore, the historicity of the moment of production 
inherent in the film image gives the impression, in the words of Stanley 
Cavell, of participating in an event “that has happened, which I absorb 
(like a memory).”50 Though Cavell does not draw a direct connection to 
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phenomenology here, his reflections anticipate a core element of 
Sobchack’s Address of the Eye: In both cases, the position of the camera 
outside the recorded world adverts to the absence of the spectator. We 
thus perceive the film as an intentional gaze of another—the cinematic 
subject, the camera, or the filmmaker.51 At the same time, films include us 
in their action, affect us like any other experience, making the filmic world 
sensuously available to us from the perspective of an embodied, situated 
cinematic subject.52 The deep-seated analogies between Bergson’s model 
of world perception “impregnated” by memories,53 Cavell’s theory of sim-
ilarly impregnated film perception, and Sobchack’s concept of film as 
embodied experience suggest that the filmic representation of historical 
worlds and the spectator’s historical consciousness correspond especially 
closely in the experience of remembering. We can infer that in a histo-
sphere, memories resulting from sensuous, embodied film experience 
intermingle with those “from the world of lived experiences”54 and mark 
out the world simulated by the film as a valid historical experience. Alison 
Landsberg even suggests that

the experience within the movie theater and the memories that the cinema 
affords […] might be as significant in constructing, or deconstructing, the 
spectator’s identity as any experience that s/he actually lived through.55

This thesis is supported by studies showing that people who lived through 
the Second World War mix up their own experiences of the war with ele-
ments from war films such as the Bridge (1959; dir. Bernhard Wicki).56 
But film experiences can enter into our personal memories even if our own 
biography does not coincide geographically or chronologically with the 
historical worlds depicted on screen. For instance, as a child of the 1980s, 
I of course know that I did not live through the 1950s. And yet thanks to 
films like sky without stars, years oF hunger, and ku’damm 56 I can have 
embodied memories of the 1950s that are based on sensuous experience 
of historical worlds constructed by film. Our immersive, empathetic 
engagement with films mean that even decades later these memories seem 
as vivid as moments from our childhood.57 However, Klippel notes that 
the intermingling and interpenetration of film and the spectator’s memo-
ries is not directed toward “discerning a historic truth,” but rather pres-
ents the opportunity “to attain, from a decentered perspective on the self, 
a form of knowledge not obtainable through inference.”58 By transposing 
August Gallinger’s concept of “recollective cognition” in this way, Klippel 
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formulates a fundamental condition for filmic production of historical 
experience as “self-experience,” which in turn connects directly to the 
theories of Frank R. Ankersmit.59 The “authentic contact”60 with the past 
described by Ankersmit can likewise be found in the work of Gallinger, 
who writes that the remembering subject has an “immediate belief in the 
factuality of their previous experiences [Erlebnisse].”61 As an element of 
film perception, the process of remembering must consequently be 
ascribed crucial importance in the production of historical experience. The 
audiovisual figuration of a historical world is configured by our recollec-
tive cognition and refigured by the associative-recollective mise-en-histoire. 
Histospheres draw on two forms of memory: a prereflective, bodily form 
that is activated while watching a film, and a reflective, historicizing one 
that allows the film’s historical world to be experienced as such. The first 
form, bodily memories activated by perceiving a histosphere, is similar in 
some respects to literary scholar Marianne Hirsch’s concept of postmem-
ory. In a study of descendants of Holocaust survivors, she shows that even 
members of the “generation after” can “remember” the “personal, collec-
tive, and cultural trauma of those who came before” even though they 
know them only through “the stories, images, and behaviors among which 
they grew up.”62 She continues:

But these experiences were transmitted to them so deeply and affectively as 
to seem to constitute memories in their own right. Postmemory’s connec-
tion to the past is thus actually mediated not by recall but by imaginative 
investment, projection, and creation.63

This aspect is especially relevant to histospheres, for historical films rely on 
the medium’s immersive, empathy-arousing potential rather than an 
embodied narrative performance by parents handing down memories to 
the next generation. Consequently, cinematic postmemory no longer has 
any indexical relation to actual traumatic experiences. Instead, the film’s 
historical world is linked to the spectator’s own embodied recollections 
and emotional memory.64 Imaginative empathy with the film’s gaze and 
the experience of a cinematic subject are again consonant with Sobchack’s 
phenomenological theory of a doubled address to the spectator.65 This 
process of subjectivation and fictionalization is also reflected at the visual 
aesthetic level, where there comes to be less focus on the experiences of 
contemporaries and archival footage, and more on their far more popular 
fictional recreations. For instance, film scholar Tobias Ebbrecht-Hartmann 
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observes with regard to depictions of the Holocaust and National 
Socialism that

since the early 1990s, a visual aesthetic has increasingly emerged that no 
longer relates directly to historical events but rather to the media images and 
narratives of those events that have been handed down.66

The referentialization of filmic postmemory thereby assumes a form best 
described using Landsberg’s concept of prosthetic memory.

The almost unbearable tension during the illegal border crossing, the 
close, stuffy confines of a West German postwar home in the mid-1950s, 
the exuberant joy of a rock ’n’ roll bar from the same period: I can remem-
ber all these things despite not having been alive at that time. Historical 
films like sky without stars, years oF hunger, and ku’damm 56 produce 
embodied memories that in the process of the mise-en-histoire are inscribed 
with historical references and marked as valid historical experiences. 
Landsberg calls this “new form of memory” prosthetic memory; it “emerges 
at the interface between a person and a historical narrative of the past, at 
an experiential site such as a movie theater or museum.”67 “Prosthetic” 
refers here to the specific bodily dimension of such memories, to which 
Landsberg ascribes the properties of artificial limbs but which nonetheless 
have a sensuous, experiential component.68 Consequently, the spectator 
has a sense of embodied contact with the historical past. The concept of 
prosthetic memory thus not only bears similarities to Ankersmit’s notion 
of historical experience, but also has the potential to shape conceptions of 
history and political identities.69 Landsberg notes that prosthetic memory 
has been intimately interwoven with the process of commodification since 
the early twentieth century, which “enables the transmission of memories 
to people who have no ‘natural’ or biological claims to them.”70 Historical 
films have a special capacity to make historical worlds that lie outside our 
social, cultural, and geographic environment available to experience. 
Although there are legitimate criticisms to be made about the commodifi-
cation of popular films, they do allow viewers to develop a ubiquitous 
historical consciousness based on prosthetic memory. Landsberg explains 
that “the technologies of mass culture” transform memories into a “por-
table, fluid, and nonessentialist” good that blurs the boundaries between 
personal and collective memory.71 Elsaesser expands this dynamic aspect of 
Landsberg’s theory further. Proceeding from the hypothesis that “in pop-
ular cinema collective and individual memory are not only constructed 
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and assembled, but also deconstructed and worked through,” he proposes 
the term “parapractic memory.”72 On his theory, media memory is based 
on audiovisual errors that, similar to Freudian slips, “take hold in the 
psyche precisely in virtue of their ambiguity and reveal a truth that could 
not otherwise be manifested.”73 Elsaesser’s concept of parapractic mem-
ory lends support to the supposition that a living encounter with historical 
worlds simulated by film not only configures historical experiences and 
memories, but also produces (constantly refigured) conceptions of history. 
According to the historian Sylvie Lindeperg, this gives rise to “mirror 
structures […] that make reference to earlier filmic depictions through an 
intertextual play of quotations and counterquotations.”74 However, if 
most personal and collective memories and the conceptions of history 
constructed from them are based on media depictions, then the diagnosis 
of an “error” becomes essentially obsolete, since our conceptions of the 
past and the historical reality constructed by media can no longer be dis-
entangled.75 Despite legitimate criticisms of the rather frivolous use of the 
term “prosthetic,”76 I shall therefore take up Landsberg’s theory again 
and connect it to Marianne Hirsch’s concept of postmemory.77 Integrating 
these two approaches enables a better understanding of the role and func-
tioning of memory in filmic histospheres. For instance, the prosthetic post-
memory activated in film perception is based not on intergenerational 
transmission of biographical experiences, but on embodied memories of 
film experiences. In this special form of prosthetic memory, embodied 
memory and historical referentialization coincide. Histospheres thus uti-
lize two powerful processes of historicization that exponentially reinforce 
each other through their interaction and the fusion of personal and popu-
lar memories.

reminiscence triggers

Historical films not only create a multitude of highly subjective historical 
experiences, but also help bring about more general conceptions of his-
tory. The above-described impressions of the 1950s in the analyzed 
films—the tension of the border crossing, the narrow confines of the post-
war home, the exuberance of a rock ’n’ roll bar—draw on structures of 
audiovisual stimuli that I shall refer to as reminiscence triggers. In combi-
nation with our own embodied memories, they allow us to perceive the 
historical world constructed by the film in a mode of living encounter. 
This mode is enhanced by what Hugo Münsterberg calls a “certain warm 
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feeling of familiarity”78 and tends to be accompanied by positive emo-
tional responses, thereby overcoming experiences of otherness and differ-
ence from the world of our own lived experience. Unlike Kracauer’s model 
of a “flight of associations,”79 which ultimately leads into the subjectivity 
of the spectator’s own inner world, the concept of the reminiscence trig-
ger takes more account of the fact that we as spectators recognize our own 
everyday experiences in historical films. Audiovisually communicated 
impressions, as well as day-to-day activities such as the unpacking of new 
shoes at the start of ku’damm 56 or the children’s game of cowboys and 
Indians in sky without stars, have the potential, in Friedrich Nietzsche’s 
words, to create a “sympathetic resonance”80 in the spectator’s memory 
(Fig. 7.5).

The resonating images thus activate tap into primordial experiences 
such as moments of interpersonal touch, basic sensory impressions, or 
simple, universally relatable everyday events or encounters. Often, the 
underlying embodied memories are the result of media experiences. I do 
not need to have strolled down Kurfürstendamm myself in the 1950s to 

Fig. 7.5 A children’s game in sky without stars
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be able to remember it. Immersive, living encounters with film induce 
prosthetic postmemories that I can recognize in other films and that feel 
like my own memories. Nonetheless, at a reflective level I remain aware of 
the as-if nature of these postmemories. Sometimes, however, I forget, or 
do not realize, that these are not my actual memories. An intense yet indis-
tinct feeling of reliving the moment sets in: I have déjà vu. This too can be 
the result of a prosthetic postmemory created by film. Anticipating this 
point, Béla Balázs explains: “A repetition of the set-up can stimulate the 
memory of some past experience and produce the well-known psychologi-
cal effect of ‘having seen it before.’”81 As a “memory of the present,”82 
déjà vu is like the obverse of the historical film, which (especially at the 
level of meaning production) comprises a making-present of the past, an 
actualization of the historical-virtual. However, while, say, sequences of 
historical newsreel footage produce a historical context in virtue of their 
distinctive aesthetic and thereby make the potential for recognition trans-
parent and reflectively comprehensible, individual shots are far more inde-
terminate. The building by the jetty and the facade of the apartment block 
at the start of Jutta Brückner’s years oF hunger can only be roughly dated 
to a particular historical period, and are thus almost universally relatable 
(Fig. 7.6).

It is not just the content of the images, but also their specific formal 
features—the framing, the lighting, the camera movement—that can trig-
ger a feeling of déjà vu, which we subconsciously connect to earlier (film) 
experiences.

In order to better understand the processes underlying these déjà vu 
effects, Bergson’s model of memory will once again prove helpful. Bergson 
uses the term “false recognition” to refer to the intense impression of the 
“already lived,” a “complete reinstatement of one or of several minutes of 
our past with the totality of their content, presentative, affective, active.”83 
He believes that “the formation of memory is never posterior to the for-
mation of perception; it is contemporaneous with it.”84 As perception is 
created, memory forms alongside it, just “as the shadow falls beside the 
body.”85 However, “practical consciousness throw[s] this memory aside” 
for the moment of perception, giving rise to the illusion that “memory 
succeeds perception.”86 But if memory also seeps into consciousness in the 
moment of perception—if, that is, I recall a moment at the same time as 
living through it—I get a feeling of déjà vu. Bergson uses the metaphor of 
a mirror to draw a fundamental ontological distinction: While perception 
is “actual,” a physical reality that can be touched, memory is a “virtual” 
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mirror-image.87 By contrast with Deleuze, who transposes the immanence 
of the virtual onto the ontology of the film image,88 here I shall concen-
trate primarily on a phenomenological interpretation of Bergson’s theory, 
in full awareness that this goes beyond the epistemological limits of his 
reflections. Embodied film experience as described by Sobchack integrates 
the virtual images and sounds of a film into our perceptions of “physical 
reality.”89 This process of connecting virtual to actual enables film experi-
ence to elicit a kind of doubling effect in the spectator. However, this is 
not Bergsonian déjà vu in the strict sense—the symptoms are the same: 
the intense feeling of already having lived through the present moment. 
But the present moment in question is not the moment of reception. That 
is, the feeling here is not that of already having seen a film like this; rather, 
in the very moment of perception we feel as though we ourselves can recall 
the film’s events. The embodied film experience overrides the virtuality of 
the filmic world, allowing it to be experienced in the present and falsely 
linking it to a vague memory. As Bergson puts it, memory is animated by 
the film’s “sensori-motor elements.”90 Their ability to latch onto a wide 
range of extra-filmic experiences makes reminiscence triggers ideally suited 

Fig. 7.6 Universally relatable settings in years oF hunger
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to prompting such reactions. A film’s audiovisual stimuli and the specific 
context and atmosphere of a certain sequence are perceived as being iden-
tical with an often blurry memory. This phenomenon lies at the intersec-
tion between Bergson’s concept of memory and Sobchack’s concept of 
film experience.

Bergson describes the self being split into two persons: “one of which 
appropriates freedom, the other necessity: the one, a free spectator, 
beholds the other automatically playing his part.”91 In relation to film, 
Sobchack describes how the spectator sees the film’s visible images as a 
world, that is to say, adopts the film’s point of view.92 Using Bergson’s 
terminology, we could say that we “automatically” play our part in this 
world. However, on Sobchack’s phenomenological account of film experi-
ence, we also simultaneously perceive the film as an intentional point of 
view on the filmic world.93 This gives rise to another parallel with Bergson’s 
concept of memory: For when we recognize the film’s intentional point of 
view on the depicted filmic world as such, we also observe ourselves—as 
the spectator-subject that adopts this perspective on the filmic world to at 
least some degree. The phenomenological constellation of perspectives in 
film perception stands in constant interchange with our imaginations and 
memories: According to Klippel,

the picture […] in the viewer’s consciousness, is neither photographic nor 
from his own memory, it is a new one. It carries a specific “quality of knowl-
edge” and provides him with an aesthetic experience which has a very con-
crete relationship to the world.94

Reminiscence triggers seek to produce a feeling of maximum possible sim-
ilarity between the film image and the spectator’s memory, so that in the 
moment of perception the spectator has the impression of “false recogni-
tion.” The more strongly the film’s immersive potential fuses the specta-
tor’s point of view with that of the film on the historical world it has 
simulated, the more likely this is to elicit a déjà vu effect. Connecting a 
histosphere’s simulated historical world to the spectator’s embodied 
memories not only enables a concrete relationship to the world, but also 
transforms the aesthetic film experience into a historical experience. This 
interplay of aesthetic, psychological, and bodily elements forms the phe-
nomenological basis for productive historical knowledge as conceived by 
Benjamin. Benjamin himself compares the sudden “flashing” of a dialecti-
cal image to that of involuntary memory,95 thereby anticipating the effects 
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of prosthetic postmemory and reminiscence triggers. As Lena Stölzl writes, 
“history is not merely represented or repeated, but actively produced 
afresh.”96 Stölzl regards this way of understanding history as a challenge 
posed by the concept of the dialectical image; and it is this status as “his-
tory in the making”—history conceived no longer as a finished product 
but as a work in progress—that enables a “live” encounter with a histo-
sphere in its specific combination of memory and experience.

conclusion

In this chapter, I investigated how the discourse of media and remem-
brance has shifted to embodied experience, rather than focusing on the 
function of storing and recording. With a view to the theory and practice 
of historical films, I argue that histospheres function as a point of intersec-
tion between processes of embodied memory and historicization.

Whereas immersion and empathy primarily address somatic aspects of 
film experience, the mise-en-histoire is based mainly on constructivist- 
semiotic connections. One thing that links these two dimensions of histo-
spheres together is the relation between body and memory. We connect 
our perceptions of filmically configured historical worlds with embodied 
memories of basic everyday experiences. This adds a bodily experiential 
dimension to the mise-en-histoire. The reliving of sensuous bodily experi-
ences gives the histosphere a synesthetic quality through which a “somatic 
space of meaning” is created.97 By considering Laura Marks’s analysis of 
the “skin of the film”98 and Vivian Sobchack’s concept of film as embodied 
experience, I identified a further point of connection with Frank 
R. Ankersmit’s theory of historical experience: Filmic spaces’ availability to 
physical experience on the basis of embodied memories also enables 
embodied historical experiences. This can often reduce the temporal and 
cultural distance to the historical past; the film’s historical worlds no lon-
ger seem quite so unfamiliar if we feel like we have an embodied memory 
of them. At the same time, the unceasing production of new experiences 
also colors our memories of earlier experiences and modifies them in a 
continuous process of configuration and refiguration. While watching his-
torical films, there can thus also be modal shifts in which particular actions 
or stylistic devices can cause the fiction to be ruptured by a documentary 
consciousness. However, due to their referential relation to nonfilmic 
events from the past, historical films have always represented a combina-
tion of fictional and documentary modes of experience, so that the 
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imaginative illusion usually remains intact. Histospheres thus have an 
effect that mirrors Roland Barthes’s “reality effect,”99 with filmic figura-
tions taking the place of historical referents. In addition, the depicted his-
torical worlds are given the validation of factual historical authenticity, 
which can lead to an expanded imaginative modeling of the constructions 
of the past that we experience on screen.

Building on this, I argued that histospheres draw not just on existing 
embodied memories and conceptions of history, but are actively involved 
in producing personal experiences with identity-forging potential; in a sec-
ond stage, these experiences are then addressed as memories. To provide 
a theoretical grounding for these theses, I showed by reference to Bergson, 
Cavell, and Sobchack how memories resulting from sensuous, embodied 
film experience intermingle with those “from the world of lived experi-
ences”100 and mark out the worlds simulated by histospheres as valid his-
torical experiences. The audiovisual figurations are configured by our 
recollective cognition and refigured by the associative-recollective mise-en- 
histoire. Histospheres draw on two forms of memory: a prereflective, 
bodily form that is activated while watching a film (which I connected to 
Marianne Hirsch’s concept of postmemory), and a reflective, historicizing 
one that allows the film’s historical world to be experienced as such. 
However, unlike in Hirsch’s account of intergenerational transmission of 
memories, filmic postmemory does not stand in an indexical relation to 
the experiences underlying it. The historical worlds produced by films are 
instead associatively linked to our own embodied recollections and emo-
tional memory. The referentialization of filmic postmemory is best 
described using Landsberg’s concept of prosthetic memory. Landsberg 
does not regard “prosthetics” as synonymous with inanimate artifacts, but 
rather, as per the theory of Marshall McLuhan, as innervated, artificial 
extensions of the human body.101

By integrating the concepts of postmemory and prosthetic memory, I 
hope to have contributed to a better understanding of the role and func-
tioning of memory in filmic histospheres. My concept of prosthetic post-
memory refers to memories based not on intergenerational transmission 
of biographical experiences, but on embodied memories of film experi-
ences. In histospheres, processes of bodily memory and historical referen-
tialization thus coincide and mutually complement each other. A historical 
film’s specific audiovisual configurations can even, I argued, trigger the 
spectator’s embodied memories, with haptic and tactile experiences occu-
pying a privileged position in the process. I coined the term “reminiscence 
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trigger” for one such stimulus–response model, in which filmic figurations 
link the film’s historical world to the spectator’s embodied memories and 
produce a kind of déjà vu effect. A film’s audiovisual stimuli and the spe-
cific context and atmosphere of a certain sequence are perceived as being 
identical with an often blurry memory. I developed a theoretical account 
of this phenomenon that combines Bergson’s concept of memory with 
Sobchack’s concept of film experience. The aim of this account is to show 
that forms of experience and memory are not mere effects but constitu-
tive, interdependent processes of histospheres. As well as tapping into pri-
mordial experiences such as touch, basic sensory impressions, and 
universally relatable everyday events and encounters, reminiscence triggers 
can also address prosthetic postmemories engendered by films and allow 
us to relive them. Connecting histospheres’ simulated historical worlds to 
the spectator’s embodied memories not only enables a concrete relation-
ship to the actual world, but also transforms the aesthetic film experience 
into a historical experience. Through their specific combination of mem-
ory and experience, histospheres thus enable a “live” encounter with his-
tory in the making.
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CHAPTER 8

Appropriation and Configuration

Appropriation, the process of “making (media) products one’s own,”1 is a 
much-discussed topic in media and cultural studies. By integrating a film 
into our everyday lived reality,2 we situate its “content” at a sociocultural 
level. It might seem that the film’s audiovisual form and aesthetics are 
stripped away in this process and play no decisive role in its appropriation. 
However, in the case of historical films that would oversimplify certain 
deeper connections describable in the terms of film and historical theory. 
This chapter will therefore seek to demonstrate that the process of appro-
priation also irrevocably inscribes the aesthetic parameters of a cinematic- 
historical way of thinking into our historical consciousness.

According to Hermann Kappelhoff, appropriation of audiovisual mov-
ing images in the act of reception changes the “a priori conditions of 
understanding, judging, and acting.”3 This adds a refigurative component 
to Walter Benjamin’s hypothesis that film is the “paradigm of modern 
perception.”4 The figurative potential to represent a simulated historical 
reality that is interwoven into a histosphere’s audiovisual design5 can thus 
already be sensuously disclosed and furnished with historical meaning at a 
prereflective, corporal stage of reception. Building on theories of the phe-
nomenological relationship between the spectator’s body and the world, 
the first section of this chapter develops a model of incorporative appro-
priation of history, which I connect to constructivist and cognitive 
approaches. In the second section, I raise the specific experience of histori-
cal films described in the previous section to the status of paradigmatic 
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core of a historical film genre, which I flesh out based on a phenomeno-
logical conception of genre. My systematic account of this genre inte-
grates the theoretical discussion of the distinctive characteristics of 
historical films from the preceding chapters.

IncorporatIve approprIatIon

Films are part of a changing cultural and media system. This means that 
the appropriation of historical films based on physically experienced histo-
spheres cannot be viewed in isolation from the overall media context, 
especially the far-reaching effects of digitalization. The ever-growing ubiq-
uity of media technology in day-to-day life is having a profound impact on 
our lifeworld.6 We are almost constantly exposed to the vast information 
flow of the “technosphere”7 that surrounds us. This affects our under-
standing of history too. Live reporting on digital television, real-time news 
websites, and video platforms such as YouTube that are updated with new 
content every single second make spectators of historical events into par-
ticipants in historical dramas.8 Luke Tredinnick argues that progress in 
media and communication technology has collapsed the distinction 
between the present and “the truly historical.”9 Instead, events such as 
9/11 are “already historicized at the very moment that we experience 
them.”10 The ensuing virtuality of historical referents supports Jean 
Baudrillard’s theory of a historical myth: Our conceptions of the past and 
hyperreal media reality can no longer be disentangled.11 On this view, his-
tory is a remediatization of events that have already been historicized in 
previous media representations. Since the resulting conceptions of history, 
just like cinematic histospheres, rest on audiovisual figurations, it can be 
assumed that the mediatization of the everyday further strengthens our 
capacity to intuitively experience the historical worlds simulated by histori-
cal films. The perceptual similarity between medially historicized present 
events and historical films can also be explained by reference to the associ-
ated processes of memory. Perceiving a constructed media reality that is 
conveyed as historically significant gives rise to prosthetic memories12—
personal, embodied memories of the underlying historical events. When 
they appropriate filmic histospheres’ “operational scenarios of history,”13 
spectators are able to remember these experiences, so that they merge with 
the film’s simulated historical worlds to produce a form of prosthetic post-
memory.14 Consequently, appropriation of the historical worlds 
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constructed by a film is always also linked to media experiences external to 
the film.

A further epistemological condition for analyzing fiction films’ appro-
priation of history is that Siegfried Kracauer’s and Benjamin’s historical 
positions should be interpreted not just in terms of media theory, but also 
as aesthetic theories. Bernhard Groß notes that it was “optical media” that 
“initially made it possible to ‘experience’ the historical processes of the 
twentieth century at all.”15 Instead of “reproducing a previous reality,” 
photography and film “were the first to structure access to this reality, 
which is deemed inaccessible, incomprehensible, and indecipherable.”16 
Historical processes became film experience “entirely as if [they] were 
expressing Kracauer’s paradigm of historical realism or Benjamin’s ‘optical 
subconscious.’”17 This implies that historical films use their specific “aids”18 
to disclose “physical reality,”19 making it possible both to appropriate his-
torical knowledge and develop conceptions of history. The interpenetra-
tion of spectator and film results, however, “not in continuity, but in a 
loose agglomeration of available ‘knowledge.’”20 According to Heike 
Klippel, this “fusing of disparate elements” is grounded in our perception, 
which interprets neither the object nor itself, but instead creates “some-
thing new.”21 Consequently, the appropriation of historical films does not 
yield traditional, narratively structured conceptions of history, but rather a 
new, specifically filmic concept of history that includes the category of 
sensuous experience.22

In order to better understand the appropriation of history via sensuous 
experience of filmic histospheres, we also need to consider the phenome-
nological relation between the spectator’s body and the world. The phi-
losopher Alphonso Lingis has analyzed the interaction between bodily 
perception and empathy.23 Proceeding from an imaginary perspective 
shift, Lingis infers the existence of a mental body-image that places us in 
relation to the world.24 Through this process of incorporation, the world 
around us is integrated into the inner sphere of our self.25 The same pro-
cess is at work in Benjamin’s account of the “distracted mass” that is not 
absorbed by the film but, rather, absorbs it.26 In the appropriation of histori-
cal films, a histosphere’s simulated historical world consequently occupies 
the role of an external sphere that in the process of reception becomes part 
of our own inner sphere. Although we know that our body is invisible to 
the film, we involuntarily place it in relation to the objects and subjects of 
the filmic world, which we as it were absorb into ourselves. Kracauer 
understands this form of appropriation as a sort of “blood transfusion” 
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that allows us to grasp the being and dynamics of the object of our experi-
ence “from within.”27 Accordingly, in historical films we become able to 
physically experience the materiality of the simulated historical world by 
sensuously incorporating the underlying audiovisual figurations, thereby 
opening up new horizons of understanding. Individual experience blends 
with collective conceptions of history; in Landsberg’s terms, historical 
memory becomes a portable and nonessentialist good that blurs the 
boundaries between personal and collective memory.28 Thus, an individual 
understanding of history develops not just through the externalization of 
memory, which migrates into film, but also through its embodied reap-
propriation in the process of film experience.

Furthermore, the incorporative appropriation of filmically constructed 
representations of history brings about a specific form of reflection, which 
begins with a very literal inner “mirroring” of historical worlds. Kracauer’s 
analogy between the cinema screen and Athena’s polished shield, a mirror 
that makes it possible to behold horrors without turning to stone,29 can be 
expanded to myriad historical processes, events, and narratives. In combi-
nation with mise-en-histoire, the intuitive, sensuous perception of filmic 
figurations enables a specific mode of access to historiographical narratives 
and helps produce conceptions of history. Historical films thus make it 
possible not just to experience historical worlds, but also to reflect on 
them. Histospheres’ reflective potential is already inherent in the phenom-
enological concept of the film’s embodied perspective on the historical 
world and the spectator’s perspective on this perspective, which “appears 
before our eyes as perceived perception.”30 “In the movie theater,” 
Thomas Morsch summarizes, “we don’t just see something, we also see 
what is seen as an expression of an act of seeing.”31 This implicitly compara-
tive schema extends into the interrelationship between film and history, 
though without any simplistic rhetoric of right and wrong. The traditional 
debate about factually accurate and realistic representations of history 
cleaves to a way of thinking that still takes a film’s ontology to be a repro-
duction of reality and denies film perception the status of real experience. 
However, a phenomenological approach to film shows that film experi-
ence—produced by synesthetically operating audiovisual stimuli—is just as 
real as any other experience. A histosphere produces real historical experi-
ences that, as Kracauer puts it, challenge us “to confront the real-life 
events [a film] shows with the ideas we commonly entertain about them.”32 
When we reflect on the historical world with which we have had a living 
encounter through film, we refigure and evaluate not just the 
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interpretations of history resulting from our experience of the film, but 
also the conceptions of history we had formed prior to watching it. Our 
historical consciousness, already shaped by audiovisual media, is updated 
and checked for any contradictions. If I previously knew the 1950s in West 
Germany as the era of the Wirtschaftswunder, in ku’damm 56 I have now 
also encountered it as a reactionary, patriarchal system whose demands 
almost drive a young woman to suicide. If my horizons were previously 
limited to West German history, in sky wIthout stars they are expanded 
to include the painful chapter of Germany’s division. If until now I had 
only viewed the 1950s in terms of a large-scale history of events, in years 
of hunger I experience history from the perspective of an ordinary 
German family. Incorporative appropriation of such experiences conveys a 
sense of what historical lifeworlds were like. It fills the empty space between 
model-like filmic figurations and the historical references of the mise-en- 
histoire with a materiality that lends histospheres a living, multilayered 
structure. The embodied and prereflective dimensions of filmic experience 
of history are thereby combined with interpretative approaches, so that 
the historical experience produced by film experience can in turn become 
historical knowledge.33 If historical experience is understood as an “expe-
rience of difference […] between one’s own and the other time,”34 then 
this difference between times undergoes a process of interpretation “when 
it is integrated into an overarching conception of the passage of time that 
determines the cultural orientation of human ways of life.”35 This interpre-
tive process is already inherent in the referentialization of the mise-en- 
histoire, and is extended by the spectator’s cognitive appropriation. This 
can express affirmation, but can also articulate a critical or subversive 
potential, or even construct a counterhistory. Immersive experiences, imag-
inative empathy, and reminiscence triggers create a sense of physical famil-
iarity with the film’s audiovisually modeled historical worlds. This 
familiarity is taken up by incorporative appropriation and, in conjunction 
with cognitive appropriation, expanded into interpretations of history with 
powerful effect.36

genre confIguratIons

Fiction films’ audiovisual modeling of historical worlds generally draws on 
a repertoire of conventionalized forms. Iterative strategies for construct-
ing historical spaces and worlds allow us to intuitively experience these 
spaces and worlds, and imaginatively move around them. Crane and 
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sequence shots, for instance, can give us the impression of physically div-
ing into the past world simulated by the film, serving both to show the 
otherness of the historical cosmos and to give us an initial sense of our 
bearings in time and space. Filmic figurations are also arranged and inter-
related in a particular way. As Paul Ricœur would put it, they form a spe-
cific “configuration,”37 and with it histospheres’ audiovisual repertoire. 
On the basis of immersion, empathetic engagement, imaginary referen-
tialization, and reminiscence triggers, an impression of familiar otherness 
is created. If genres are a “formal organizational principle with a pool of 
iterative patterns,”38 then histospheres can be considered the core of a 
historical film genre.

Film genres are typically defined as “constructs” or “symptoms of cul-
tural processes, practices, and discourses of textual/media appropria-
tion”39 that are not “objective” groupings but rather “complex negotiating 
machines”40 or “arenas for negotiation.”41 As an “open-textured”42 con-
cept, genres have diffuse boundaries, and are able to enter into hybrid 
constellations and change dynamically. By “reflecting on and discursify-
ing” the “existing sociocultural practices”43 out of which they emerge, 
they develop their own historicity. The “active awareness of genre” based 
on this process allows “the concept of ‘genre’ to serve a key orienting 
function in both film production and film reception.”44 In cinematic rep-
resentations of history, specific genre practices can be observed in the par-
ticular aesthetic and narrative configurations that typify costume dramas,45 
historical epics,46 and biopics, as well as in nationally specific phenomena 
such as British heritage films. The concept of Historienfilm (widely used in 
the German-speaking world) is normally associated with these particular 
forms of cinematic representation of history, which necessarily narrows the 
concept’s scope. My proposal of an expanded genre of historical film, by 
contrast, gives central place to the historical experiences created by film. 
This does not require consciously considered knowledge of, or extensive 
awareness of, the genre. Consequently, the historical film is a “silent” 
genre, which in both academic literature and popular discourse is only 
rarely articulated as such.47

One of the few attempts at a genre-based definition of historical films 
was undertaken by Robert Burgoyne, drawing on Rick Altman’s seman-
tic/syntactic/pragmatic approach.48 Central to Burgoyne’s account is the 
idea that historical films are based on the principle of “reenactment”: The 
imaginative reproduction of the past allows spectators to “relive” past 
events.49 “Reenactment” is the common feature that holds the historical 
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film genre together across the whole spectrum of aesthetic and structural 
variations.50 Burgoyne’s approach has some parallels with my concept of 
the histosphere as the core of the historical film genre. The concept of 
“reenactment” is likewise based on the idea of a simulated historical world 
constructed out of filmic figurations. However, the concept of the histo-
sphere has a different theoretical foundation, which, as with my concept of 
genre, relies less on Altman than on certain fundamental phenomenologi-
cal and philosophical premises. In the literature, the close connection 
between history and film genres is primarily considered from a philosophi-
cal perspective. According to Ricœur, we engage with the past through 
narrative, which in turn draws on a broad and variable repertoire of 
genres.51 Ricœur compares history with narrative fiction and observes that 
“what is ultimately at stake in the case of the structural identity of the nar-
rative function as well as in that of the truth claim of every narrative work, 
is the temporal character of human experience.”52 Historical and fictional 
narrations are based on the same “configurating operations” but differ in 
terms of their “truth claims.”53 It is here, I suggest, that genre comes into 
play. Analogously to a (written) historical text, a historical film likewise 
makes a truth claim, based, firstly, on making the past present so as to 
produce meaning in the here-and-now, and, secondly, on the referential 
relation to history implemented by the mise-en-histoire. Although the pre-
cise arrangement is constantly changing in the context of diverging aes-
thetic and narrative strategies of representation, an aesthetic practice has 
been established at the heart of historical films that models historical 
worlds and makes them available to experience. As a genre, the historical 
film thus comprises a process that not only visually represents history but 
also refigures it as an experience of a spatially and temporally organized 
historical world.

Histospheres also utilize semantic processes to create historical experi-
ences, with particular filmic signifiers forming the basis for microlevel 
communicative processes. Pierre Sorlin suggests that the criterion for 
membership of the historical film genre should be the use of signifiers that 
allow us to date the film’s setting to a certain point in history.54 As well as 
characteristic semantic elements such as “the place and time the action is 
set, props and costumes, characters and their behavior,”55 iterative pat-
terns of aesthetic design can also determine a film’s “genreness.” The 
faded colors in ku’damm 56, for instance, do not just refer to aged photo-
graphs; they are also a standard convention of historical films that has 
become established primarily thanks to blockbusters such as savIng prIvate 
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ryan. The historical film genre is also typified by recurring auditory pat-
terns and aesthetics that parallel these iterative strategies of visual design.56 
Arranged in sound tableaus and soundscapes, noises and music play a key 
part in modeling a histosphere’s historical worlds. For instance, the gently 
crunching footsteps of passersby mixed with soft violin music and the 
voice of a woman selling candy characterize the East German town in sky 
wIthout stars as a safe and homey place. As well as performing functions 
“that will apply across genres,” such as creating a sense of an environment 
and its spatial qualities, focusing the spectator’s attention on particular 
actions or events, giving information about characters’ mental states, or 
conveying the atmosphere of a particular time, film sound can also per-
form tasks specific to a given genre.57 An important role is played not just 
by similarities to historical audio documents but also by historical sounds 
modeled by media. Cinematic sound conventions are often preferred to 
faithful reproduction of actual sound.58 Sounds are sometimes even 
“imported” into historical films from other genres. A typical example of 
this is the gunshots at the start and end of sky wIthout stars, which are 
closer to the typical sound effects of 1950s Western films than the actual 
sound of gunfire. These amalgams of genres have the potential to increase 
our sense of familiarity with the historical world modeled by a film, help-
ing to reduce the distance between the spectator and the historical past 
depicted on the screen. The arrangement and ordering of audiovisual ele-
ments in a histosphere reflect the syntactic level59 at which a sensuously 
available historical world is modeled and figured—one of the key hall-
marks of the historical film genre.

The debates about genre discussed earlier concentrate mainly on the 
conventions, iconographies, plots, themes, and characters that define a 
genre. Against these sorts of primarily semiotic definitions, Barry Keith 
Grant raises the objection that it is virtually impossible to meaningfully 
categorize individual genre films without considering the specific type of 
experience we have of them.60 The theory of the histosphere as the para-
digmatic core of historical films, by contrast, is based on a phenomeno-
logical understanding of genre that explicitly includes the experience of 
the historical worlds constructed by film. While Grant speaks of the inter-
dependence between film history and socio-historical processes at the time 
of the film’s production,61 I am more focused on spectators’ living encoun-
ters with the films they watch.62 Historical films, as I have shown in this 
study, model audiovisual figurations that simulate a spatiotemporal struc-
ture in our perceptions that not only illusorily reconstructs historical 
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spaces but makes these spaces sensuously available as a dynamic, historical 
lifeworld.63 Historical references serve to constitute a “perceptual real-
ism”64 that also draws on the audience’s mediatized experience of history. 
This process constructs a mise-en-histoire—an embedding of the film’s his-
torical world in a historical period—that allows us to connect the histo-
spheres constructed by films to our conceptions of history.65 The resulting 
impression of an internally consistent, temporally arranged historical world 
goes hand in hand with a genre-specific, cinematic-historical experience of 
being-in-the-world-and-in-time. The design of historical films utilizes spe-
cific affective, situational, and reflective patterns. The perception of a his-
tosphere encompasses aesthetically modeled moods and atmospheres that 
bring us as spectators physically and mentally closer to the action of the 
film.66 As elements of intense, immersive experiences, they help make the 
plot into a “temporarily focused matrix”67 of the spectator’s perception.68 
In combination with imaginative empathy with the characters, it is possi-
ble for the spectator to live the film’s simulated historical world “from 
within.”69 The resulting contiguity of historical world and subjective per-
ception evokes a feeling of being able to physically touch the past. As per 
Frank R. Ankersmit’s definition of historical experience, the historical film 
genre thus has the potential to give spectators the impression of making 
direct contact with past events and worlds.70

The historical experience this evokes results in part from complex pro-
cesses of memory. As fundamental elements of histospheres, embodied 
memories play a key role in making it possible to experience the film’s 
historical world as a physical reality, and add a bodily experiential dimen-
sion to the mise-en-histoire, which was initially understood solely as a 
reflective process.71 The historical film could accordingly also be under-
stood as a type of body genre.72 Histospheres draw on two complementary 
forms of memory; a prereflective, bodily dimension that is activated while 
watching a film, and a reflective, historicizing dimension that retrospec-
tively allows the film’s historical world to be experienced as such. 
Histospheres are also actively involved in creating personal experiences 
with the potential to forge identity, in which personal and popular memo-
ries fuse together.73 I refer to the filmic figurations that connect a film’s 
historical world to the spectator’s memories as reminiscence triggers.74 The 
use of these triggers and the formation of prosthetic postmemory not only 
enable a concrete relationship to reality, but also transform aesthetic film 
experience into historical experience.75 The incorporative appropriation of 
filmic depictions of history prompted by synesthetic perception and 
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embodied memories in turn enables a specific form of reflection.76 An 
inner “mirroring” of the historical worlds fills the empty space between 
the mise-en-histoire’s historical references and the histosphere’s model-like 
filmic figurations with self-reflexive experiences that lend the resulting 
conceptions of history a living, multilayered structure. This capacity to 
generate historical experiences through a complex interplay of audiovisual 
design and film experience is the distinctive feature that marks out histori-
cal films as a genre in their own right.

Like other genres, certain social functions can be attributed to histori-
cal films. For Francesco Casetti, genre films serve a storytelling function; 
they help “to give the audience new stories which will join the stories or 
the discourses which already circulate within the social space.”77 Against 
the backdrop of the social apparatus provided by historical writing, histori-
cal films help determine which narratives enter popular historical con-
sciousness and are given particular prominence. sky wIthout stars, for 
instance, attempts to establish the division of Germany as a central issue of 
the period. years of hunger explores the social implications of suffocating 
petit bourgeois life in the fledgling West Germany, while ku’damm 56 
focuses on the oppression of women and the yearning for freedom 
expressed in the rock ’n’ roll movement. At a political level, these films can 
be regarded as “cultural expressions” that not only have “social diagnostic 
value”78 but are also always unstable sites of strategic and political signifi-
cance.79 How a historical film functions, what stories it tells, and the way 
in which it tells them thus also reveal something about the political cir-
cumstances and discourses at the time of its production. One common 
strategy for genre films to achieve contemporary relevance is to model 
crises and problems similar to those encountered by the spectators in their 
day-to-day lives.80 These sorts of connections to and models of contempo-
rary issues can also be found in historical films, as part of the historical 
worlds they construct. Whether it be the dramatically failed attempt to 
form a border-spanning patchwork family in sky wIthout stars, the 
unbearably narrow-minded petit bourgeois mores in years of hunger, or 
the family torn apart by the war and its political consequences in ku’damm 
56, genre films often deal with paradigmatic forms of private, family, and 
social life and project them onto generic situations and events. This ability 
to connect to social issues is often combined with genre film’s “bardic 
function”:81 By repeatedly addressing painful conflicts and traumas, his-
torical films help society to process the historical events and ruptures 
underlying them. For instance, while sky wIthout stars understands the 
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division of Germany as a cruel imposition that tears families and lovers 
apart, in years of hunger and ku’damm 56 the largely unquestioned and 
repressed legacy of National Socialism is negotiated at the microlevel of 
familial ties and relationships.82 Kracauer regards this sort of modeling and 
mirroring as one of the main social functions of historical films.83 On this 
view, the historical film genre not only serves a “ritual function”84—nos-
talgically making the past present—but also actively shapes and steers 
ongoing social discourses.

The historical film genre is also interwoven with plurimedial iconogra-
phies and audiographies. On the basis of interactions between generic 
structures that cut across different media, it is possible to “observe and 
analyze complex (inter)medial and (inter)cultural processes of exchange.”85 
For instance, Felix Zimmermann’s study of historical experiences in recent 
video games proceeds from the phenomenological premise of sensuously 
available “historical atmospheres” (Vergangenheitsatmosphären) that 
extend bodily space to the space of virtual worlds.86 Within the framework 
of game studies, Zimmermann is describing a very similar dimension of 
historical experience to that proposed for historical films by the theory of 
histospheres. As well as these transmedial connections between different 
theories, we can also consider specific plurimedial constellations at the 
level of representation. In ku’damm 56, for instance, the portrait of Elvis 
on the cover of the Spiegel magazine is both a historical reference and a 
point of connection to pop cultural image discourses (Fig. 8.1).

As a news magazine, the Spiegel, for all its striving for topicality and 
currentness, also uses strategies of historicizing storytelling, sometimes 
deploying similar generic structures to historical films. Moreover, in the 
wake of the Spiegel affair,87 the magazine was long regarded as a subversive 
publication, and this reputation is used in retrospective films like ku’damm 
56 to reinforce the rebellious image of certain characters. The use of plu-
rimedial codes relating to “contemporary history and social classifications” 
encompasses not just the visual level but also the soundtrack.88 The rock 
’n’ roll music in ku’damm 56 points far beyond purely cinematic associa-
tions. Bill Haley’s global hit “Rock Around the Clock,” which Freddy’s 
band plays at the wedding of Monika’s sister Helga, is presented as syn-
onymous with the young rock ’n’ roll fans’ attitude to life. The song 
marked an important milestone in the plurimedial marketing of pop music, 
which explicitly also includes film. After “Rock Around the Clock” helped 
blackboard jungle (1955; dir. Richard Brooks), a drama centered on the 
younger generation, to great success, a Hollywood film based around 
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Haley’s hit was rushed into production. rock around the clock (1956; 
dir. Fred F. Sears) played a pivotal role in the worldwide breakthrough of 
rock ’n’ roll as a pop cultural phenomenon. Intermedial references like the 
Spiegel cover and Haley’s hit thus not only expand histospheres to include 
cultural and social discourses, but also embed them in a “complex social 
network,”89 thereby marking out historical films as not just a genre but 
part of a plurimedial constellation capable of forming and constituting his-
tory. According to sociologist Manuel Castells, in today’s “network soci-
ety” geographical proximity matters less than relational proximity,90 which 
genres help to produce. The way in which the dominant processes and 
functions in plurimedial networks are organized also significantly contrib-
utes to the dissemination of films. A historical film’s potential influence 
will be realized “to the extent that the film is plurimedially disseminated—
orally, textually, or visually.”91 Sabine Moller infers from this that the sig-
nificance and reach of a film rise in proportion to the quality of the 
networks in which it is embedded, and so also the probability that it will 
“shape collective processes of memory.”92 Plurimedial networks thus not 
only play a key role in the dissemination and appropriation of individual 
historical films, but also contribute to the refiguration of historical 
consciousness.

Fig. 8.1 Plurimedial constellations: Elvis on the cover of Spiegel in ku’damm 56
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conclusIon

In this chapter, I have developed a model of incorporative appropriation of 
history, building on theories of the phenomenological relationship 
between the spectator’s body and the world. I concluded that the process 
of appropriation also inscribes the aesthetic parameters of a cinematic- 
historical way of thinking into our historical consciousness. This shapes a 
specific historical film experience, which then in turn serves as the paradig-
matic core of my proposed concept of a historical film genre.

The theories of mise-en-histoire, imaginative empathy, and prosthetic 
postmemory set out in the preceding chapters showed that the appropria-
tion of historical films gives rise to a new, specifically filmic concept of 
history. A histosphere’s simulated historical world occupies the role of an 
external sphere that in the process of reception becomes part of our own 
inner sphere. We are able to physically experience the materiality of the 
simulated historical world by sensuously incorporating the underlying 
audiovisual figurations, thereby opening up new horizons of understand-
ing. Individual experience blends with collective conceptions of history, 
making historical memory into a portable and nonessentialist good that 
blurs the boundaries between personal and collective memory.93 The 
incorporative appropriation of filmically constructed representations of 
history develops an incredible power, capable of affirming, overriding, or 
calling into question existing ideas of history.

The preceding chapters showed that an aesthetic practice has been 
established at the heart of historical films that models historical worlds and 
makes them available to experience. Following on from this, the second 
section of this chapter sketched an account of the historical film genre in 
which histospheres serve as the constitutive core. As a genre, I argued, the 
historical film comprises a communicative process that not only visually 
represents history but also refigures it as an experience of a spatially and 
temporally organized historical world. This results in an intense feeling of 
being-in-the-world-and-in-time. Mise-en-histoire in turn allows filmically 
constructed histospheres to be combined with our existing conceptions of 
history, referring to extra-filmic configurations of knowledge in a way that 
makes them immediately present to the spectator. As per Frank 
R. Ankersmit’s definition of historical experience, the historical film genre 
can thus give spectators the impression of making direct contact with the 
past.94 Incorporating conventions of other genres into the construction of 
histospheres increases our familiarity with the filmically modeled historical 
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worlds. The historical film genre is also interwoven with plurimedial ico-
nographies and audiographies, giving rise to generic structures that cut 
across different media. On the basis of its communicative practice, the 
genre can be assigned certain social functions: First, historical films help 
determine which narratives enter popular historical consciousness and are 
given particular prominence. Second, by addressing painful conflicts and 
traumas, historical films help society to process the historical events and 
ruptures underlying them. Historical films thus actively shape the develop-
ment of contemporary ideas and discourses of history. In combination 
with histospheres’ unique potential to make the depicted historical worlds 
physically experienceable, this gives the genre considerable power and 
influence.
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CHAPTER 9

Refiguring Historical Consciousness

“Culturally orienting the way people live by interpreting experiences of 
the past is a creative, active human endeavor,”1 writes historian and cul-
tural theorist Jörn Rüsen. In line with this view, by way of conclusion I 
shall examine the relationship between historical films and theories of his-
torical culture. At the heart of my discussion is the thesis that appropria-
tion of histospheres in spectators’ reception has a refigurative effect on our 
historical consciousness. This thesis extends Benjamin’s theory that film 
“cinematographically revises the everyday”2 to our day-to-day engage-
ment with history. On this view, the historical experiences generated by 
films augment the conceptions of history we have acquired from written 
accounts and sources with a physical-sensory dimension.3

Rüsen defines historical consciousness as a productive activity that con-
structs conceptions of history as an “experience of the past” through a 
“symbolizing appropriation of the world.”4 The core of this process is 
“the mental practice of narrating,” which reveals the way in which histori-
cal thinking interprets the experience of time.5 Although this may appear 
to be a language-centered process, it also includes “pre- and metalinguis-
tic elements such as feelings or mental images.”6 As multi-immersive, 
empathy-guided experiential fields, historical films are directly relevant to 
these theoretical reflections. In historical films, historical experience is 
constituted out of a living, sensuous, synesthetic encounter with an audio-
visually configured historical world. By making the past present in this 
way, “history” becomes a key cultural factor that enables the production 
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of meaning in the here-and-now. This study has primarily considered how 
these sorts of specifically filmic experiences of history could be theoreti-
cally grounded and has developed an account based around the notion of 
the histosphere, which models divergent historical worlds out of audiovi-
sual figurations. The term “figuration” refers not just to the arrangement 
and ordering of a film’s individual audiovisual elements in time, but also 
to the “incarnation” of a cinematic body with which we empathize, so that 
we are thereby able to illusorily experience the film’s historical world. In 
our perception, we assemble the disparate elements of the film into a his-
torical world that we experience not just with our bodies/senses but also 
as a discursive system.

Of particular significance for the filmic figuration of historical worlds is 
histospheres’ referential structure. The world spaces simulated by a film 
are constructed segments of presupposed historical worlds, which we aug-
ment with our historico-cultural world knowledge. The mise-en-histoire, 
which referentializes the filmic world’s audiovisual figurations in popular 
historical consciousness, does not, however, merely draw on our individ-
ual conceptions of history, but also influences those conceptions. Thus, 
while the mise-en-scène organizes the filmic world created by the perfor-
mative act of staging, and makes this world and act experientially available 
to spectators, the mise-en-histoire establishes a reciprocal relation to collec-
tive and individual conceptions of the historical past. A synthesis of artisti-
cally arranged modeling, embodied film experience, and mise-en-histoire 
both refreshes the content of our historical consciousness and refigures its 
formal structure. According to Paul Ricœur,

the narrative function, taken in its full scope, covering the developments 
from the epic to the modern novel, as well as those running from legends to 
critical history, is ultimately to be defined by its ambition to refigure our 
historical condition and thereby to raise it to the level of historical 
consciousness.7

This remark is based on the thesis

that the unique way in which history responds to the aporias of the phenom-
enology of time consists in the elaboration of a third time—properly histori-
cal time—which mediates between lived time and cosmic time.8
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Ricœur’s “historical time” is an experienced time that stands in relation 
both to the subject’s biography and to historical references. Below, I inter-
pret the historical film as a valid modern expression and agent of historical 
time. If historical consciousness is understood as a constellation of factors 
such as layers of coding, figures or types of meaning-making, interlinkages 
of temporal levels, perceptual and interpretive operations, and modes of 
processing, then the historical film represents a synthesis of these factors.9 
The historical worlds constructed by films are coded as manifestations of 
social memory that we can explore in the mode of personalized experi-
ence. A film’s histosphere connects the depiction of the past to our under-
standing of the present and expectations of the future. Perceptual and 
interpretive operations are interfused and mediated by strategies for gen-
erating embodied experience, immersion, and empathy. By bringing the 
past to life and making it present, a histosphere shifts our historical con-
sciousness toward processes of physical and emotional involvement. 
Retrospective observation is replaced by the impression of a vivisection of 
history, an operation on a living organism.

One key factor for this kind of transformation of historical culture 
through media is the interplay between historical consciousness and mem-
ory. As a means for situating oneself relative to the world and other peo-
ple, memory is a “source of the self” necessary for the formation of identity 
and subjectivity. Historical consciousness functions as “a culturally shaped 
state of this source.”10 It attaches to “the productive character of mem-
ory” and expands it by “systematic acquisition of historical experience” 
and “systematic application of reflective interpretive schemas.”11 This 
interdependence between historical consciousness and memory can be 
summed up in the words of Rüsen:

The powers of memory disclose the living character of historical conscious-
ness, while the temporal horizons of historical consciousness, and their 
unfolding into different dimensions of perception, interpretation, and ori-
entation, make it possible to address the experiential depth and latitude of 
various mental domains and activities of memory and remembering.12

This kind of interplay between historical consciousness and memory is also 
manifested in historical films. Immersive perception of histospheres pro-
duces prosthetic memories: media-induced memories that we recall as 
embodied experiences. These prosthetic memories are linked to our his-
torical consciousness through the process of the mise-en-histoire and 
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embedded in a historical context. The resultant prosthetic postmemo-
ries13—artificially generated historical experiences—are thus likewise a 
product of the interplay between memory and historical consciousness. As 
recollections of historical experiences produced by films, prosthetic post-
memories represent a new form of historical appropriation. If we under-
stand history as a construction of the present, as an interpretive 
appropriation of the past, it stands in opposition to memory. Or, as Rüsen 
puts it, “while memory makes or keeps the past present, history places it 
at the remove of a temporal difference.”14 Historical films do both: By 
constructing a historical world, they transform episodes of the past into 
present events. At the same time, they historicize the anachronistic experi-
ence attained in this manner and connect it to our historical conscious-
ness, thereby changing it from within. This potential is based on a 
combination of two modes of remembering that is specific to film. Rüsen 
observes that memory can be “involuntary and responsive” or “deliberate 
and constructive.”15 The reminiscence triggers integrated in the audiovi-
sual design of a historical film prompt spontaneous or “unbidden” memo-
ries that come to us contingently and are essentially receptive. This process 
of remembering is unconscious, and our response to the stimuli is primar-
ily physical. The mise-en-histoire’s referentialization, by contrast, is a pro-
ductive act of remembering. By means of associative references, the world 
of a histosphere is embedded in our conceptions of history. Together, 
these two forms of memory make a substantial contribution to transform-
ing our historical culture. The parameters of a cinematic-historical way of 
thinking—a combination of physical-sensory experience and associative 
reflection—are irrevocably inscribed into our historical consciousness, 
keeping it open and alive.16

Notes

1. Jörn Rüsen, Historik: Theorie der Geschichtswissenschaft, Cologne 2013,  
p. 223.

2. Christian Schulte, “Laboratorium Film. Krise, Technik und neue Physis bei 
Walter Benjamin,” in: Maske und Kothurn. Internationale Beiträge zur 
Theater-, Film- und Medienwissenschaft. vol. 60, Göttingen 2014, p. 66.

3. Robert Burgoyne argues that this sort of ontological shift in our historical 
consciousness is indeed taking place. He attributes the wave of historical 
films since the mid-1990s to a rising demand for sensuous historical 
 experiences. See Robert Burgoyne, Film Nation: Hollywood Looks at 
U.S. History, Minneapolis 1997, p. 105.
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4. Jörn Rüsen, “Einleitung: Geschichtsbewusstsein thematisieren – Problemlagen 
und Analysestrategien,” in Jörn Rüsen (ed.), Geschichtsbewusstsein: Psychologische 
Grundlagen, Entwicklungskonzepte, empirische Befunde, Cologne 2001, p. 7 
(hereinafter Rüsen 2001).

5. Ibid., p. 9.
6. Ibid., p. 8.
7. Paul Ricœur, Time and Narrative, vol. 3, Chicago and London 1985, p. 102.
8. Ibid., p. 99.
9. For a breakdown of historical consciousness into permutations of individ-

ual factors, see Rüsen (2001, p. 2); see also Bodo von Borries and Andreas 
Körber, “Jugendliches Geschichtsbewusstsein im zeitgeschichtlichen 
Prozess – Konstanz und Wandel,” in Rüsen 2001, pp. 317–404.

10. Rüsen (2001, p. 7).
11. Rüsen (2013, p. 232).
12. Rüsen (2001, p. 5).
13. See on this point the section “Prosthetic postmemory.”
14. Rüsen (2013, p. 225).
15. Ibid., p. 230. Rüsen elaborates: “In summary, the two modes [of memory] 

can also be contrasted as follows: One mode, the receptive, harnesses the 
power of the unconscious; the other, the productive, sets against it the 
power of enlightenment. The former is prereflective [unvordenklich], the 
other reflective [nachdenklich]. The two modes of memory are, of course, 
closely interwoven; neither can be conceived without the other. Together, 
they make up what we can call the ‘form’ [Gestaltung] of the culture of 
memory; for ‘form’ [Gestalt] is both a prior impression and the result of an 
activity.” Ibid., p. 231.

16. To empirically measure the refiguring effects of historical films on our his-
torical consciousness, further studies with a focus on the spectator would 
be needed, like the qualitative interviews conducted by Andreas Sommer. 
According to Sommer, the findings of his study show that “historical fic-
tion films” are “constituents of our conceptions of history that deserve to 
be taken seriously.” He concludes “that the perspective on and evaluation 
of a historical event given by a film can also be adopted by the spectator.” 
Andreas Sommer, Geschichtsbilder und Spielfilme: Eine qualitative Studie 
zur Kohärenz zwischen Geschichtsbild und historischem Spielfilm bei 
Geschichtsstudierenden, Berlin 2010, p. 257.
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